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10-18 Below Tonight;
Partly Cloudy
Toni ght, Thursday

Snowstorm Lashes
Northwest Prairies

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
A tremexdous winter storm,
described by the Weather Bureau as almost unprecedented ,
struck with record cold and
blinding snow in the nation 's
Northwest today.
Shrieking winds, with gusts
up to 95 rn.p.h., pressed eastward toward the Great Lakes,

+

•

LEAVES HOSPITAL . . . Sen. Edward M. "Ted" Kennedy accompanied by wife Joan waves to well-wishers as
he walks out of New England Baptist Hospital in Boston today
six months after breaking his back in a airplane crash. (AP
Photofax )

CASUALTIES HIGH IN VIET NAM

13 Americans
Killed in Week

racks Monday in Thu Dan Mot.
First reports aaid four Americans wounded; the Army today
said there were 13. Most of
them incurred only minor
wounds, the spokesman said.
Two other U.S. advisers were
reported wounded today in actions against the Viet Cong.
South Viet Nam's government
showed signs of cracking as 500
Buddhist monks and nuns began
a 24-hour hunger strike.
Reliable sources reported that
Phan Tan Chile, education and
cultural affairs minister, resigned this morning. He was in
disfavor with the Buddhists.
Thirteen American, were Unconfirmed reports said
killed in action last week.
some other ministers may reThe U.S. Army also increased sign.
its casualty total in the Viet
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SAIGON, South Viet Nam
(AP) — South Vietnamese government troops last week suffered their highest casualties in
eight months in the war against
the Communist Viet Cong, a
U.S. spokesman said today.
Government forces killed 550
Communist guerrillas, however,
compared with 260 of their own
dead.
A total of 985 government
troops was killed or wounded,
the spokesman said. The figure
did not include the battle in An
Lao valley, where casualties
weta reported heavy.
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Kosygin Will
Visit Britain

LONDON (AP)—Prime Minister Harold Wilson announced
today that Premier Alexei Kosygin of the Soviet Union has
accepted nn invitation to visit
Britain.

Johnson Sends
Greetings to
Armed Forces
WASHINGTON iff) - President Johnson has sent
members ol the U.S. armed
forces a special Christmas
greeting expressing "great
pride and deep appreciation " for their "Htcaclfnst
devotion and readiness to
defend our nation 's heritage. "
.J ohnson said Tuesday he
wanted to express "my
special thank.- ' 1 to those
who must be separated from
their families during the
holiday season,

Ted Kennedy
Leaves Hospital
On Own Power

BOSTON (AP)-Sen. Edward
M. Kennedy, D-Mass., walked
out of a Boston hospital today
to the lusty cheers of some 600
persons who stood in freezing
temperatures to wish him well.
By walking without help
through the door of New England Baptist Hospita l, he fulfilled
a promise to be home by Christmas, recovered from a broken
back suffered in a plane crash
June 19.
With his wife, Joan, Kennedy
strode to a waiting automobile
which took them to Lofan International Airport and a plane
for Palm Beach, Fla.

He had been ImmobUzed in
an orthopedic frame for most of
the six months since his plane
crashed in western Massachusetts as he was en route
from Washington to the state
Democratic pre-prirnary convention.
In obvious good humor, Sen.
Ken nedy told the throng outside
the hospital door:
"It just so happens that I
have a speech here which I never delivered in Springfield, 1
can read it to you now. "
Some of the crowd , estimated
by police at about 600, had stood
in 20-degree temperature for
more than an hour to greet the
senator.
They chered and clapped as
he walked from the hospital to
the waiting automobile.
Kennedy paused to thank the
doctors and nurses who treated
him at Cooley Dickinson Hospital and at the Boston hospital
after his transfer.
He is planning to be in "Washington Jan. 4 for the opening of
the new session of Congress,
when he and his brother, Robert
F. Kennedy, senator-elect from
New York , will take their seats
in the Senate,

*
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Canadian Storm
Worst in History
SASKATOON, Sask. W> — One of the worst prairie blizzards in history slammed into Saskatchewan today after
causing at least two deaths in Alberta.
Temperatures dropped to 30 below zero and winds bowled
op to 70 miles an hour. Schools closed and travel was virtually abandoned.
Weather officials expect the bitterly cold weather to continue for several days. High of 25 below were forecast across
tbe province and for Saskatchewan. As the winds die, temperatures are expected to drop even lower.

Weather Bureau meteorologist
said 'venturing out of doors is
considered dangerous unless a
person is thoroughly prepared."
New snow measured one to
five inches in the northern half
of Minnesota.
The cold spread west into
Washington State and south and
east into Wyoming and South
Dakota. Drifting snow closed
schools and roads in some areas
of Montana, Wyoming, Idaho
and Washington.

The Weather Bureau said today's temperatures in Montana
probably would hold 15 to 25 degrees below zero, and tonight's
lows would drop to around 40
below.
The spreading storm prompted heavy snow warnings for
Montana, Wyoming and the Dakotas, and cold wave .warnings
from the Pacific Northwest to
the Mississippi Valley.

in North Dakota and northern
Minnesota with up to 4 inches of
new snow predicted, accompanied by strong winds and extreme cold temperatures.
Utah had cold-wave warnings.
So did all of Kansas and northwest Missouri for today and tonight. Northwest Kansas had

some flying dust which cut visibility .
Temperatures dropped to —60
over Alaska. Even the usually
moderate Alaskan Panhandle
reported sub-zero readings.
Cold weather numbed New
England as the temperature
ranged from 10 above to -5 in
some sections.

Late Bulletin s

HOUSTON. Tex- . M") - The 70-year-old Duke of Windsor
underwent a 67-minute operation today for removal of a
blister on an abdominal artery. The resection involved the
replacement with a synthetic tube.

•

*

•

WASHINGTON VPI — President Johnson announced today the resignation of Luther H. Hodges as secretary of
commerce and named as his successor New Jersey industrialist John T. Connor, who will take over Jan. 15. Hodges
has been secretary of commerce since the start of the Kennedy administration in January 1960.

A van carrying nine prisoners
from the county jail in Seattle,
PARIS m - U. S. Defense Secretary Robert a s. McWash., to a reformatory tipped
over on a snowy highway , but Namara said today further large-scale investments in straofficials took no chances — a tegic nuclear weapons are unnecessary because the United
tow truck righted the vehicle States possesses enough power to bring 100 million quick casuwith the prisoners still inside.
alties to the Soviet Union. He said tbe United States has
Robert L. Brown Jr. was stockpiled nuclear weapons in West Germany alone equal
awakened by the howling winds to 5,000 times the power of the atomic bomb dropped on
in Bellevue, a suburb of Seattle. Hiroshima — or a blasting jower equal to a million tons of
He rushed outside and moved TNT.
his new station wagon from un¦ • ¦ ¦ ¦•
* ¦
der his trees. But two of his
ST. PAUL m — James C. Marshall, Minnesota's someneighbors' trees tumbled — one
questipns, the Army among oth- on his car and the other on his times controversial highway commissioner, said today _t«
er things confirmed reports that house.
plans to serve out his term, which runs until April 20. "I plan
the conversion is due to be comWinds at 35 miles per hour to serve oat my term." he said in an Interview today, "and to
pleted by March 31, 1966. It will
made life miserable in Cut appear before legislative committees to do all I can to get
begin next July t.
Bank, Mont., where the temper- approval for the department program."
These were some other ques- ature was —27, Tuesday. Unoffitions the Army aaiswered:
cial lows in Montana included
Q. What happens to men who 40 in Havre and -38 at Summit,
have
amassed
retirement a mountain - top community
Great, Falls had a December
points?
A. Individuals who are trans- record low of -24.
ferred to the active standby Re- Schools were closed in northserve may continue to amass central Montana and U.S. 12
points for retirement although was blocked by blowing, drifting
at a somewhat slower rate. If snow in the northwestern part oi
tlie individual is transferred to the state. Wind gusts hit 70
the inactive standby Reserve, m.p.h. at Livingston, north of
he will not accrue further re- Yellowstone Park.
tirement points although he
Hnge clouds of dnst floated
By ALTON BLAKESLEE
taken with the giant 20O-fnch
does not lose those which have over the plains of Kansas and I
been previously amassed.
Colorado. U.S. 87 north of Den- 1 Associated Press Science Writer telescope on Mt. Palomar in
ver was closed tor a period AUSTIN, Tex. (AP ) - Excit- California.
Q. What happens to the col- Tuesday after a series of auto
The picture showed that
lege ROTC programs? Will all accidents caused by dust. One ing news has just reached our
something
had happened sudgraduates go into the Guard?
pileup on Valley Highway in planet earth.
denly since a last look in that
It may be tidings of the birth particular direction of the uniA. Nothing happens to the col- Adams County involved 12 to 15
of a mysterious object out to- verse in 1962.
lege ROTC program as a result cars.
of the restructuring action.
Residents in Bear Valley, ward the edge of the universe.
The distant light .— still
Graduates will go into the southeast of Denver, reported For perhaps five billion years
Guard only on a voluntary ba- up to 4 inches of dirt accumula- the news has been racing streaming toward earth — may
sis. Those who do not want to go tion. The Colorado Department through space at the speed of be disclosing the story of the
birth of one of the most puzzling
into the Guard will remain of Agriculture said the winter 186,000 miles per second.
all'heavenly bodies, says Dr.
members of the Army Reserve wheat crop was hit hard. Tt also The courier was light waves, of
Allan
R. Sandage of the Mt.
— in a manpower pool not sub- reported a shortage of cattle produced by an apparent giganPalomar and Mt. Wilson obtic explosion long ago.
ject to regular drills but liable forage.
servatories.
for possible summer training.
The freakish winds in eastern The news was picked up only
The objects are known as quaQ. What choices now are open and northeastern C o l o r a d o three weeks ago in a picture
si-stellar forces, abbreviated to
reached
gusts
of
95
m.p.h.
at
to draft-age youths who have
QSF. They are an entirely new
been able . to enlist in the six- one point. The low in Colorado
source and kind of energy in the
was
a
paralyzing
-31
in
Alamomonth Reserve program, go on
universe.
sa.
active duty for that period and
They simply do not follow the
serve out the rest of their sixWinds of more than 80 m.p.h.
rules or laws of physical forces
year Reserve obligation with toppled a brick wall in a resithat astronomers and • other
either Guard or Reserve units? dential section of Cheyenne,
scientists have so far figured
¦*¦ A . Under
the proposed Wyo. The snowfall in Wyoming
out.
change, an .individual has the ranged from 6 to 12 inches , but
They know why our sun keeps
opportunity to enlist for Reserve more snow was falling and piled
burning. They know that our
unit service only in the National into deep drifts by strong winds.
sun is one of about 200 billion
At Powell , on the storm 's
Guard.
stars in a great family or galfringe, the temperature dropped
WASHINGTON CAP ) - An axy—the Milky Way. They know
from 27 above zero to 12 below
Italian spacecraft dubbed San there are billions of other huge
in a matter of minutes.
Marcos I and s t a m pe d
New Mexico was hit hy 72 "Launched in the U.S.A. * is galaxies.
m.p.h. winds , shifting snow into whirling around the earth every
drifts.
95 minutes.
Destructive winds accomItalians are jubilant over the
panied by bitter cold belted success of the 254-pound satelWashington
State ,
closing lite which was rocketed into orschools to an estimated 10,000 bit by an Italian crew late Tuespupils. Snow falls ranged from 1 day from the U.S. space agento 12 inches.
cy 's station at Wallops Island,
Va.
Blizzard conditions prevailed
ST. LOUIS-About 300 busiWith the space achievement,
BALL CLUB , Minn. (AP) nessmen and shippers who use
Italy becomes the third nation Fire snuffed out the lives of two
No Time lor Bills
the Mississippi River met here
to orbit a satellite. Only the small children late Tuesday
this week to discuss the lowThe holiday season is just United States nnd the Soviet while their mother was getting
water problem ond possible
around the corner — nnd Union had orbited spaco vehi water from her sister 's home
solutions , including an eventual
two blocks away.
some
people, remembering cles previously.
12-foot-<leep shipping channel.
"Now Italy has joined a sel ect
's bills , wish it
Inst
year
A neighbor spotted the flames
Everett T. Winter , executive
would stay there . . . New group of nations that have at the homo of Mr. and Mrs.
vice president of the associa"
,
a
satellite
into
orbit
placed
Yorkers no longer have a
Charley Jenkins and called the
tion , introduced a resolution
problem about leisure t ime, said Sergio Fenoalten , Ital ian Deer River fire department, Tho
calling for further study by the
United
ambassador
to
the
Thanks to modern methods
federal government of the 12- of transportatio n, they use it Stales , Ho thanked the Uni ted firemen arrived too late to effectively fight the blaze but did
foot channel.
nil up getting to and from States for its assistance.
Deputy spaco administrator recover bod ies of the childre n —
Winter rend a communica- work . . . It you want to
Dr.
Hugh L. Dryde n wns the top Bradley Jenkins , 2, and Cynthtion from a river association
lose weight , the best thing
ia , l> months, from tbe ruins.
U.S. representative present.
in St. Paul and Minneapolis
to exercise is your will
asking the local group not to power , . . Baby silting has
The fathe r wns nhnent at the
For the crew of 75 Italians,
consider a 12-foot channel
become a big business — tho successful launching capped time and three other children
because it fills a crying an effort of more than two were staying with their grandwhich is supposed to be mainneed.
tained now s achieved.
years , during which they had parents.
trained at various U.S. bases
An overheated stove was
Winter told the meeting lhat
under nn agreement between blamed for tho fire , said tho
he thinks the two gonls —
tho U.S. National Aeronautics Itasca County sheriff 's office In
achieving the 9-foot channel
and Space Administration and Grand -.lip ids, 20 miles southand studying the 12-foot channel
the Italian Space Commission. east of this small community.
-"dovetail."

Reservists Asked

To 'Sit Tigh t'

WASHINGTON CAP) — The
.knny is advising reservists to
sit tight and wait for the switch
to the National Guard.
"Army reservists have nothing to do in preparation for the
move except to continue to
serve in their jobs and capacity,
until the conversion is completed," it said.
Defense officials said Tuesday
the National Guard will be expanded to a 550,000-man force
wholly on a volunteer basis and
that a Reserve unit could make
the change to the Guard if 60
per cent to 70 per cent of its
members agreed,
In response to a series of

Overhaul of
State Jobless
Fund Sought

ST. PAUL (AP)—Overhauling
of the state unemployment compen_ - tion fund procedures will
L»e :i major order of business
for the legislature, three conferees agreed Tuesday.
Frank T. Starkey, state employment security commissioner, said he would push a program aimed at bolstering the
fund by an added $44 million
Kennedy "w as injured ln a yearly.
crash in a Southampton apple
Otto F- Chrlslenson, execuorchard.
tive vice president of the MinneHe was dragged out of the
sota Employers Association,
wrecked plane, his legs dansaid the fund was "in a bad
gling helplessly, and was taken way " and agreed that someby ambulance to the Cooley- thing had to be done.
Dickinson Hospital in nearby
A third conferee , Donald SavNorthampton.
By the end of November he elkoul, counsel for the Minnewas able to take a few tentative sota AFL.-C10 Federation of
Labor, said that it also would
steps in his room.
be Imperative to raise the unKennedy 's months In the hos- employment benefits being paid
pital have been busy. He took because "Minnesota law is one
over an additional room which cf the worst from the standpoint
was made into an office. A tele- of payments made to workers. "
phone, wJ(h two hospital extenStarkey proponed that the taxsions and two outside lines was
able wage base be boosted from
installed.
Kennedy did one more thing: $3,000 to $4 ,800 with the maxiwithout ever getting out of bed , mum rate going to 4.5 per cent
he won re-election for n full from the present 3.
Christenson said his organizaterm in the Senate by the greatest plurality ever given a Mas- tion woul d not submit any defsachusetts candidate for the inite proposals to the January
Senate , more than 1, 1 million law-making session but would
votes in a total poll of 2.,'i mil- analyze and pass judgment on
lion,
some five separate ones he said
¦
he understood, various groups
were ready to Introduce.

W EATHER

FEDERAL FORECAST
WINONA AND VICINITY Cold wave tonight with' temperatures falling to 10-18 bolow
bv Thursday morning. Partly
cloudy tonight nnd Thursday
with slowly diminishing winds
tonight, Continued very cold
1'hursday, high zero,
LOCAL WEATHER
Official observations for )he
24 hours ending nt 12 m. today:
Maximum, :<2; minimum, 12;
noon, 10; precipitation, none.

back toward the Pacific , and
down into the central Plains and
Mississippi Valley.
The great mass of arctic air
dropped the temperature to 34
degrees below zero at Great
Falls, Mont.
At Helena, where the wind
whipped more than 2 inches oi
snow in a -22 temperature, a

SHOPPING
7 OAKS LEFT
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CHRISTMAS SEALS lightTB and
other RESPIRATORY DISEASES

Exciting News

New Light in
Outer Space

Italian Crew
Launches Own
Space Satellite

Rivermen Ask
Deeper Channel
In Mississippi

Two Children
Die in Fire

Shop Tonight-Winona Stores Open Until 9 p.m.

Pope Ponders
Inv itat ion to
Philippines

City Jury Decides
Both Drivers Wrong

Three men and three women or after the collision that had
decided that both drivers in- no bearing on how it happenvolved in a civil damages suit ed.
tried in municipal court Tues- "You can decide for one side
day had been negligent and of the other, or let them both
were proximate causes -of the go home and fix their own fendcollision between themselves I er," Challeen said.
|
here May 24.
Attorney William A. Lind- \ Lindquist told the jurors that
quist , who represented Ronald ', Swartling and Henry had told
J. Swartling, Winona Box 812, ' two different stories of . the acthe plaintiff , said that the effect j cident. Both couldn 't be right ,
of the jury 's decision was to :he said; and it was up to the
make his client liable for damages to the owner of the other
car.
The driver of the car was the
eon of its owner, Mrs. Dorothy
Henry, Canton, Minn., and is
not likely to be held liable for
bis negligence by his own mother, Lindquist said.
Swartling, however, is made
liabl e for at least half of the
damages to Mrs. Henry's car
by the judgment that he, too,
was negligent.
SWARTLING opened plaintiff's testimony with his own
description of the accident that
occurred May 24 at about 3:30 j
a.m. at Center and Sanborn |
streets.
i
He said that he was driving
his "U.S. mail truck north on!
Center Street toward the post i
office. He was driving about 15 j
to 20 m.p.h. and slowing down j
for the intersections becausethat
of
^e darkness and the fact
j
th streets were wet from a !
^
rain.
j
As he paused at Sanborn j
Street, Swartling testified, he!
saw Henry 's car approaching !
from the east about half a \
block away . He thought he ]
would have time to cross the
street ahead of Henry , who '
held the right of way, and
started out.
But Henry proved to be
moving 50 to 60 m.p.h., Swart- J
ling said; so he slammed on
the brakes, coming to a dead
stop with the nose of his truck ]
at the approximate center of
the intersection. Henry jammed
on his brakes and skidded into |
the right front corner of the \
mail truck , bounced off , came ¦
to rest against the curb at the |
northwest corner, roared off !
again.
j
SWARTLING said he later
fiaced off the skid marks . he al_
eged came from Henry 's car.
They measured roughly 36 feet
to the point of impact and 24
feet diagonally to the curb.
Lmdquis. introduced a picture
in evidence showing skid marks
substantially as Swartling described them at the intersection.
Three patrolmen , John R.
Holubar, James L. Bronk and
Sylvester J. RoterLng, testified.
They said that a call had summoned one car to Sanborn and
Center, and another call brought
a second car to 3rd and Main i
streets where Henry was found '
in an "excited" state.
Mrs. Joyce M. Rhoades, 367 !
W. Mill St., Swartling's sister,
and Leo Swartling, La Crosse,
a brother , testified that they had
Been Henry at the police station
in an excited and argumentative state.
JEROME W. HENRY, Can- j
ton , Minn., took the stand in!
his own defense. He said that he
had been driving down Sanborn
Street after dropping several
girls off at their home on Sanborn. They all had been at a
party that evening, but Henry
^aid that he had felt sick earl y
in the evening and slept from
10:30 p.m. until 3 a.m. May 24.
Henry said that a church at
the southeast coiner of the intersection made it a blind approach from that side. As he
entered the intersection , after
slowing down and looking both
ways , Henry said that Swartling ' s truck suddenly bore down
on him and struck his car .
Stunned by a blow on the
head . Henry said that he didn 't
recall how he came to drive
away from the scene without
finding out what had happened.
He "came to " a few block ,
away and tried to return but
could not find the intersect ion ,
Henry told the court.
He then drove downtown and
asked some-one to call the police , Henry concluded . He said
that his mother , Mrs. Dorothy
Henry , must have been mistaken
when she p;irlier testified th ;it
he returner) home May _4 at
6 a.m. He hadn 't gone home until May 2!> m ound noon , Henry
said.
SIM .C.A.. Muni cipal Judge
I.or en W. Torgerson heard the
case . Henry ' s attorney, Dennis A. ( .uilleen, filed an affidavit of prejudice against Municipal Judge John D. Med ill.
(" h- illeen . making the first argument to the jury, asked the
jurors to consider only the
"heart " ol Ihe case — what
happened at the intersetcion ,
not what his client did before

Buying a Color TV
on Terms?

It will l>« obsolete befora
you get it paid for , UNLESS it 's a . . .
23" MOTOROLA
COLOR TV
from

Winona Fire ft Power
Equipment Co.
Acrou rron. In* M. P»rMn| Lot
-
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ference held by Philippine Presjurors to decide which man was \
ident Dlosdado Macapagal in
more trustworthy.
which he said he had renewed
This was why he had devel'
an invitation to the pontiff.
oped evidence relating to the
Pope Paul was invited to the
reliability of Henry 's account,
for
ceremonies
Philippines
Lindquist said.
the 400th anniversary
marking
THE JURORS deliberated . n
arrival of Christianity on
hour before returning their ver- VATICAN CITY (AP) - Pope of the
islands
in April 1565.
Tuesday
Paul
VI
was
reported
the
dict , finding both drivers negliinvitation Sources said now that he has
to
be
considering
an
Swartling
lost
his
gent. Thus ,
He was concluded his Indian trip he is
suit against Henry. But Mrs. to visit the Philippines.accept.
to
said
to
be
inclined
giving closer attention to future
Swartling,
who
also
sued
Henry,
though not herself a defendant, Vatican sources reported this voyages , including the Philipemerged as a winner from the j in commenting on a news con- pines trip.
; apparent stand-off.
j Jurors were : Mrs. J. L. Jerej miassen , 65 E. Broadway; Al|vin Konkel , 678 E. Sarnia St.;
TJis Ultim»t« in Christmas Giving
George Leifeld , 8654 W. 5th St. ;
Judith Murtinger , 666 Washing- ;
ton St.: Herman Gille , 877 E. •
159 East Third Street
|
Mark St.. and Mrs. Florian j
I
Wicka. 416 Hamilton St.
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trained at the Moscow Art
Theater.
"There are a great many talented people toere," says Mrs,
Moore, "but Jt is a mastery of
technique which turns talented
people into artists."

CENTER. FOR METHOD
NEW YORK on ¦ - Establishment of a center here to teach
actors the Stanlslavski Method
is being planned by Sonia
Moore, a drama coach who
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Bitter Cold Seen
For Next five Days
The snow flag has been lowered temporarily but a cold
wave warning has been issued
for Winona and vicinity tonight
and Thursd ay.
A stubborn high pressure
area successfully resisted and
pushed to the north an expected 1 to 3 inches of snow predicted overnigh t and stalled the -advance of cold weather from the
northwest.
BUT TONIGHT Winona and
vicinity is warned to look for
temperatures of 10-18 below. It'll
be partly cloudy tonight and
Thursday with slowly diminishing northwest winds tonight and

continued very cold Thursday
with a high of zero.
Continued below normal temperatures are. seen (or Friday
with scattered light snow or
snow flurries.
The extended forecast for
the next five day* indicates
area temperatures w i l l
range 12 to IS degrees below normal daytime highs
of 22-26 and nighttime lows
of S to 11.

Very cold weather is seen for
Thursday, some moderation Friday and Saturday and colder
again the first of next week.
Precipitation is expected to av-

Merchants Asked to Bar
Tobacco Sates Under IB

PLAINVIEW , Minn. (Special )
—Plainview Village Council received a request from Robert
Olson, school principal , Mond ay
night asking it to enforce the
law prohibiting sales of cigarettes and tobacco to those under 18.
Olson said students have been
observed smoking in alleys, the
pool hall, bakery and service
stations.
Mayor Glenn Hasse said business places again have been instructed as to the laws.
James Harlan and George
Cook, representing the fire department, asked council to reimburse the chief for mileage.

He has to keep oxygen on hand
at all times, requiring a trip
lo Rochester for refills. The
representatives said in January
they will ask the rural township board for a share of the
expense and will report back
to cbuncil.
A building permit was issued
to Plainview Milk Products Association for construction of a
base for bulk tank storage. Gus
Lyons received permission to
place a trailer on his property
with the understanding if neigh,
bors complain, it will be removed.
One of the bills presented
council for Jan. 1 payment is
$13,037.54 for bond retirement.

Judge Changes Drunken Driving
Support Order Charge Reduced

A June 6 municipal court support order was modified today
m the court and a suspended
sentence continued, provided
the defendant comply with the
amended order .
Thomas Hicks, 34, Milwaukee,
Wis., gave testimony concerning his relations with his wife
and three children after a 20minute conference in chambers
between the opposing attorneys
and Special Municipal Judge
Loren W . Torgerson.
ATTORNEY Dennis A. Challeen had asked that the violation of suspension charge
against Hicks be dismissed because it properly belonged, he
alleged , with the divorce action
against Hicks now pending in
District Court.
This motion to dismiss was
not pursued by Challeen as
Hicks essentially was required
to show cause why the suspended sentence should not now be
imposed on him. City Prosecutor James W. Soderberg represented the state in the case .
Hicks testified that his wife,
now living with the children at
her grandmother 's home in Winona, had walked out on him
while they owned a farm near
Wiscoy. She has not allowed
him to see the children under
reasonable conditions, Hicks
said.
HE SAID that he had paid
cash sums to his wife during
the summer , as prescribed by
the court order of June 6. But
he became concerned for his
children 's health and well-being
when he allegedlv saw them illclothed and looking "skinny as
beanpoles . "
"When they were with me,
they were chubby and healthy, "
Hicks alleged. "Now she won 't
take them to a doctor , " the
defendant said , even though he
has medical insurance to cover
them.
Judge Torgerson told Hicks
thn. his misgivings about the
use of his support money are
"completely beside the point.
Wc don 't want Mr . Hicks ' decision substituted for that of the
court. " the judge said.
HICKS HAD said that he Rave
the children clothing and has
$11(1 worth of clothing intended
as Christmas presents . Th is
should satisfy his support obligalions , Hicks argued .
Judge Torgerson disagreed
but allowed that it would be
a good idea lo make the support order more specific as to
amount, Accordingly, the order
was modified to require Hicks
to pay $20 a week child support
to Ihe Winona County welfare
department , beginning Dec, 24.
The department oversees the
spending of support funds.

KV_
W.lfrwl
Fraser. 175_
Wilfred L. Fraser,
1750 Kraemer Dr., pleaded guilty today
in municipal court to a charge
of careless driving, reduced
from the drunken driving accusation made Nov. 11.
Game Warden Paul Hoeppner,
Austin, Minn., made a citizen's
arrest of Fraser Nov. 11 at 9:04
p.m. at 5th and Lenox streets.
He swore out a complaint charging Fraser with drunken driving.
However, this morning, City
Prosecutor James W. Soderberg moved that the charge be
reduced to careless driving.
This was done at the request
of Hoeppner, Soderberg told the
court. The motion was granted
and Fraser pleaded guilty to the
new charge.
The Winona man paid a $30
fine levied by Special 'Jkfunici'
pal Judge Loren W. Torgerson
as the alternative to a 10-day
jail term. Dennis A. Challeen
represented Fraser.
Trial on the drunk driving
charge had been set for Thursday in municipal court.

Anti-American
Invective in
U.N. Continues

WONDERFUL

The United States and Belgium received their first African support Tuesday. Foreign
Minister Jaja Wachuku of Nigeria strongly defended their
sending Belgian paratroops to
the Congo to rescue white hostages from the insurgents.
"I see nothing wrong in the
Congo asking for aid in a delicate operation that involved the
nationals of other countries ,"
Wachuku said.
He said African nations which
have refused to send aid to Congolese Premier Moise Tshombe
are to blame for the predicament Tshombe faces .
"If a government is prevented
from discharging its duties by
those who are regarded as
brotherly states , surely the next
best thing to do is to turn to
those who are regarded as
friends ," Wachuku said.
Wachuku called on African
nations to respect the sovereignty of Tshombe 's government In accord with tho U.N.
Chart er and the Organization of
African Unity.
"It Is not for anybody to tell
the Congo who their government
should be," he said.
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ALL-TIME high for Dec. 16
was 58 in 1959 and the low -21
in 1932. Mean for the past 24
hours was 22. Normal for this
day is 20.
As Minnesota prepared for
the onslaught of severe cold,
word came from North Dakota
of -15 at Minot and -12 at Fargo
with blowing snow this morning.
Lowest temperature in the
state today was -3 at Alexandria
and 1 at Redwood Falls . Rochester posted a low of 18 after
a Tuesday high oi 24 and La
Crosse had figures of 22 and
26 for the same times.
Blowing snow made driving
impossible in some NORTHWESTERN MINNESOTA connties. Schools at Ada, Minn.,
were closed today.
Dry, powdery snow, measuring from about one inch to as
much as eight inches fell late
Tuesday north of an east-west
line running from Cambridge
through St. Cloud.
Highways were reported open
this morning but Highway Department officials advised caution because of the forecast calling for high winds and blowing
snow. Crews plowed and bladed most "of the new snow from
roads but slippery spots existed
in sheltered areas and intersections.
THE WEATHER Bureau's
cold wave warning included
temperatures of 5 to 25 below
in northern Minnesota and 10
to 20 below in southern Minnesota by Thursday morning.
More snow was predicted for
northern areas today and light
snow or snow flurries in the
south, along with 25 to 45 m.p.
northwesterly winds and resulting blizzard conditions.
Snow depths from Tuesday's
fall included 5 inches at Duluth,
4 at Fergus Falls, Crookston,
Walker, Aitkin and Mahnomen;
3 inches at Brainerd and Detroit Lakes and I Vz at Breckenridge.
The new cold front entered
WISCONSIN today, ending a
brief period of mild temperatures. Bitter sub-zero weather
was due to ride in on icy winds.
The northwestern corner of
the state, first to feel the effects of the arctic air, got a
fresh fall of snow as a prelude
to the frigid blasts.
The Superior area reported 5
inches of new snow late Tuesday, bringing the total snow
cover to 15 inches this morning. A trace of snow also was
recorded at "Wausau,
At 8 a.m. today, the temperature at Superior had dropped to
1_ degrees and Minneapolis,
Minn,, was down to 5 above.
Skies were partly cloudy to
cloudy over the state and light
snow was falling in the Hurley-Iron wood area.
Southerly winds brought unexpectedly warm weather to
parts of Wisconsin during the
night. A reading of 34 degrees
was reported at G-en. Mitchell
Air Field in Milwaukee at 5
a.m. today. Green Bay had a
high of 31 Tuesday.
Eau Claire 's 10 degrees was
the lowest overnight temperature in the state , followed by 15
at Superior and Wausau.

UNITED NATIONS, N.Y.
(AP) — The chorus of antiAmerican invective in the Security Council's Congo debate was
expected to continue today despite a Nigerian attempt lo
quiet it.
Burundi, accused by the United States of aiding the Congolese rebels, was to be the day 's THE nation 's low this mornfirst speaker as the council ing was 34 below zero at Great
rounded out its first week of Falls, Mont. Tops in the nation
was 76 at Miami , Fla.
stormy discussion.
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erage .10 to .20 of an inch (melted) in light snow late Friday or
Saturday.
The Winona temperature rose
to 32 Tuesday afternoon, was 18
overnight, 20 at 7 a.m. and 16
at noon.
High here a year ago today
was 8 and the low -10, first of
nine below zero days in which
the mercury dropped as low as
•17. Five inches of snow lay
on the ground at that time.

' husbands sought -- unsuccessfully — to carve out a permanent settlem ent in "Vinlnnrt"
Nome 500 years before Columbus's voyagca .

Buffalo Co. Students
To Sing for Shut-ins

ALM A , Wis. (Special ) - The
Buffalo County Teachers College chorus -will sing Christmas
carols for shut-ins Thursday at
5 p.m., followed by a chili supper at the college and trimming
of a Christmas tree In preparation .
Monday at 11:1 )0 a. m. students
nnd faculty will have their
annual Christmas dinner at Alma Hotel. The public is invited
to attend a program and open
house Tuesday nt 1:30 p.m. Coffee and cookies will bo served.
si

Wabasha County 4-H
PLAINVIEW , Minn. - Wabasha County 4-H leadens federation will hold its Christmas party square dunce at (1:15 p.m.
Thursday in the high school
cafeteria here .

Cochrane-FC
Selected for
Pilot Program

COCHRANE-FC, Wis. - The
Cochrane-Fountain City School
has been selected as one of 10
pilot programs in Wisconsin under the Neighborhood Youth
Corps, U.S. Department of Labor, Manpower Administration.
As part of the poverty program, the school may receive
from 80-90 percent reimbursement from the federal government for paying students for
work around the school to encourage them to stay in school,
reduce dropouts and inspire
them to go on to college. The
school district would pay the remainder.
The program is specified for
students, from families with incomes of $3,000 or less. The Buffalo County high school would
be among the some 100 pilot
programs in 33 states. The students would be engaged as
teacher aids in the area, hot
lunch helpers, and for custodial
assistance in summer and during the school year.

Formal Bid Made lowan Slated
For $77,600 Grant For Transfer

federal Housing and Home Finance Agency and the WHRA,
the designated local public
agenoy under state and federal
laws.
C. Stanley McMahon , WHRA
attorney, advised the board that
signing the contract implies a
moral commitment to proceed
with urban renewal. Legally, the
city is not committed to go beyond the planning stage because
the City Council must hold a
public hearing before any part
of the project may be started,
ATTENDING hla first meet- he said.
ing as a board mfember, Steve McMAHON'S opinion also disMorgan was elected secretary. cussed the question of whether
He was recently appointed to the city must repay the $77,600
complete the unexpired term of if renewal is ruled out after the
William Thurow, who had been General Neighborhood Renewal
secretary before
resigning. Plan is drafted. Language of the
Thurow , the board's first presi- contract calls for repayment
dent, had served continuously solely "out of any monies which
as a member since tbe authority become available to the Local
was established in 1948 under Public Agency (WHRA) for thie
enabling state legislation.
undertaking of the project inAction on the request had volved," he said . McMahon addbeen held over three weeks to ed that "there is no other staobtain legal opinions on two tutory provision for repaypoints in the covering contract. ment."
The agreement is between the Therefore, repayment is not
By FRANK UHLIG
Daily News Staff Writer
The Winona Housing and Redevelopment Authority formally asked for a $77,600 downtown
renewal planning grant at its
adjourned meeting Tuesday
night.
The five-man authority thus
moved from a relatively passive
role in city affairs to the forefront of actions which could
eventually make radical changes in the city's face.

required unless an actual project is authorized and money
made available to pay for it,
the lawyer said. If such a project is authorized, repayment of
the planning grant would be included in the city's share of
renewal program costs.
Five aldermen attended the
meeting. Led by Council President Harold Briesath, the contingent included Aid. William
Holden, Henry Parks, Harold
Thiewes and James Stoltman.

PRESIDENT Briesath laid the
council wanted assurance that
it could still veto a renewal
program, once the plan is finished. This had been the clear
understanding, he said , but
"this sounds different now. "
The council does not want to
be committed to any program
until it is presented and costs
to city taxpayers are ascertained, he said.

DETROIT (AP) — The three
major auto companies agree
that business will continue fine
in 1965, with Ford Motor Co. the
most optimistic.
Henry Ford II told his annual
year-end news conference Tuesday that car and truck sales in
the United States next year
might reach 10.1 million vehicles.
A day earlier, Chrysler President Lynn A. Townsend said
1965 car and truck sales would
total at least 9.5 million and
could exceed 10 million.

Frederic G. Donner, chairman of the board of General
Motors — largest of the auto
makers — said Sunday that 1965
sales could surpass this year's
expected total of 9.2 million.
The big difference between
the Ford board chairman and
Conner was in their estimate of
the 1965 domestic car market.
Dormer said it could exceed 7.8
million units ; Ford predicted it
would reach 8.7 million. Townsend's figure was about 8 million.
Ford, asked to explain the
wide difference between his
projection and that of General
Motors, replied :
"The 8.7-milIion figure is a
very realistic one as far as I
am concerned. I am quite optimistic. I don't know what influenced Mr. Donner's conclusions."
The Ford chairman, as Chrysler and General Motors did earlier , expressed confidence that
the industry would maintain its
growth pattern. He said about
$700 million of the company's
three-year $1.6-billion expansion
and modernization plan would
be spent in 1965, compared to
$465 million this year.
Ford emphasized labor matters more than the other two
auto makers, mentioning recent
local strikes which cost Ford
about 130,000 cars and trucks
from its production schedules.
Ford said he did not question
the right of the United Auto
Workers, or other unions, to
strike but added : "I am questioning the excessive bargaining
power of unions and their abuse
of this power. "
Of over-all business conditions , he said:
"The keystone to our present
prosperity, I believe , is the decision, reflected in the tax cut , to
rely less on government spending and more on the powerful
forces of private enterprise. "

Pinkerton 's Will
Change Its Name
NEW YORK (AP) - In the
old days , the Pinkerton National
Detective Agency had a hand in
tracking down such notorious
badmen as Jesse James, Sam
Bass and the Younger brothers,
Starting Jan. 1, the world's
biggest private police force will
bo known simply as Plnkerton's,
Inc. It wants to play down its
private-eye role and emphasize
its less glamorous work as industrial guards.
Robert A. Pinkerton II , the
fourth-generation member of his
family to head the agency, announced the name change Tuesday.

IT WILL BE the city's first
experience with its new voting
machines. Recently received,
the machines will be demonstrated publicly at several
points in the city by volunteer
instructors of the League of
Women Voters.
A city primary election, if
one becomes necessary, will be
Feb. 1. The general elections
will be April 5.
Mayor R. K. Ellings, who has
said publicly he will run, is expected to file for his second
term. He was elected in 1961.
Also expected to file are these
incumbents:
City Treasurer Alfred Berndt,
Municipal Judge John D. McGill and Special Judge Loren W,
Torgerson.

Highway 35
Bids Thursday

MADISON, Wis. - Bids will
be opened by the Wisconsin
Highway Commission at Madison Thursday on bituminous
paving of 5.505 miles of Highway 35, the Great River Road,
through most of Fountain City
and southerly toward Bluff
Siding.
Also among the 11 projects
on which bids will be opened
will be base course of 4.730
miles of County Trunk HH between CTH B and Highway 93
south of Eau Claire.
Contracting for the final 19
miles of the Madison-Milwaukee route of Interstate 94 will
result from the bids. This involves a 12.7-mile section of 1-94
west of Johnson Creek and a
6.6-mile section easterly, completing the 70-mile route between Wisconsin's two largest
cities.

'Vicki Johnson'
Changes Name

SUPERIOR , Wis. - The 27year-old woman arrested by police here last weekend who identified herself as Vicki M. Johnson, Winona, has changed her
story.
The woman now says her
name is Alice Hoffman . She
still maintains that she comes
from Winona, police said Tuesday.
Winona Police Chief James
W. McCabe said that there is
no record of an Alice Hoffman
with a current Winona address,
however.
¦

Program at Canton
CANTON , Minn. <Special) "The Merry Christmas Fairy "
is the name of the program to
be presented by Canton Grade
School Thursday at 8 p.m. in
tho gymnasium. Santa Claus
will drop In at the close. School
will bo dismissed Friday and
resume Jan. 4.
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Any Christ mats cards left? One of the following lonely,
ill or shut-ins would undoubtedly appreciate being remembered :
Benjamin O.stranclcr, Louise Trumpi , Bryce Opperud nnd
Charies Jones, mil at the Carnal- Board & Care Home,
I.uii-Hbnro , Minn.
Mrs . Dona Schmidt and Fred Plank , I-tta-I>cll Nursing
Home, l,rwl-ton , Minn .
Mrs. Ruth Hcclberg, Fountain City, Witt .
Oscar L. Malor, St . Joseph's Hospital , Arcadia , Win.

at

Walter Gueltzow, Waukon,
Iowa , who was apprehended
Tuesday morning after a cfcaso
by sheriff's deputies, will be
taken to Fairmont, Minn., for
prosecution on a bad check
charge, it was learned today.
Sheriff George Fort said that
Sheriff William Musegades of
Martin County will return Guellzow to Fairmont this afternoon.
A delay occurred Wednesday
morning when Gueltzow's lawyer of Waukon asked to be able
to see his client in Winona.
The attorney was to consult
with Gueltzow early this afternoon before the dgfendant leaves
with Sheriff Musegades.
Sheriff Fort said that Guelbzow would be returned to Winona when proceedings in Martin
County are finished so that he
may be transferred to Woods
County, Wis., to answer a warrant on him there. The Wisconsin charge concerns alleged
violation of probation by Gueltzow.

THE CONTRACT allows such
withdrawal , McMahon said,
even though the language puts
emphasis on the concept that
projects are fully anticipated.
At this point, he said in effect ,
it's expected, if not rejquired,
that the city will continue. He
added:
"Renewal (of the 26-bloek
downtown area ) is a 10-year
job. It contemplates — and the
City Council resolution so states
— that you intend to go ahead.
The
government, in this agreeTHE FIVE aldermen whose
ment, says that if you're just
terms expire are:
AJderman-at-Large Jim Mo fooling, they don't intend to alhan, 1st Ward Aid. William Hol- lot the money."
He pointed out that the city
den, 2nd Ward AW. Henry
Parks, 3rd Ward Aid. Clarence already has demonstrated a DULUTH, Minn. (AP) - NorThis has been man Mastrian is appealing to
Tribell and 4th Ward Aid. Daniel measure of intent.
official recognition of the Minnesota Supreme Court an
by
shown
Bambenek.
Most incumbents have yet to a need for some area improve- order by Judge Donald C. Odden
say whether they will run again. ment and by reinstating its denying him a new trial followAid. Holden, an appointee to the Workable Plan for Community ing conviction in the Carol
Thompson murder case.
position vacated by Mrs. Muriel Improvement, he observed.
Aid. Stoltman recalled the
Ma_strian's attorneys filed noOllom's resignation this month,
council
was
specifically
told
by
tice
of the appeal Tuesday. They
said he would not be a candidate, but would take the office a regional urban renewal repre- had sought the rehearing on the
on a caretaker basis until next sentative that the city "doesn't basis of new evidence, namely
actually have to go ahead." Aid. a letter written by Dick W. C.
spring.
The only other candidate Holden said this is still true Anderson, the confessed slayer
whose intentions are known rs because the .public hearing re- of Mrs. Thornspon, while he was
David L. Johnson, radio an- servation still stands and that serving his life term in Stillwanouncer who sought the interim the council can reject the plan ter Prison.
appointment to the 1st Ward if unsatisfactory.
Copies of the appeal notice
post. In his letter to the counARTHUR^ Gallien. WHRA ex- also were sent to State Atty .
cil he said he will file for the ecutive director, explained the Gen. Walter Mondale and Wiljob.
philosophy of such grants. At liam B. Randall, Ramsey
A potential candidate in the least some intent to improve County attorney who prosecuted
3rd Ward, Howard Hoveland, must be shown, he pointed out, I the case against the defendant.
has a special sort of problem. to prevent "every city in the ! Mastrian was convicted of
A teacher in city public schools, United States from applying for first degree murder as the alHoveland has requested an opin- planning grants, regardless of lege*, go-between in the slaying
ion from the attorney general whether they actually projxjse I of Sirs. Thompson in her St.
on whether a conflict of inter- to go ahead with projects."
Paul home in March 1963. He
est would arise, should he lie Briesath asked whether a ru- is serving a life sentence at
elected. Hoveland ran unsuc- mor was true that the first seg- Stillwater.
cessfully in the primary two ment of the proposed renewal
He was convicted of hiring
years ago. He was nosed out propect would be started "even Anderson to kill Mrs. Thompson
by A. Del Schneider, subse- before we finish the plan. "
in a plot concocted by T. Eugene
quently elected, and Howard
Gallien said this is partly Thompson, the victim's bus
Baumann, former alderman.
[ true. The first project must in- band, to collect more than $1
million in insurance.
BOARD OF Education direct- clude at least 10 percent of the
over-all
improvement
area,
or
Judge Odden ruled a month
ors whose terms expire are:
Director-at-Large David F. a minimum of 2.S blocks, he ago that the new evidence
Wynne, 1st Ward Director Ray said. When planning has gone claimed by Mastrian's attorneys
Gorsuch, 2nd Ward Director C. far enough for WHRA to deter- was insufficient to grant a new
R. Kollofski , 3rd Ward Director mine major outlines, he ex- trial. The letter written by AnFrank J. Allen and 4th Ward plained, an application for fed- derson, in which the slayer said
eral funds to finance the first he killed Mrs. Thompson during
Director Franklin A. Tillman.
Filings close Jan. 4 at 5 portion probably would be filed. a burglary attempt, was later
p.m. Board filings are with Nevertheless, the application for refuted by Anderson. He said he
Clerk Paul Sanders, other fil- such grant must be approved wrote it because he feared for
ings are with Recorder John by WHRA, City Planning Com- his life at Stillwater Prison.
mission, the city council (at a Anderson now is serving a life
Carter.
public hearing) , and the federal term in Leavenworth Federal
renewal agency, he said.
Prison in Kansas.
¦
REPLYING TO a question fcy !
Joseph Krier , WHRA board
member, James Kleinschmidt ,
assistant director, said boundaries of the renewal area can
be considered elastic. While the
The signals at the Highway general area has been outlined ,
-i.u __,r-__ ..-. -_ [. i.i_;, wis. (spe61-14-43 intersection went back its limits will be pinpointed in
cial)
— William Fellenz , a meminto full operation Tuesday eve- the planning process, he exber of the police force hera
ning.
plained.
City Electrical I n s p e c t o r
Briesath asked whether the since 1949, will retire Tuesday.
George Jessen worked with a salary for a city planning co- Thomas V. Nickelson, 23, WauState Highw ay Department sig- ordinator could be charged to kesha, will succeed him starting
nal maintenanceman 'and an the planning grant. The coun- Jan. 1.
electrical contractor in restor- cil and Planning Commission Fel lenz, native of Buffalo
ing the signal operation , inter- now are looking for a man for County, came to Independence
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
rupted when the controller was such a position.
Kleinschmidt said he believes Edward Fellenz , when he was
hit by an errant driver Satif the coordinator is occupied 10. He graduated from high
urday morning.
Required parts were borrow- with enforcement of workable school here and worked in
ed; they will be replaced with program provisions — such as Chicago until 1948.
He married Margaret Paranew parts when they can be ob- the new city housing code —
part of his salary could be con- zinski in Chicago April 18, 1925.
tained.
Under an agreement with the sidered a credit against the Because of the illness of his
state, tho city, with Jessen in city 's share of renewal project mother-in-law , they moved to
charge, is responsible for the funds. The council has budgeted Independence to care for her.
maintenance. Jessen said that $20,000 for its next fiscal year He worked lor the Hi-Line Co.
the insurance company, cover- to set up and staff the office until joining the police force.
His wife died in June 19.2. He
ing the driver in the accident , of coordinator.
Martin Beatty, a spectator , has no definite plans for the
will be billed for all costs . One
part alone may cost ahout $600 . asked whether a public hearing future.
would be held as each portion
Applicants besides Nickelson
of an over-all project was be- for the job were :
ing considered, or whether a Leonard Bautcli . Ralph Baulch, John
lowan Sentenced
single hearing would bo conduct- G-MttK , Edmund Snverlnskl, Coddy Gumii nd l -dl- l»_- Mstchey , IndepenFor Theft at Store
ed. McMahon said federal and rolh
dent,; ; r ufl^ne Ofl lrws kl, Dodgo; S/inlord
Folkod- ilil, WhIKIiall; fnrl While J r ,
Harold J. Haferbeckcr , Cedar state laws require separate Eau C In Ire; Robert O Andenon, Fall
porhearings
for
each
individual
Creek; Lawroncs L, Reo<» , Preacoll, and
Rapids , Iowa, pleaded guilty
Ed Au .lin. Strum.
today in municipal court to pet- tion.
ty larceny at the Red Owl supermarket, 5th, and Lafayette iWmaaWMmmmmmmWmmmMKKKKmmmmmmMtmm
streets.
Judge John D. McG ill imposed a $:i5 fine or 12-day jail term .
Haferbeckcr is serving the time .
He was arrested in tho store
parking lot Tuesday at 3 p.m.

Three Major City, Schpol Filings
Auto Firms Opening on Monday
Optimistic
Fuing for city government
and Board of Education offices
open Monday at 8 a.m.
Voters will elect a mayor,
city treasurer, municipal judge,
special municipal judge, five
aldermen and five school board
members.

To Fairmont

Mastrian Will
Try Appeal to
Supreme Court

Damaged Signals
Operating Again

Fellenz to Retire;
At Independence;
Nickelson Named

NOT ICE

@hhii\hncu\.

Ben Kemper , 1114 William St,, Keokuk, lown .
Mrs , Emma Eischen, (XI, shut in with a hi p injury , (115
W. Sanborn St., Winona , Minn.
Mrs , Emma Lnaks , Railing 's Rest Home, Pepin , Wis.
Miss Derta Hanson , Miss Mable Forsyth , Curtis Robinson ,
Adolph Jordshnugen , Joseph King Huber Casler and Joseph
B. Hoffman , residents at Blue Star Rest Home, llounton ,
Minn.
Casler is from Ridgewmy. Hoffman formerly operated a
boat dock nt tho l«vee Park in Winona . v

Filings for City Offices to

forthcoming

ba voted on at

primary •taction

open MON-

DAY, DEC. 2lit, at 4 a.m. ond cloi* MONDAY , JANUARY 4th , 1965 at 5 p.m.
CITY RECORDER

Room 208—City building
Hours; 8- 12, 1-5
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2 Concerts Planned

>

MAT1NHS AT 1:11
Ut-MM5t

At Arcadia Schools

EVENINGS AT 7:00
25t-«5«45«

ARCADIA. Wis. ( Special ) —
Two Christmas programs will
be presented here by high
school students and public
school pupils directed by Miss

INDS THURSDAY
"Nalghbor Sam" 7:15 Only
"Dh.tr- Club" -9:25 Only

KIDS!
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¦
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"SANTA'S -9
MAGIC KINGDOM"
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AND •
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"0000' i' _ M
JW QWORAl 'LITTLE
RED RIDING
8MM" #
• AND •
HOOD"
DANNY KAY E In
THI MAN FROM
THE DINERS
CLUB"

•
SAT., DEC. 19>, AT
11:00-1:00-3 :00
SUN., DEC. 20, AT
1.-00-3:00
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AIL SEATS 50*
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STARTS FRI.
Evenings
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SEE IT
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25«-65«-85

DOUBLE FEATURE •
•
"THE TERROR" SHOWN AT 7;2MO:.5

Suzanne Sheehy, vocal music
instructor , and Gerald Gleason,
band director.
The first concert will be given
by grade school pupils at 8 p. m.
Tuesday in the high school auditorium.

PUPILS IT. grades 5 through
8 -wfll sing groups ot songs associated , for the most part, with
Christmas.
The junior band will play a
group of marches, as well as
Erickson 's "Castles in Spain"
and "Holiday " and Ployhai's
"Safari."
The high school concert will
be presented at 2:30 p.m, Sunday, also in the auditorium.
Included in the senior band's
program will be "A Mozart Festiv al," Johnson ; "Swing Low,
Sweet Saxes," Ostling, played
by a saxophone quartet composed of Susan Erickson and Barbara Skroch, altos; Mary Gamoke, tenor, a n d Martha
Jane Schultz, baritone, a n d
"Come Back to Sorrento," De
Curtis, featuring a cornet solo
by Darrell Sonsalla.
The girls chorus will sing
" C h r i s t m a s Folk Song,"
Ko-untz ; "When Christ Was Born
of Mary Free," arranged by
Ehert; "Mary 's Lullaby," arranged by Davis, and "Ava Verum Corpus," Mozart.
THE MIXED chorns will sing
"Carol of t h e Questioning
Child ," Kountz; "Bagpipe Carol," arranged by Barthelson ;
"Sleigh Ride," Anderson, and
"Co Where I Send Thee," Gardner.
Both concerts are open to the
public; admission is free.

Alma Musicians
To Sing Carols,
'Hello, Dolly'

ALMA , Wis. (Special) — The
band and chorus will be heard in
the area public schools Christmas concert at 8 p.m. Friday in
the high school auditorium .
Tbe chorus, directed by Mrs.
Vernal Hertzfeldt, will sing traditional Christmas songs and
"Hello; Dolly, " from a current
Broadway musical.
James Antrim will sing a solo,
"He Came as a Babe from
Heaven," and a quartet comprising James Noll, Thomas
Schmidtknecht, Daryl Breitung
and Thomas Bautch will sing
"Tom Dooley" and " W h i t e
Christmas."
The band, directed by William Burrill, will perform "The
Christmas Suite'," a Harold Walters arrangement composed of
traditional Christmas music;
"The Christmas Song," written
by Mel Tonne and Robert Welles and arranged by John Cacavas, and a group of marches
and overtures.
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Central Junior
High Concert
Slated Tonight

THE BEATLES IN "A HARD DAYS NIGHT"

STARTS SUNDAV !

"Symphonetta "
"V- l.-tt» "
"Fr«__y «nd Hli Plddlt "

______________________ BS9_ BH________________________ S%'^ ' *"*.

SINGAPORE <AP)-A speedboat loaded with armed Indonesians traded fire with a MalayWe Have the Largttt
| •M'
sian territorial army unit sta- 1
end
finest Saiection of
Jj_ \
tioned on an island off Singapore Tuesday night.
There were no known casualties, officials reported today.
The incident took place at
______V_J____________N » _r^ T^^\
* t*W
Sekij ang Pelapah Island, Si miles off Singapore in the Singapore Straits.
^
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DANCE

Fri.—Young Peoples Dane*
t:3(M.:30p.m.—The DHCMI
Sat.—Tha Swis* Girlt
Cam* Dressed At You Art
Sun.—Tha Jolly Polka Band

LARGE
OYSTER
STEW
Steak Shop

Rochastar 's
PLA-MOR BALLROOM
Naw Yaar 'i Boom and Tabla
Rasarvations on Sala Now
2 Bands—Hats—Horns—.
Noittmakart for Everyone's
42nd Big Ple-Mor
Naw Yaar 'a iva Parry
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CHRISTMAS
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American Mad*

"IF IT'S NEW . . . WE'VE COT - in*
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A. Complete-comfort
recliner .
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Baby Furniture
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TREE LITE
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V. I ALSO HAVE THE fINEST SELECTION OF

Exc«llant for Spray
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Set of 25
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D.

COLOR IOUTDOOR ICMAMI
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"
LIGHTS
WHEEL I
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lounge . . . in colors and fabrics to suit every fancy.
Choose now and name your delivery date up to Dec. 24.
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I AMERICAN MADI
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For Dad, for Mom, for -th e young-couple-of-the-famil y,
the chair of great comfort and style becomes a t reasured
poiseision for many Christmases to com*. Choose now , among
our wor ^rou, ly vvide selection in every
decorating theme , -from pedestal modern to recliner to rocker to
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LAWRENZ
HAS
m
biU CHAIRS FOR ALL
W&f HOLIDAY HOMES

Pl_y»l
Adams

Wright-Forrest
"G<wl Reit Y. AAerry Gentlemen " ..
Traditional Carol
"Br.ng a Torch, Jeanerte, Isabella " .
. Traditional Carol
Junior Hlflh Orchestra
"Now It l» Chrlstmai Time "
err. Pooler
"Sll ll, Still. Still "
arr. Lub-oH
"Th« Shepherd' - Carol"
Jewell
"Th« Birthday ol a King "
Nei.llnoer
"Tha Twelve Days of Christmas " ..
Livingston-ivani
"Ding Dong, Merrily on Hlflh"
Barthelson
"Chrlstmai Wai Meant for Children "
arr , Arias
Central Junior Hloh Choir

HOUSTON, Winn. - A program of carols and pantomime
based on Phyllis McGinley'g
"Mince Pie and Mistletoe" will
be presented by pupils of Mrs.
Anita Lee at the public school
here.
The program will be given at
8 p.m. Friday and is open to
the public.
Teachers assisting with costuming and stage settings are
Mrs. Peter Gaustad, principal;
Mrs. William Keefe, Mrs. Barley Kuhlmann , Mrs. Gene Gelwitz and Mrs. Charles Sauer.

~^—~i— *^^— *ss^mm ^—
—
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The story of Christmas told in
traditional carols will conclude
Central Junior High School's
annual Christmas program at 8
p.m. today in the school auditorium.
Taking part will be the school
^^^TAJTwiNa> ;______ ^^M__________________________ W P^___ r^ff
'7
7 a^c(Ju
I
choir and orchestra. The orchestra is directed by John D. Wood,
and the choir is directed by John
R. Duel and Miss Susan Kane,
a senior at the College of Saint
Teresa.
The program Is open to
¦
fi_____________ _^^^^^^^^^ L T______J^____________k__________H __Kv___-*4_ i''^_ft5&
the public.
The choir 's accompanist Is
Nancy Edstrom . Ushers are
"GOLIATH AND VAMPIRES" SHOWN AT 9:45 ONLY
members of the school student
council, Ernest Buhler , adviser .
BATTLE
OF
THEM
ALL!
THE
MIGHTIEST
affy^^
The program follows:

TW
OLIJ
£ \

New Clash Off
Singapore Isle

Mrs. Lee's Pupils
To Present Yule
Program at Houston

,___ . .«,

Polish Leader Urges Talks on European Crises
UINITBD

NATIONS , N Y
~ olish Foreign Minister
7
A
£
Adam Rapacki Monday urged
a meeting of all European countries - together with the United
States and the Soviet Union—to
deal with problems of European
security.
The Polish proposal was laid
be/ore the U.N. General Assembly in a policy speech , which
warned that tbe U.S. - backed
multilateral nuclear force could
wreck all East-West disarmament negotiations , if pursued.

Europe and for steps to prevent
further dissemination of nuclear
arms to countries not now possessing them. But he said the
time Is ripe "for examining the
problem of European security in
its entirety .'*
"In our considered opinion,
the advisability to convene for
this purpose a conference of all
European states with the participation , of course, of both the
Soviet Union and the United
States, should be closely examined, " Rapacki said.
'"If it is deemed useful, such
Kapackl renewed his plea for a conference could be initially
¦
denuclearized zone in central prepared by representatives ap-

pointed by the Warsaw Treaty
and North Atlantic Treay Organization and possibly, if so ,
desired , by representatives on
behalf of European states not
belonging to the two groupings."
Rapacki dealt at length with
the problem of divided Germany, blaming much of the difficulty on the United States. For
example, he said, creation of
the nuclear fleet would not only
open up a new period of tension in Europe but would widen
the existing division of the
world into opposing military
blocs.
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Get a BIG 11 lb.
CHRISTMAS
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DMlem and Stores throughout the U. S. and Canada
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In everyday pasaen.
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Work on Interstate. ' 90.

TODAY IN NATIONAL AFFAIRS

Understanding
"Great Society

Hailed in Wisconsin

WORK ON INTERSTATE 90 in the Winona area by the Minnesota Highway Department is being observed outside our
borders, as evidenced in a lengthy article
in the Milwaukee Journal recently. Al^
though It is a bit premature to hail the new
highway as ending "suicide road ," meaning U.S. 81 between Winona and La Crosse ,
it nevertheless hails the beginnings of a
new highway which will take westbound
motorists through a beautiful river area
and on into the Dakotas.

By DAVID LAWRENCE
WASHINGTON — There is nothing new under the sun — not even the "Great Society ."
which has suddenly entered the political voca bulary in America. For just 50 years ago, Graham Wallas of the London School of Economics
and Political Science wrote a book entitled "Tri&
Great Society, " which gave an analysis of tha
modern state.
Mr. Wallas was dedicated to the concept
that the proper organization of the econom ic
and social life in a country could c reate "happiness. " He was a moderate rather than an extreme socialist. Although written five decades
ago, his book deals with the very same trends
and problems that are in existence today.
Mr. Wallas described himself as a "soci al
psychologist ," but in sponsoring the "Great Society " he did not say it was original with him
or with his fellow intellectuals. He said that 50
years before , in 1864, "the practical men who
were bringing the 'Great Society' into existence
thought , when they had time to think at all ,
that they were thereby offering an enormously
better existence to the whole human race ."
They were convinced that , even if the "Gre at
Society " should deprive people of some of the
romance and intim acy of life , the increase of
security would be far more than an equal return. Famine, it was assumed, would be impossible "when any labourer could buy flour and
bacon from the world-market in his village
shop, " and that "wars would be few and short
if they meant disaster to an international system of credit ." Mr. Wallas , however , gave his
criticism as follows :
"NOW, HOWEVER, that the change has
come, hardly any one thinks of it with the old
undoubting enthusiasm. Actual famine has, it is
true, disappeared from the 'Great Society,' but
there remains the constant possibility of general and uncontrollable depressions of trade. The
intervals between great wars are apparently
becoming longer, but never has the expenditure
on armaments been so great or the fear of war
so constant.
"Wars, however , and commercial crises may
be thought of as merely accidental interruptions
to a social development which steadily advances
in spite of them. The deeper anxiety of otir
time arises ,from a doubt, more or less clearly
realized, whether that development is itself proceeding on right lines."
The author stressed the fact that village
life, with its self-sufficiency and individual ha_ndicrafts, had given way to the monotony of
large-scale production , and he saw few signs of
"that harmony of the whole being which constitutes happiness. " He remarked that "even the
parks and picture galleries and libraries and
the other mitigations of the new environment"
seemed to be tragically inadequate. He wondered whether "the new system is creating sufficient cohesive force to ensure , its own permanence."
BUT MR. WALLAS declared that the "Great
Society" could not turn back. He did not think
that the problems of the world would be solved
"either by piling up armaments or by
strengthening our police," and he expressed
doubts whether "worldwide coercion" would
ever be possible.

The occasion was the opening of another
segment in the Dakota-Dresbach area. Also, the construction next year of the Mississippi River span , shared by Wisconsin ,
will link Minnesota 's and Wisconsin 's portions of 1-90.
Loren H. Osman wrote for Ihe Journal ,
in part:
"One of the nex t steps will be an interstate bridge, to cost about six million dollars. It will span the Mississi ppi River
north of La Crosse at French Island and
connect with the 1-90 section from Toman.
(The bridge will connect with Minnesota
just south of the Dresbach Dam.)
"FEDERAL FUNDS will pay for 90 percent of the bridge, Wisconsin and Minnesota
each 5 percent. The states alternate on jurisdiction of interstate bridge construction.
This is Minnesota 's 'turn.'
"In addition to overcoming hazards, the
new highway will open up stunning scenery along the west hank of the Mississippi .
For the first time motorists can relax a
bit instead of plugging along behind trucks
on the old two-laner. Grades were not severe but turns cut down sight."
The old Toad "built about 25 years ago ,
was only 18 feet wide, less a lip curb. Plans
were being made to replace it, but again
with one lane in each direction , when the
Interstate concept came along in 1956. This
brought twin roadways 24 feet wide with 10
foot right shoulders and no grade crossings.
'THE NEARLY six miles of I titer..ate
was undertaken along with about three
miles of improvement on Minnesota 61-14.
Route 14 swings west at Winona and 61 continues north to St. Paul, as part of the scenic river road.
"Conquering the problems of towering
bluffs, railroad tracks, river bank and two
small villages which lay on the 1-90 route
did not come cheaply . . . the seven million dollar contract — largest in Minnesota when It .vas let in August 1962 —
about six million was for the Interstate portion or about one million dollars a mile.
"Another one million dollars was spent
on property acquisition. So rugged was the
terrain that another million went into
drainage systems for the new road, including concrete encased culverts which prevent water from plunging down from ravines.

IN YEARS GONE BY
Ten Years Ago . . . 1954

'THE TWO communities of Dakota and
Dresbach , tucked between the hills and the
river , had to be disturbed and about 15
hom es in each were razed or moved. This
has resulted in fine new subdivisions along
the roadway.

Lester O. Peterson , division manager of the
Armour Fertilizer Works , was elected president
of the Association of Commerce board of directors succeeding T. W. Smeed. Robert Selover was elected first vice president, Lester H.
Stevens was named second vice president, Allyn S. Morgan Jr. re-elected treasurer and A.
J. Anderson secretary-manager .
Finland and her experiences there were described by Mrs. L. E. Brynestad at the Christmas dinner meeting of the Soroptimist Club
held at the home of Mrs. D. B. McLaughlin.

"One church was moved and another ,
100 years old , razed because it was too
firmly rooted to its foundation . Two
schools, one in each community, had to go.
So did an old tavern called Once the
Ship, reportedly because it was built from
timbers of a wrecked vessel.

Twenty-Five Years Ago . . . 1939

"Because of its scenic beauty, land all
along the route had been developed , some
with huge homes. Most had to give way to
the construction , including high retaining
wall s built, by the state. Altogether 152
buildings , including houses, sheds, chicken
coops, garages and corn cribs , were burned to clear the right of way.

The Kom Kobblers, a group of musicians
originally from Winon a, are placing at Wilmington , Del.
More than 100 awards were presented, including an Eagle Scout badge to Robert Wagner , at a Sugar Loaf district Boy Scout Court
of Honor. Robert is the son of Mrs. Elizabeth
Wagner.

"Several hundred acres of woods were
clr arcd. To handle the 5,000 car per day
t r a f f i c , temporary roads were built , in
most cases using the old road with an
added lane. . ,

After having studied music in Berlin since
last February, Arthur T. Thompson has rome
ba<k to Winona.
Winona 's contribution for the relief of the
Belgian sufferers was started on its way east.
Three cars were required to carry the 3,000
sacks given by 114 people of this city and vicinity.

Fifty Years Ago . . . 1914

"CUTS IN THE SAND rock hills ranged up to 260 feet in height . . . About f>,000.000 cubic vards were moved. "

Seventy-Five Years Ago . , . 1889

E. K, Tarbell has closed the International
Hotel at La Crosse and will devote hi.s entire
time to the Winonn Hotel.
Mayor Ludwig has left for a trip to li nt
Springs , Ark.
All the bridging and gradin g for the additional ten miles of the Winona & Southwestern
Railway is completed .

A Technicality
In Mississippi
THOSE WHO expre .t outrage at th _
dumiwd nf preliminary charges in the
M i - ^ i . .i ppi civil right. , cases are certainl y
j TI i' -< ; nt : the main point.

One Hundred Years Ago . .. 1864

The river is firmly frozen over
Teams nr .
alre .-dy passing on the ice between Winona and
La Crosse and scores of loads of wood and hay
are" daily coming from Wisconsin to this market.
Wood is p lentiful , but held at high prices.
The prospect i.s favorable for a decline in the
price since teams can cross the r i v e r .
¦

I his action by t h e 1 ; .S Coniin i .ssioncM'
at .Meridian .vas no adjudicatio n of guilt or
innocence. It was a t echnical ruling on a
poim of law.
\ n Mil ap'iit testified that he had a
..i;.n< (l confe ssion from one of the defenda n t s The m a g i s t r a t e declined to receive
the d ocume nt in evidence on the legal
g r ou n d thai the m.in who allegedl y con
fc.s.scd wa s in. ) available lo testify in person as to t h r t r u t h . Although under arrest
tin: , man was not in court.
IT IS NO MORE the end of th« matter
H LMI the filin g of charges was proof of
null
K.id onc. may now he presented to a
jury If it is deemed sufficient , ind i c t m c n t s will be returned on which trials
(.T .IIH I

( -ii

"McNAMARA, I'M GONNA REPORT YOU TO THE 5.P.C.A. "

7s any anions yem afflicted? Let him pra y.
Jnnieii 5.1.1.
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To Your Good Health

' Letters - to The
Ed itor

Heart
Muscles
Involved

Want. ImtormatloB About
Medical Care Bills
To the Editor:
I would like complete
Im'orraation about the proposed medicare bill and the
Kerr-Mills law. The public
should know just what the
Kerr-MUls law we already
have is and what the President and Vice Presidentelect are trying to pass.
There is too much taken
out of the low wage earner 's
check now along with the
high cost of living.
Please suggest , too , that
the people write to their
congressmen and let them
know which law they want.
Mrs. Edward A. Flatten
Houston , Minn,

By JOSEPH G. MOLNER, M. D
Dear Dr. Molner : What
is coronary sclerosis?
How does it affect a
person 's heart? Will a
stroke follow later on?
- E. R.
Sclerosis means a hardening and narrowing of the
arteries. Coronary means it
involves the arteries which
nourish the heart muscle.
If , because of sclerosis
or any other cause, the flow
of blood to the heart muscle is diminished, the muscle simply can't do as much
work as formerly.
Hardening of the arteries
or sclerosis may or may
not be general throughout
the body. It may be se-vere
in one place and of little
or no consequence in another.

Asks If Farmers
Made Profit This Year

THE WASHINGTON MERRY-GO-ROUND

Two Senators Set Pattern
For Justice in Mississippi
By DREW PEARSON
WASHINGTON — T h e
Justice Department has
been scrutinizing the release of the 21 Mississippians implicated in the Philadelphia civil rights murders and has run across
several significant facts:
1. William Bradford Huie ,
who is wr_ting_ a novel on
Mississippi," hf-Tbeen talking to some of the 21 before
their arraignment, found
them quite frank in admitting their participation in
the conspiracy, equally confident they would not be
convicted. They were quite
brazen about it.
2 . Seated beside Miss Esther Carter , the U.S. commissioner, when she dismissed 19 of the Philadelphians, was Tom Stennis,
the law clerk of U.S. Judge
Sidney Mize . Miss Carter ,
who is not a lawyer, received whispered advice from
Stennis on how to rule.
Without this advice it's
doubtful that a U.S. commissioner and non-lawyer
would have ruled counter to
the United States government.
Miss Carter was appointed by Judge Mize , age 76,
a kindly, courtly gentleman ,
who , unlike some other
Mississippi jurists, addresses Negro lawyers in court
as "Mr. " or "Mrs." In his
decisions, however , Judge
Mize is rigidly anti-civil
rights.
3. Mississipp i justice , regardless of the judge , is the
same . If the 21 Philadelphia^ nre placed before a
grand jury it will be the
same panel which has been
me-etiiiR under U.S . Judge
William Cox , who has referred in court to that
"bunch of niggers " nnd
compared them to "chimpanzees . "
Ji :i» < ;_ : COX has

also

threatened
to
imprison
Nicholas Kal/ .enbnch, acting
attorney general of the
United States , for refusing
to indict two Negro witnesses before the same urand
Jury which would handle tho
Philadelphia murder case.
J udge Cox is the former
Ole Miss classmate nnd
Sunflower County campaign
manager of Sen Jim Eastland , genial , cigar chomping chairman ot the Senate
.Judiciary Committee , who
OP1NION WISE

recommended him . President John F. Kennedy appointed him.
Torn Stennis, law clerk
for Judge Mize and the attorney who whispered in
Miss Carter's ear, is the
cousin of Sen. John Stennis
of Mississippi.
These two senators, especially Chairman Eastland,
are why Mississippi's brand
of justice, regardless of the
court , is the same. The two
senators have long told the
White House whom to appoint to the bench in Mississippi , and Democratic
presidents have bowed to
them .
4. In the next few weeks,
it will be President Johnson 's turn to bow — or buck
— the power of Senate committee chairmen. He faces
the early appointment of a
judge to the Fifth Circuit
Court of Appeals — a judge
who -will rule not merely on
Mississippi cases but on
those affecting the entire
South.
EASTLAND and Stennis
plan to propose for this vacancy Noel Malone of West
Point , Miss ., who has not
spoken out on segregation ,
but is known to be strong
for it . Liberal lawyers will
propose Robert Farley , exdean of the Ole Miss law
school, or Lawrence Rabb of
Meridian.
The big question mark is
whether President Johnson ,
who has leaned strongly
toward the power of committee chairmen, will now
buck the system, His decision will influence civil
rights in the South for some
time to come.
In this case Lyndon owes
Eastl and and Stennis nothing. Politically, they flouted
him. Thanks in part to their
speeches, 94 percent of the
white voters in Mississippi
went for Goldwate r . When
Lady Bird Johnson came
through Bilox i on her whistle-stop tour , the two senators did hnve the courtesy
to come down to the station , -and Stennis even made
a speech. But it was only
ten seconds long.
"We want you to know ."
he said , "that we are welcoming you to this state
because you nre the first
lady of the land. "
Nothing could have been
more perfunctory.

5. The Justice Department
knows how Big Jim Eastland has in timidated the
Court of Appe als in the past ,
including two usually courageous jurists appointed by
Eisenhower — Judge Elbert Tuttle of Atlanta and
Judge John Minor Wisdom
of New Orleans.
IKE GOT these two outstan ding judges past the
Senate Judiciary Committee before Eastland became
its chairmen ; and Tuttle, as
presiding judge, had been
appointing three-man panels
on civil rights which rapidly were integrating schools
and public accommodations.
Then Big Jim Eastland in
1963 issued a press release.
In it , he waved the big Senate stick over Judge Tuttle
and the 5th Circuit Court
of Appeals, which was deciding civil rights cases, by
threatening an investigation
of the three-man panel court
because Tuttl e had appointed two non-Mississippi judges
Judge Tuttle under the
law , has complete power to
appoint these panels . Nobody , neither the Senate
nor the President , can tell
him to appoint Mississippi
or non-Mississippi judges.
How ever , Judge Tuttle , despite his past courage , panicked,
He called a judicial conference at Houston in the
summer of _9fi,.. Immediately thereafter , Judge Wisdom , a strong civil rights
judge , retired from the 3judge panel , was replaced
by the late Judge Ben F,
Cameron , a Mississippi segreg ationist.
...-TI.lt THAT , the civil
rights nnd voting rights
cases began going the other
way — the way Eastland
wanted them to go
This is what Lyndon Johnson faces in the selection of
a new judge to replace Cameron. Lyndon , as a senator , went along with the
seniority system and the
power of committee chairmen. Those who know him
well believe he'll also go
alonfi, ns President, that
he 'll bow to the senators
who tried to ¦cut his throat
in Mississi ppi. After all , he
entertained for three days
at Ihe LB J ranch Dick Russell , the man who quietly
cut his throat in Georgia.

To the Editor :
I was highly amused as
I read the article in the
Dec . 8 issue on "rlormel
Reports Record Sales, Profit
Increase." But believe me
I wasn't laughing. Several
thoughts ran through my
mind and I would like to
share them with other farmers of this area.
First of all, on what did
Hormel make this profit
increase ?-On the same product that is labeled surplus
on the farm. Why don't we
receive any more than a
"break even" price for our
Stock? Because there is a
surplus of meat in the
country , we are told ! We
break even if we are lucky
and they have a profit increase on the- same product.
Does this make sense?
Secondly, what is profit?
It's the money lef t af ter all
expenses are paid. Before
a profit is realized certain
amounts must be deducted.
First there is overhead. On
the farm that includes electric bills, feeds, fertilizers,
gas, and oil, the usual
amounts spent to keep your
business going.
Secondly a return on moneys invested must be realized . How much money
have you invested in your
farm, livestock and machinery? Multiply that by 4
percent. That is your return on investment. Do you
have it?
Next wages must be paid.
The legal minimum is $1.25
per hour. Multiply that by
the number of hours you
have worked on your farm
this year. Of course you
wouldn 't have all that in the
bank. This amount is for
living expenses and home
improvements and household appliances etc. that
you have bought. Oh yes,
now pay your wife and the
kids for the h ours they have
put in in the barn and
fields. No other working
man has to take his family to his job to help him
earn his wages !
The next deduction will be
for repairs and maintenance. A certain amount
must be set aside for these
important purposes.
Now set aside a reasonable sum for investment
in capital improvements as
other businesses do. That
would be for that new pole
barn you 've been needing.
And of course pay your taxes and deduct that amount.
What you h ave left over
from the money you 've taken in this year is profit.
Did you receive a "Profit Increase" this year? No?
Why not ? Because you sold
your products on a manipulated market and it was labeled surplus and they sold
theirs as an essential food
and put a price on it! You
took what was offered to
you!
Mrs . Haro ld T. Johnson
Caledonia , Minn.

FOR A COUPLE of examples, blood f low may ba
reduced in the coronary arteries, the problem which
you specifically ask about;
or blood flow to the legs
may be involved, although
the heart may be functioning normally.
In the case of the heart,
this can be an important
factor in angina pectoris.
The heart muscle gives a
warning (pain ) that is is
being required to do more
work than possible.
In the case of the legs,
again pain can be a signal. There will also be fatigue. I have seen patients
whose legs were "tired out ,"
and often subject to severs
cramps, by attempting to
walk no farther than ac ross
a room. I recall one such
man who had surgery to
correct the narrowed area
in the main artery leading
to his legs. His circulation
improved so remarkably
that afterward he was able
to go hunting.
UNFORTUNATELY
wa
are not able to perf orm
that kind of surgery on the
heart. Instead we can prescribe medication (nitroglycerin and similar tablets
which give the circulation
a temporary boost when
needed, perhaps several
times a day) . In addition ,
the patient must learn how
much exertion he can tolerate befora his heart becomes overburdened. :
Does coronary sclerosis
mean a stroke later on "?
No. It does not follow
that arteries of the brain
will be affected just because coronary sclerosis
exists. Of course, if tliere
happens to be severe arterial hardening in the brain ,
too, then a stroke could occur , but it would have nothing to do with the coronary sclerosis.
Dear Dr. Molner: My
11 - months - old boy
has a rupture abo've
the navel. The family
doctor says an operation
is necessary, but a specialist says to wait and
see if it closes by itself. What do you think?
I am mixed up, —
MRS. L. M.
Ruptures of this sort , existing from birth , are unlike those acquired by adults. Oh , they are ruptures
— but in the case of a baby,
they rather often heal over
and become strong. This
does NOT happen with
adults.
A very simple "truss ,"
made of adhesive tape with
a 50-cent piece or similar
object to prevent bulging,
allows such a hernia or rupture to heal itself.
There is no foolproof
method of knowing in advance which ones will heal
and which will not, Follow
the specialist's advice,
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Give the man who
has everything
something he's
never had before:

Soviets Assail
Tshombe Agent
In Moscow

MOSCOW (AP ) - The Soviet
Union charged Congolese Premier Moise Tshombe's only diplomat in Moscow with "hostile
activities" today. He was ordered to close the Congolese
legation and leave the country.
M, Gaston Ngambani, the
Congolese charge d'affaires,
was summoned to the Soviet
Foreign Ministry Tuesday and
told to leave. No date was set
for his departure.
An announcement by Tass,
the Soviet news agency, accused
Ngambani of "activities unfriendly to the Soviet Union"
and "impermissible actions in
respect of Soviet citizens."
Tass said Ngambani's "hostile activities were particularly
stepped up after the henchman
of the imperialists, Tshombe,
captured power in the congo."
The statement continued:
"The Congolese authorities have
increased their hostile and slanderous campaign against the
U.S.S.R. and its peaceful foreign policy aimed at the development of friendly relations and
fraternal cooperation with African peoples. "
Pravda , the Soviet Communist party newspaper , published
a cartoon today depicting
Tshombe as a tail-wagging African licking the boots of Germany and Italy. The premier is
seeking financial aid in West
Germany after visiting Italy.
Soviet propaganda has persistently assailed Tshombe as a
lackey of the United States and
Belgium.
The Congolese legation was
one of four attacked Nov. 28 by
a mob of Asian and African students protesting the U.S.-Belj
gian action to rescue hostages
from the Congolese rebels. The
mob broke windows, and two
students climbed in a window
and started ransacking an of- I
fice. Soviet policemen threw
I
them out.
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Rolvaag May
Be Softening
On Sales Tax

By ADOLPH JOHNSON
Associated Press Writer
At an informal news conference a few days ago, Gov . Karl
Rolvaag said in reply to a direct
question that he has always
been opposed to a sales tax and
that he believes more equitable
ways can be found to finance
Minnesota state government.
On several occasions since
then, in public discussions of
budget problems, he has made
statements to the effect that "it
is incumbent upon all of us to
reexamine our positions on
where these sources of money
(to meet increasing costs of
state programs) are to be
found. "

Man Buys Lot
6 Inches Wide

NEW YORK (AP ) — Edward
Horowitz, 81, bought a 150-footlong lot in midtown Manhattan
at a city auction for $25.
"I just took a chance," he
said after Tuesday 's purchase .
"It's on a corner. Maybe I can
sell it to a neighbor and maybe
I can put a sign up on it. "
The lot is six inches wide.

Man Killed in Auto
Crash With Neighbor

_
§£_&£*
^^^

'S Quality Housewares Cost You
Ofl&

f

PITTSBURGH (AP ) - Edward Flaherty, 40, was killed in
a head-on auto crash Tuesday
about four miles from his suburban Murrysville home.
The driver of the other car ,
Ralph Thomas , 48, was not seriously hurt. Thomas and Flaherty were next door neighbors and
close friends.

live leaders know that the
chances of a tax program based
upon a sales tax alone escaping
There has been a tendency in a veto are also pretty slim.
some quarters to interpret the
Some sort of compromise inlater statement as a softening of
the governor's opposition to the volving some form of sales tax
and some income tax increase
sales tax.
While this may be a correct may be the eventual answer.
Failure of the Legislative Inreading, the governor 's frequent
repetition of the idea and the terim Tax Study Commission to
present political situation could recommend a sales tax could
also lead to the conclusion that also be part of this picture.
he is trying to provoke discus- The commission heard testisions about the tax problem, es- mony in support of a sales tax
pecially among his own support- at hearings all over the state,
and many of its members are
ers.
Such discussions might lead to sales tax backers.
Sales tax supporters on the
a change in DFL party tax
thinking. The governor and other commission may have decided
members of the party have long not to seek formal action to
taken the position that the in- avoid muddying the tax water
come tax is the fairest way to at this pre-legislative stage.
raise necessary additional revenue.
Dial The "Hot" Number
But now both houses of the
Legislature are in firm conservative control , and conservatives feel that the state income
tax rates are nearing a danger
FOR
point from the point of view of
providing a healthy business
climate.
In these circumstances, chancRadio-Dispatched Equipment
es of winning approval for a new
upon
intax program dependent
creased income tax rates alone
would appear to be slim.
On the other hand , conserva-
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NASON ON EDUCATION

Schooling Needs
B roader Planning
By I.ESL .K J. NASON, Ed.D.
University of S. Calif.
Our $23 billion educational industry can no longer be allowed
to grow at random. Its planning should be on an inte rstate
or national basis.
For instance , lo make yearlong use of buildings, many colleges are turning to the quarter
system. However , high schools
are still on the semester system.
There is no reason why high
school buildings shouldn 't be
used the year-round , too. Planning on an interstate or national scale alone can provide
guidelines for such changes.
Moves for wider planning are
already under way. Others are
being called for by national
leaders . President Johnson recently created an interagency
committee to coordinate federal
educational policies and programs. This committee will coordinate the educational programs of at least nine of the
major departments of federal
government , including the Departments of Defense , Agriculture and Labor.
A NEW BOOK. "Shaping Educational Policy, " by James
Bryant Conant , charges that
neither local school boards ,
state departments of education
nor the federal government has
developed a policy which fits
the needs of ". . the new and
awesome age in which we live. "
Conant suggests a new interstate commission; He says:
"Let the - 50 slates, or at least
15 to 20 of the more populous
states, enter into a compact for
the creation of an 'Interstate
Commission for Planning a NaticrtaVwide Educational Policy'."
That such planning on a wide
scale can be effective is evidenced by the success of California 's statewide plan for the
development of higher education. The university, state college and ju nior college each fits
Into a plan which serves the
higher educational needs of California without undue duplication of facilities and efforts.
The cries for widescale study
involve more than buildings and
organization. Some get to the
heart of the educational process' intent — the student himself.
President Logan Wilson , of the
American Council on Education ,
recently called for nationwide
study in three areas.
ONE IS THE tr^tid towa rd depersonalization of the student
through the use of IBM cards
and identifying numbers. He also urges a re-examination of
the extra-curricular life of our
colleges stating that "It may
well be that certain of the adolescent preoccupations of 19thcentury college life are no longer fitting . With the rising expectations and standards demanded of students and the increasing level of student maturity,
we can afford to drop the enervating and time-consuming activities that , on some campuses,
preoccupy the energies of students and obstruct realization of
the real goals of education. "
His words should have force ,
since the American Council of
Education which Dr. W i l s o n

heads, is the principal coordinating agency for higher education in the United States. More
than 1,300 colleges, universities,
and education organizations are
members of the Council .
Not only should students be
able to transfer from one section of the country to another ,
but movement must be smooth
from grade school to high
school and from there to college.

'¦ SCOOT A

Moegiein conferred with Gov.
Karl Rolvaag Monday after attending a meeting with Defense
Department officials Saturday.
Final acceptance of the proposal by the governor must
await the defense department's
plans involving the troop structure of the Minnesota National
Guard , Moegiein said.
"I feel very confident that
Minnesota will retain the 47th
Infantry Division ," , Moegiein
said. "We are fortunate because
Minnesota is only one of eight
states which would retain its
National Guard division. "
At present, guard units are
permitted to enlist 70 per cent
of their full assigned strength.
Under the shift , units would be
permitted to up their strength
to 80 per cent. Ther.e are about
9,600 men in the Minnesota National Guard.

LOUISVILLE , Ky. (AP) Louisville is going to li ven up
some of its street signs. "No
Outlet" will replace "Dead
End" signs.
"The word 'Dead' carries a
displeasing connotation to some
people," traffic engineer Arthur
R. Daniel said Tuesday.
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ST. PAUL (AP . - The Defense Department's proposal fo
shift Army reservists into the
National Guard probably would
not get started in Minnesota
untj l late 1085 or early 1966,
Maj. Gen. Chester Moegiein.
Minnesota Adjutant general ,
said Tuesday.
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State Expects
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Peeled & Develntdt
21-25 to the pound
41-SO to the pound

• FROG LEGS
• SCALLOPS
• LOBSTER TAILS
• SALT ICELAND HERRING
• HOME PICKLED ICELAN D HERRING

WE SPECIALIZE IN

Smoked Fish

C*rp — Stur fleon — Chubs — Htrrfnp
UNDER ALL GOVERNMENT REGULATIONS
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SECOND & MAIN, WINONA
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Schoo l Belles
I Gifts for Patients , Wabasha Auxiliary lAlma-Cochrane
i Project Happiness
Celebrates Yule
(Ga rden Club
Sing Yule
I Donated by CDA
WABASHA, Minn. - Wabasha
Music for Club
Gifts for patien ts at the Fari- American Legion Auxiliary held j Holds Meeting

SPECIALS
T0M

i

MISS JOLENE ANN ROE'S engagement to Leonard Charles Rollins, son of Mr. and Mrs. Leonard
Rollins, Weaver, Minn., is announced by her mother ,
Mrs. Nellie Roe, 1720 W. Wabasha St. A June wedding is being planned. Both young persons are students at Winona State College.

Lincoln PTA Plans
Bake Sale, Program

Diane Berg
Is Engaged
WHITEHALL, Wis. (Special .
—Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Berg ,
rural Osseo, Wis., announce the
engagement of their daughter ,
Miss Diane Marie Berg , to
Reider Hoff , Milwaukee . He is
the son of Mr. and Mrs. Vernon
Huff , Eau Claire, Wis.
A spring wedding is being
planned.
¦
INDEPENDENCE JUNIORS
INDEPENDENCE , Wis. ( Special ) — The Junior Auxiliary
will meet Monday at 4 p.m. at
the Legion Clubrooms, Independence. Members are requested to bring unwrapped gifts for
little girls adopted during this
season, and to bring wrapping
paper and ribbon. The hostesses for the evening will be
Susan Lyga , Mary Johnson and
Phyllis Miemietz. The group
will go caroling in the community after the meeting.

Lincoln School PTA board
completed plans for the annual
bake sale at a meeting Monday
evening,
The sale is traditionally held
in conjunction with the Christmas program at the school ,
which will include a musical
program this year, beginning at
2 p.m. Thursday in the gymnasium. The bake sale opens at
1:30 p.m.
Monday 's meeting was a combination work session and
Christmas party for board
members. Bags of candy were
prepared for distribution to the
school children.
¦
HERE FOR FUNERAL
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Alexander , Mankato, Minn., attended the funeral of Mrs. Harry
Cierzan Tuesday and were dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Edward J. Lynch, 129 .6 E. 3rd
St.

The School Belles sang for bault State School and Hospital
chilPortia Club members at their and toys and games for
Proj'
dren
to
be
included
in
the
annual Christmas party at the
home of Mrs. S. 0. Hughes Mon- ect Happ iness baskets for the
needy were donated by the Cathday evening.
1
Directed by Mrs. T. Charles olic Daughters of America at
Green and accompanied by Mrs. i their Christmas party Monday
Sheridan Wolfe, they sang, evening. About 65 members at"Johnny Bring the Pine Tree tended the event , held at Holy
In, " a mountain carol ; "Stars Family Hall , Cathedral of the
Lead Me Ever On ," a Sioux Sacred Heart.
A short business session was
tribal carol ; an African carol ,
and "In the Stillness of the conducted by Mrs. Ross Nij .on ,
Night. "
I grand regent . Christmas carols
During a short business meet- were sung with Mrs. Joseph Oring, conducted by Mrs. Ted Bie- |lowski playing the piano accomsanz , president , it was declided i paniment.
to present a shuffl e board set to
Mrs., John Schlaefer reported
the Winona Day Activity Cen- on visitation to sick members
ter. Mrs . John Tweedy is chair- and urged others to remember
man of the project.
them with Christmas cards.
Announcement was made of
Games were played under the
the Bridge Marathon scores , : direction of Mrs. Robert Norwhich will appea r elsewhere on ; tham. Prizes were awarded to
these pages.
' Mrs. Roy Larsoa , bridge; Miss
j Ceil Grandl , 50O; Mrs, Helen
Peterson and Mrs. Francis Hoi|
j
Bridge Marathon
|| land , sciiafskopf , and Mrs. EuScores Announced i gene Stachowitz.
Refreshments were served at
By Portia Club
, a buffet centered with a miniaScores for the Bridge Mara- j• ture Christmas tree surrounded
thon , sponsored by the Portia . by greens , with lighted green taClub, have been compiled after pers. Mmes. Edward Holz, Erthe first four rounds of play and mon Koller , Fred Hix and Edthe top two scores in each ward Casper were in charge.
team are as follows:
Attendance prizes were won
Team 1 — Mmes. John Grams by Mmes. Elaine Maloney, Reand Grant Burleigh , 13,040; I gina Evans and Stackowitz.
Mmes. G. M. Grabow and Norman Schellhaus , 10,970.
Team 2 — Mmes. Austin Mor- Society to Send
ton and T. H. Cavanaugh , 13,- Teaching Supplies
470; Mmes. Glen Fischer and
To African Member
Hans Hanssen , 12,610.
Team 3 — Mmes. Joseph
The December meeting of
Leicht and W. W. Thein , 16,240; Mmes. A. S. Hart and Du- Gamma Tau Chapter , Kapp a
Delta Pi , the honor society in
ane Peterson , 14,980.
Team 4 — Mr. and Mrs. D. education , was held in the facB. Robinson. 13,040; Mr. and ulty lounge at Winona State College Tuesday evening. TeachMrs. Ben Miller , 12,510.
Team 5 — Mr. and Mrs. Rus- ing supplies were collected and
sell Fisk , 11,260; Dr. and Mrs. will be sent to Miss Olive Tovson , a member of the group
Ray Hautz , 10,770.
Team 6 — Mr. and Mrs. Je- who is teaching in Africa. The
rome Glenzinski , 16,500; Mr. members spent an informal eveand Mrs. Henry Hansen, 12,510. ning, with a surprise gift exTeam 7 — Mr. and Mrs. Wil- change, followed by coffee and
liam Laurie, 13,710; Mr. and Christmas cookies.
Mrs. Arnold E. Stoa; 10,620.
Miss Sandra Corey, president
Team 8 — Mr. and Mrs. Stan- of the group, announced regionley Pettersen , 13,910; Dr. and al meetings to be held in MoorMrs. Richard Kollofski , 13,160. head Feb. 20 and in Milwaukee
Team 9 — Mr . and Mrs. Rob- March 27.
ert Boschulte, 9,350; Mr. and
PTA BAKE SALE
Mrs. Gerald Timm , 8,060.
LEWISTON, Minn. (Special)
WYATTV1LLE CLUB
—Lewiston PTA is sponsoring a
LEWISTON, Minn, (Special ) Christm as baked goods and
-Wyattville Birthday Club will candy sale all day Saturd ay at
meet for the annual Christmas the Jay cees Clufcrooms. Coffee
party Saturday afternoon at the and lunch will be served.
home of Mrs. Edward Markle,
rural Lewiston. A potluck supper will be served, with exchange cf gifts and Sunshine
Friends to be remembered.

its Christmas party Thursday
evening in the Legion Clubrooms. A musical program included singing of Christmas
carols by the members.
Girl vocalists who participated in the program were Margaret Cole, Patricia McDonald
and Jonni Krenz . Piano accompanists were Nancy Wehrenberg
and Susan Kasper.
Gifts exchange were first
placed under a decorated Christmas tree. Members also brought
canned goods for Christmas
baskets and trading stamps and
certificates.
Refreshments of Christmas
goodies were served irom a
table covered with a Christmas
cloth and centered with a holiday arrangement.

ALMA , Wis. (S pecial) - Mrs.
Jens Uhrenholdt reported on
Christmas in other lands when
the Alma-Cochrane Garden Club
met at the home of Mrs. Nick
Nelson Monday.
Thirteen members and one
guest were present. Roll call
was answered with a verse. A
CARE package was sent to Iran.
A report was given on the
Thanksgiving treats sent to the
Cochrane and Alma rest homes.
Hostess prizes were won by
Mrs. Ella Schilling, Alma , and
Mrs. Emil Florin , Cochrane.

TOWN'SEND CLUB PARTY
Townsend Club I will have a
Christmas party at 8 p.m. Friday at the Vest Recreation
Center. Those attending are
to bring Christmas cookies.
There will be an exchange of
50-cent gifts and those having
birthdays in December will be
honored.
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Hardt's Music Store
EXCLUSIVE DIREC T FACTORY DEALER
1 1 6 - 1 1 8 East 3rd
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Compter* With Furniture

BEAUTY SHOPPE

With * Room* of Furniture

Optn Mon. & Thuri. 'Ill » p.m.
All Diy Saturdays.
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-

$3.33

IRON AND IRONING BOARD
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With Cue Sticks and Balls

$1.84

PLASTIC POOL TABLE R*t). $4,95

M0N0PLY CAME -
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CHEMISTRY LAB
400 Power

. . . w i t h VOULEZ VOUS

¦ ¦ ¦ $4.88
19 TODDLER DOLL - ¦ - $2.88

MICROSCOPE SET

"

Perfume , Eau de Toilette, Dusting Powder and
Bath O i l . . . from 3,50 to 45.

¦
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PHONE 8-2927

NEW BORN BABY DOLL - $2.99
TEDDY BEA RS - • ¦ ¦ $1.98
STUFFED ANIMALS - ¦ • 9flc
BOAD RACE TOP
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¦ •

$1.98

MUSICAL PHONE
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$1.77

GIFT WRAP
600"-6 Rolls 26" Wide
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• No Money Down

• Free Delivery

OPEN WEEK NIGHTS UNTIL CHRISTMAS
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Men's Vinyl

SLIPPERS

CHIP ft DIP SALAD SET
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3-4 or $ Strand

BOXED PEABLS -

Tricot

NYLON SLIPS

Dainty

SHIFT GOWNS
Tot' s

Christmas

TOWELS

¦

¦

-

3 for $1
$1
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Shop Kelly's Now for a Gift the
Entire Family Can Enjoy!
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Soft as Lift 2ft"
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ti

....

$3.17

•

VINYL GLOVES

r

$2.98

. ¦ ¦ $2,98

RANCH HOUSE -

CENTER

Men's Women's, Youth'. Soft

ty ^ Um® VeJtiv
_

¦ ¦ 99c

-

¦ ¦ ¦ ¦ •

FARM SET

For Expert Hair Styling . . .
PHONE 5661

I Kelly Furniture |
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ARMY TROOP CARRIER

GIFT WRAP

/
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69 W osl Third
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By Struct*

Complete With Metal Barn

«if Reclining Chairs
K* Room Size Rugs, Foam Back 12x15
\ | Innerspring Crib Mattress
yy Eurek a Vacuum Cleaner
Jj£ Speed Queen Washer
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BEETLE BAILEY ARMY SET 83.66
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' v% Platform Rockers—gold , brown, green
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From famous comic strip—Camp Swampy

2^
Danish
4x+
Modern
Chair — brown or turquoise
S 19.88
Vy
BUBBLE BATH
*\m 7-Pc. Dinette—Table & 6 Cha irs, bronze or chrome.... $68.00 \t Heavy Chrame
¦
$12.95 $ BREAD 0B FRUIT TRAY
|J Cosco Hl-Chair
Sliding Glass Door Bookcase—walnut or mahg.
$ 28.00 ^f
ELECTR IC POPCORN POPPER
Pole Lamps
$7.88 •/£ Complete With Carrying Case—Dominion
. .. .
t
HAIR DRYER
. Formica Top Kneehole Desk—walnut
$44.00 J/"
$12.95 J? DRESSE R SETS - - - A Philco Table Radio
Docor-DUd
$5.00
iy Occasional Tables in walnut finish
/> Decorative Table Lamps
$4.00 / & METAL GIFT BOXES - - 22K Gold Decorated
\j - Samsonite Table & 4 Chairs
$39.95 it

^**1****HnTTw »i.

s_tj ' '* %,, ' ^*w_

CROSS COUNTRY ROAD BALLY $6.68

VISTA-DOME HORSE VAN

y% Leg Lounger
.) Record Cabinet — Walnut or Maple
/• Folding Card Table Chairs

mm__——90^^^^^^^^^^
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j WSCS SUPPER
DRESBACH , Minn. (Special)
—The Womens' Society of Christian Service of the Methodist
Church is sponsoring a covered
dish supper at the church basement Saturday starting at 4:30
p.m. All are invited to attend.
Each family is requested to
bring a covered dish to share ;
coffee and dessert will be furnished. There will be no charge
but a free-will offering will be
received for the electric organ
fund. A sale of cookies will be
held in connection with the supper.

Reg $7.fS

The Daily Record
At Community
Memorial Hospita l

Winona Funerals
Mrs. Laura Shields

Funeral services for M r s .
Laura Shields , 323 E. 4th St.,
were held this morning at Cathedral of the Sacred Heart, the
Rev . Martin G. Olsen officiatTUESDAY
ing. Burial was in Calvary CemADMISSIONS
Oberlin Schwestka , St. Char- etery , Rochester. The Catholic
Daughters of America provided
les, Minn.
an
honor guard at the church.
Miss Celia Walch , 159 E. 4th
Pallbearers were Donald GuiSt.
Richard Carrels, Wabasha , dinger ; Donald , William , Roger
and Gerald Schneider, and HurMinn.
Harry Jaszewski , 663 E. San- rel Wardwell.
born St.
Ewald Czaplawski
Franklin Huntley, Fountain Funeral services for Ewald
City, Wis.
Czaplewski, Charleston, S.C.,
Sidney Silsbee, 42ft E. Broad- were held this morning at Watway,
kowski Funeral Home, the Rt.
Mrs. Marianne Nelson , 255 E. Rev. Msgr. N. F, Grulkowski of
San born St.
St. Stanislaus Church officiatMrs. Albert Bakke , Rushford , ing. Burial was in Woodlawn
Minn .
Cemetery.
Mrs. Minard Scherrnerhorn , Pallbearers were Joseph LelSt . Charles . Minn.
wica , Clarence and Joseph MalMrs. Eugene Sobeck , Winona iszewski . Frank Matejk a, Julius G. Schneider and Roman Zort. J.
Mrs. Milton Multhaup, 211 N. londek .
Baker St.
Mrs. Ba rile. t« Butler
Mrs. William Fabian , St.
Funeral services for Mrs. BarCharles , Minn.
( Pearl) Butler were conMrs. Hubert Feine , Rushford , tlette
ducted
today in the Norton
Minn.
Chapel of Central Methodist
Doris Kamrowski , Fountain Church, Dr. E. Clayton BurCity, Wis.
gess officiating .
Benedict Paskiewicz, 876 E. Burial was in Woodlawn CemWabasha St.
etery,
Mrs. Walter Serwa, 658 W. 4th An Order of the Eastern Star
St.
service was conducted at 8:30
Judith Rine, 223 W. Howard p.m. Tuesday at Fawcett FuSt.
neral Home.
DISCHARGES
.
Lester J. Decker
Mrs. 'Jerome Kolstad , HousFuneral services for Lester
ton, Minn .
Judith Rine, 223 W Howard J. Decker, 651 E. 5th St., will
be conducted at 2 p.m. ThursSt
Mrs. Bertha Bonow , 521 E. day at Borzyskowski Mortuary ,
the Rev. Donn Moehlenpah of
King St.
Mrs. David Holien and baby , Winona Gospel Church officiating. Burial will be in Wood1750 W. Wabasha St.
,
G u s t Krueger Rochester . lawn Cemetery.
Minn.
Friends may call at the funeFrank Lubinski , 417 High For- ral home after 7 p.m. today.
est St.
The body of Mr. Decker, who
Mary Zaborowski , 660 E. had a history of diabetic blackBroadway.
outs, was found in the yard of
Walter B r a n d , Rushford , his home Tuesday morning.
Minn.
He was born May 23, 1926,
Roger Schutz, 164>/_ Walnut in St. Charles to Mr. and Mrs.
St.
Frank Decker. He was a resiMrs. Raymond Durnen , Wino- dent of this area all his life.
na Rt. 2.
Survivors are : His father , WiMrs. Edmund Wantock , 617 E. nona; four brothers, La Verne,
Howard St.
Lloy<i and Le Roy , Winona, and
Mrs. Hertha Putnam , 415 E. Larry. California , and three sisHoward St.
ters , Mrs. Clifford ( Lois ) WaMiss Helen Raddatz , Utica , letzki, and Mrs. Selmer (Beatrice) Julson , Winona , and Mrs.
Minn.
BIRTH S
Victor (Delaine) Shoherg, MinMr. and Mrs , Joseph Baker, neapolis. One sister has died.
Arcadia , Wis., a son.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert MlynDefinite Cause
czak , 666 E . 4th St., a son.
Mr. and Mrs. George Palubicki , 825 38th Ave. Goodview, a In Death Won 't
son .
Vl.ltlns houn: Medical .nd lurolcal
p.l Mti: 3 lo . and 7 lo «:30 p in (No
children under 12.)
MaHrnlfy p-Kenti: J to 3:10 tnd / lo
1:30 p.m. (Adult, only.)

TODAY'S BIRTHDAYS
Lori Ann Hardtke, 163 E.
King St., 1.

WEATHER
OTHER TEMPERATURES
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
High Low Pr.
Albany, clear
29 8
Albuquerque, clear . 42 18
Atlanta , clear
49 28
Bismarck, snow .... 16 -17 .09
Boise, snow
41 27 .02
Boston , cloudy
35 17
Chicago, clear
31 26
Cincinnati , clear ... 33 24 ..
Cleveland, cloudy .. 23 16 ..
Denver , clear
52 36 ..
Des Moines, clear .. 40 25
Detroit, cloudy .... 27 22
Fairbanks , snow .. -11 -23 .02
Fort Worth , clear .. 57 4H
Honolulu , rain
. 7 7 71 .77
Indianapolis , clear . 28 25
Jacksonville , clear . 59 40
Kansas City, clear . 55 40 .,
Los Angeles , cloudy 70 49 ..
Louisville , clear . . '. . 35 24 ..
Memphis , cloudy ... 56 41
' 76 63
Miami , cloudy
Milwaukee , cloudy . 2lt 25 ..
Mpls.-St.P., clear . 26 14 ..
New Orleans , cloudy 60 41
New York , cloudy . . 36 23
Okln. City, cloudy .. 55 40 ..
4:t 20
Omaha , clear
.
Philadelphia , cloudy 37 15)
. 67 33
Phoenix , clear
Ptlnd , Me. , cloudy . 33 11
Ptlnd , Ore., snow . 40 25 ,11
Rapid City, snow . 43 -14 .04
43 36 .
St . Louis, clear
Salt Lk, City, clear 4!) 25 ..
54 49
San Fran., cloudy
Seattle , clear
. 40 13
Washington , cloudy 40 21
Winnipeg, snow . . . 6 2 , 23

Be Determined

In 1852 Mrs. Heins moved to
Lake City where she was married to Clarence Rabe Oct. 31,
DECEMBER 16, 1964
1955. Mr. Rabe died in February.
She was a member of Trinity
Two-State Deaths
Lutheran Church , Lincoln.
Survivors : One stepson , SylMrs. Charles Schmocker
vester
Heins, Zumbro Falls ; one
(
)
,
ETTRICK Wis. Special Mrs
. Idella Knaup. Lake
niece,
Mrs. Charles Schmocker , 80 . City ; one nephew,
Leon French ,
died Tuesday at a nursing home
,
Ore.;
several
other
Rickreall
at Owen, Wis., -where she lived nieces and nephews ; two grandsince her health failed about children; two great-grandchiltwo years ago.
dren ; one half-brother , _vJorman
The former Clara Carlson , she Hoist , Lake City ; one sister,
was born at Melrose May 25 , Mrs. Emma Hoist , Makoti ,
1884. She was married to Char- N.D., and one half-sister , Mrs.
les Schmocker in about 1906 and Herbert Frierson , Scottsdale ,
they lived many years at Owen , Ariz. Three brothers and three
where he operated an automo- sisters have died.
bile service station .
Funeral services will be
Survivors are : One brother , Thursday at 2 p.m. at Trinity
of Black River Falls; one sis- Lutheran Church , the Rev. Harter , Mrs. George Berger, Et- old Schwertfeger officiating.
trick, and one grandson, living Burial will be in the church
in California. Her husband died cemetery. Friends may call at
four years ago and one son , Beterson-Sheehan Chapel , Lake
John, five years ago.
City, until noon Thursday and
Funeral services will be at after 1 p.m. at the church.
Owen.
WEDNESDAY

ial will be In Fountain City Public Cemetery.
Pallbearers will be: Leonard
Putz , Ronald Rosenberg, William Staak , Eldon ( Mike) Knospe, Eldon Keller and Emmert
Mann.
Friends may call at the Colby Funeral Home, Cochrane,
from Thursday noon to time of
services Friday.
Vernon Herreid

ETTRICK , Wis. ( Special) Funeral services for Vernon
Herreid , killed last Thursday in
Missoula , Mont., will be Thursday at 2 p.m. at First Lutheran Church , North Beaver Creek ,
the Rev. K. M. Urberg officiating. Burial will be in tbe church
cemetery.
Friends may call at the Smith
Mortuary, Melrtse, today from
7 to 9 p.m. and at the church
Thursday after 12:30 p.m.

Six Bus Firms
Two-State Funerals In State Get
(
PEPIN, Wis. Special)-Mrs.
Rosa McEuen, 82, of Farming- TAYLOR , Wis . (Special) —
ton, 111., who made her home Funeral services for Everett Fares Increased
with her son Henry, Pepin, died (Bud ) Waldera , 36, who lived in
Mrs. Rose McEuen

suddenly Tuesday morning en
route to the Lake City Municipal Hospital.
The former Rosa Fortner , she
was born May 1, 1882, in Pike
County . 111. She spent her lifetime in Farmington, except for
the last five winters spent with
her son in Pep in .
Mrs. McEuen was a member
of the First Baptist Church,
Farmington , where she taught
Sunday school 39 years. She
was married to Joseph McEuen
July 2, 1902. He died in 1956.
Survivors : Three sons . Henry N,; John R., Downers Grove,
111., arid William A., Smyrna,
Del.; seven grandchildren, 17
great - grandch ildren and two
sisters, Mrs. Edith Brown ,
Phoenix, Ariz., and Lei a McEuen, Decatur , III. One daughte r
and five sisters have died.
Funeral services will be held
Saturday at 1 p.m. at Anderson Funeral Home, Farmington. Friends may call at Pe
terson - Sheehan Chapel, Lake
City, Thursday evening.
Mrs. Ida Rabe

LAKE CITY, Minn. (Special)
—Mrs. Ida Rabe, 74, died suddenly Tuesday morning at her
home.
The former Ida Brunkow , she
was born Aug. 30, 1890, in Gilford Township, "Wabasha County,
to Mr. and Mrs. William Brunkow. She was married Nov. 23,
1910, to Claus Heins at nearby
Jacksonville.
The couple farmed in the
Zumbro Falls area until 1942
when they moved to Zumbro
Falls. Mr. Heins died in 1948.

Everett Waldera

Town of Springfield near here ,
will be at 10 a.m. Friday at St.
Ansgar Catholic Church , Blair ,
the Rev. James Ennis officiating.
Burial will be in St. Stanislaus Catholic Cemetery, Arcadia. Military rites will be conducted by the Independence
American Legion post.
Friends may call at Kern Funeral Home, Independence, aft er 3 p.m. today. Rosary will be
said at 8:30 p.m. today and
Thursday.
Mr . Waldera died Tuesday
morning at Tri-County Memorial Hospital , Whitehall , where he
had been a patient since Sunday.
A Korean conflict veteran , he
was born Feb. 8, 1928, in Town
of Arcadia to Michael and Pauline (Lisowski) Waldera. He
never married.
Survivors are : His mother ,
Taylor ; eight brothers , Apolinary, Strum; Daniel Vernon,
Blair; Roland , Arcadia; Richard , Taylor; Adrian and Larry,
Racine, Wis., Lynus, Milwaukee, and Michael , Fort Knox ,
Ky., and three sisters, Mrs. Edwin (Adeline ) Slaby, Mrs . Evelyn Severson and Mrs . Bernie
(Delores ) Kulig, all of Independence.
Robert Loreni

COCHRANE , Wis. (Special)Funeral services for Robert Lorenz , San Diego, Calif. , will be
Friday at 2 p.m. at Christ Lutheran Church , Cochrane, the
Rev . T. Kuske officiating. Bur

ST. PAUL (AP) - Six bus
companies operating in Minnesota were given permission by
the Minnesota Railroad and
Warehouse Commission today to
increase passenger fares 10 per
cent on routes within the stateIn a separate order, the same
companies and one more were
given permission to increase
package express rates 10 per
cent.
The new rates are expected
to go into effect soon. Some of
the firms were given authority
to use them as soon as conversion tables showing the new
rates have been provided to the
commission and to all bus stations. Others may put the new
higher rates into effect when
new rate tables have been filed
with the commission.
At hearings for the commission in late October the firms
offered testimony showing that
wage increases and other higher
costs made it impossible for
them to earn a reasonable return at prevailing passenger
fares and package freight rates.
In granting the increases, the
commission said it found the request for them "just and reasonable."
Given permission to raise passenger fares were the central
division of Greyhound Lines
Inc., Midwest Coaches, Inc. ,
Northern Transportation Co. Inc.
Northwest Trails Inc. , Triangle
Transportation Co. Inc., and
Zephyr Lines Inc.
Authorized to increase package freight charges were these
firms plus Jefferson Transportation Co.
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County Coroner Robert Tweedy said today that Lester Decker could have been dead
when he collapsed in the back
yard of his home Monday night
or he may have frozen to death
while in a diabetic coma.
In either case, Dr. Tweedy
said , there was no evidence of
foul play. Decker was known
to have a serious case of diabetes and to be subject to unpredictable black-outs.
Decker apparently walked into the back yard of his home
at 651 E. 5th St. for a breath
of fresh air when he collapsed.
Investigators found a pan on the
stove, its contents long since
boiled away, with the flame
still under it after Decker's
body was found early Tuesday
morning.
Decker's bed hadn 't been slept
in either , according to Dr. Tweedy. He said that no further tests
would be made to determine the ' GOLDEN YELIOW
precise cause of death , since
the knowledge would serve no
useful purpose.

Johnson Plans
Night Address
To Congress

Congress that we advance , that Roosevelt sat in the House galwe do not retreat."
lery with her lon-in-law and
He painted a gloomy picture daughter, Mr_ and Mr.. John
j of world affairs and said he con- Boettiger.
i sidered world peace jeopardize d Outside, Capitol police had a
by nations with autocratic gov- bit of trouble keeping the enernments fostering ill will. He thusiastic crowd in order. Many
warned
of "a situation which without tickets attempted to
I
1 has in it many of the elements crash the gat* in an effort to
WASHINGTON (AP .-Presi- that lead to the tragedy of gen- hear the president.
¦
dent Johnson is picking up prec- eral war."
AIRPORT WEATHER
edent from his political idol and
(Nort h Central Observations)
Roosevelt
was
greeted
with
tutor , Franklin D. Roosevelt , Ln roars of applause when he enMax. temp. 20 at 8 a.m. today,
the fields of official oratory and tered the House chamber on the min. temp. 14 at noon today,
diplomatic niceties.
arm of his son , James. The scattered clouds at 10,000 feet
The White House announced House had a solemn appearance with overcast higher than 10,that night , its only color provid- 000 feet , visibility more than 15
Tuesday that:
ed by the evening gowns and miles, northwest wind at 20
—Johnson will deliver a night- ! wraps worn by some of the m.p.h. , barom eter 29.86 and ristime a ddress to Congr ess — and { women in the audience. Mrs. ing slowly, humidity 53 percent.
the people — on the State of the
Union on Jan. 4 rather than the r T ~*» ^M ^ ~1t ^^^^T*^^^^W« ^^^^ ^M ^^it,^M ^^^^.9»\^f ^ t, ^M ^^J »^Pt ^^»^^\^^5 _
usual noontime report. Not f;
_____________________________________ ¦ /—¦.
since Roosevelt delivered a
State-of-the-Union address at 9
p.m. on Jan. 3, 1936 — Johnson
v\ y «*"« //
m
^ mMmM ^M ^ wm^wm\\r^_ W^^9m \
picked the same hour — has one
j£ ^^^^^P^^P^^V^P^VVI^^^^H _^_^_^_^l^m^m\\_^_^_^_^_ W_m\
been presented at night.
is

From now on new ambassadors to the United States will be
received in the executive mansion proper, instead of the presidential office in the west wing,
to present their credentials .
Eight of them did so Tuesday in
the Blue Room. Roosevelt received envoys in the same
room.
When Johnson speaks on the
night of Jan. 4, he will be addressing the first session of the
89th Congress — an address that
will be carried by television and
radio networks.
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It was the second session of
the 74th Congress that Roosevelt
addressed on that January night
29 years ago. His speech, broadcast by national radio networks,
was a ringing defense of the
New Deal and its policies and a ; £• 107 Main Street
stinging attack on its opponents . t\_ «i> . _. w. ». . _ >__ ¦_¦ W 't _ _ w. «J____ ^__. '.« _._ W *i. _. W. • _ ___
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! SAY MERRY CHRISTMAS
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0^
| With a Basket of Fresh
]
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Candy
and
Nuts
Fruit,
|
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)
DELIVERED FREE
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Municipa l Court
WINONA
Forfeiture : Judith M. Bain ,
2_ , Utica , $10 on a charge of
going through a stop sign at
U.S . 61 and Clark's Lane Friday at 4:2R p.m.¦

\

I BANANAS
j TANGERINES
\

SWEET , EASY-TO-PEEL

\ SWEET , THIN SKIN

(

- tO- !
; 29' '
i

;
10
49' ;
GRAPEFRUIT
1
$
I APPLES Vi ^ 199 j
¦
¦
! PEANUTS
49'
¦;
I WALNUTS Z 89' I

PROGRAM AT RUSHFORD
RUSHFORD , Minn. (Special )
—Tlie grade children of Rushford School will present the
Christmas program , "There ) CRISP , RED, MclNTOSH
Was One Who Gave a Lamb ,"
Thursday at fi p.m. at the high
school auditorium.

|

' DAILY ROASTED , JUMBO

An instant hit on Christmas, morning . . .

a KODAK INSTAMATIC Camera
i

(

*

' NEW CROP ENGLISH

Just nhtmt - is liut us you mn r _mt nbnut it . this en men. can
ho out nf its Christina: , wrappin gs nnd saving the fun of
Christmas In pictures. Instant londinfi and quality results nre
lli« .( .ittircs that linvo mode these the most popular cameras
wv .stock. Choice of many model. , to please anyone from heRiiiner to photo hobbyist.
Alt BUDGET PRICED

' MOIST NEW CROP

\ Pitted Dates 2
CLEAN, SMOOTH, WHITE

POTATOES

NORTHERN WISCONSIN

; RUSSETS

59

(

(

(

10 ! 59' !
$
50 2.98 !
[

r

$ 03
49
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wow! $32*7
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The Amazing

^^
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POWER
M M IT

• It's a %" Drill
• A *" Disc Sander

. A 6" Polisher
This powerful , versatile Power
Tool is an amazing 3-tools-in- 1
bargain ]t drills , it sand, it
polishes! Comes comp lete with
geared key chuck , 6" rubber
pad with lock nut , 3 sanding
discs , _ " lamb' s wool bonnet ,
spindle arbor and reversible side
handle. Many inexpensive attnchrnents *vailahle to adapt
this tool to almost any power
tool operation—sawing, planing,
hedge trimming, flow polishing,
etc .
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By GRETCHEN L. LAMBERTOiN
COMMUNITY MEMORIAL HOSPITJU. - Mary of the
young nurses antd aids I have been talking to have told
me they have a real expense problem getting to and from
this hospital with no bus service available.
A cab or even a car pool is an expense that many of them
simply can't afford. As I watch from my window, I see a substantial number of hospital employes arriving and departing
for their eight-hour shifts, particularly around 7 a.m., 3 p.m.
and 11 P-m., and it looks as though it should be worthwhile for
the bus company to consider running buses to the hospital.
Also during visiting hours, there are many visitors who don't
have cars.
If the bus company can 't figure out this situation, it does
seem as though the city should study the problem and try
to correct it. I understand the city does provide free bus
service to Latsch beach in the summer. It would seem that
this would be even more worthwhile.
If corrected, this might do a lot toward helping solve one
phast of the nursing care shortage. Meanwhile the little
pink-clad Saint Teresa nursing students and the blue-pinafored nurses aid students do their best to fill the gap.
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HAVE you ever been lost? I mean, really lost — so lost
that every tree and bush took on a strangeness that overcame you in a frightening sort of a way?
I suspect that being literally lost, not knowing where you
are, and not knowing how to find out , is a feeling that must
be experienced. It's not likely that it can be explained , not really. A small child lacking know-how can find the experience as
terrible a block or two from home , as an adult , in a remote
wooded area without knowledge
of where to go or what to do.
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strangeness.
No one, as they
Meredith Wilson, university see it, cares, and so, with evan
president, "I want to extend
ery dawning day is shallowness,
official invitation to the Univer- fruitless living. In this sense,
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University officials said today the person take on a new perthey were confident the money, spective, Often this leads to
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Officers said the mishap oc- Weather Bureau gave no assurcurred because the brid ge did ance today that skies would lie
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for the truck. At height of the Minnesota -is to view un hourfire , flames shooting 54) feet into long eclipse of the moon.
the air attracted hundreds of The moon will enter the
spectators and added police earth' s shadow at 6:59 p.m.,
were summoned to turn them Minneopolis time , Friday and
away from the possibly explos- will be out of it at 10:15 p.m.
The shadow will romplntely eovive area.
,cr the moon between H:07
; and U:0 7 p.m.
Tho ecli pse will he visible
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Fully Cooked PICNICS
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FREE CUTTING

ARMOUR'S STAR BEEF — 4-lb. Avg.

TENDERLOINS
MIMCED

HAM
•*• 39c

FRESH YOUNG

CUT-UP

FRYERS
lb 29c

Beef Liver
lb 49c

ALTURA REX —11- to 15-lb. Average

TURKEYS 39

SSJJ.V. 491=

OVEN READY

FRESH

^^

SWIFT'S PREMIUM

WILSON'S SLICED

BEEF ROAST ¦_ 49c

BACON - - T^yac

CHICKEN

FRESH

LEGS & BREASTS
LI
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PORK CUTLETS
49c
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TRANSISTOR PORTABLE
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TAPE RECORDERo , $21.95
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(TO DC UP
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LUND 6-FT. - $8.00 Cushion Free With Purchase

$9-95

$19.88 TOBOGGAN - - - $2750
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Cranberry
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MIXED NUTS
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PINEAPPLE

r ;31c
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JOAN OF ARC FANCY

Tomato Juice - 1°' 25c
PIE MIX - - 4 Nc°„. 95c

WILDERNESS CHERRY

ORANGES
FESTAI

5 £, $1.00

MIDGET PEAS

Pepsi Cola
Dole Sliced
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Pillsbury

Angel Food Mix

*»¦ 39c
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CORN - - - - 6
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KRAFT

COOKING OIL - 49c
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£- $1.39 Coffee

RAFT

MAYONNAISE °r 59c

WONOER FOOD

Marsh mallows

P Lb 19c
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fl

" 25c
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DEAR ABBY:

Has Bad Luck
With Husbands

By ABIGAIL VAN BUREN
DEAR ABBY: I have had very bad luck with husbands.
One died , and I divorced two, and now I am alone again.
My thoughts lceep going back to a very fine mail *I used to
know between my second and third husbands. About a year
ago I heard Uiat his wife had cancer and it was just a matter of time. I would like to find out if she is dead yet. I have
lost all contact with my friends in that town but I do have
this man 's business address. How can I let him know that I
would enjoy seeing him again without having it look like I
am chasing him? Also, how can I find out for sure if his
MILWAUKEE
wife is dead yet?
DEAR MILWAUKEE: Information of this kind should
be sought through a mutual friend . And there is no way
a woman can let a man know that she would "enjoy seeing him again" without appearing aggressive — especially
when she would enjoy it so much that
she can hardly wait to bury his wife.
DEAR ABBY: It seems that the saying, "Girls fall for men who are heels"
is true , yet no one has been able to tell me
why. I know it is true in my case because every man I have ever fallen for has
been a heel. They have all been rough abusive, lying, cheating and strictly no good.
But even knowing this, I can 't stop loving them. Can you tell me why a woman
eoes right on lovine a man like that?
MAD ABOUT JOE
ABBY
DEAR MAD: There are many women who "go right
on loving a heel" because they feel a deep sense of unworthiness, a need for punishment and , deep down , they
feel that they don't deserve anything better. It is a "sick"
love that th-rives on punishment.
DEAR ABBY : I have a problem with a neighbor who has
recently moved into my neighborhood. I knew her casually
years ago, and I suppose that's the reason she has latched
on to me. While she is a good-hearted soul, and I enjoy her
conapany in small doses, I don 't have enough in common with
her to become the bosom buddy she is trying to make of me.
I work and she doesn 't, and the minute she sees my car in
my driveway she runs over to visit. She also feels free to
intrude when I have other guests. The situation is becoming
very trying. I would tell her off once and for all, but I don't
like to hurt people's feelings. I'd like to remain friendly with
her without gi ving her the freedom of my house. Can this be
^
WORKING WOMAN
done?
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DEAR WORKING: That depends: If you have the
courage to tell your neighbor that you have only a limited amount of time for "visitors" and please to wait until
YOU call HER, you can retain your privacy , and perhaps
her friendship in "small doses." On the other hand , if
HER feelings mean more to you than YOUR privacy, prepare to surrender your privacy and don 't complain.
CONFIDENTIAL TO "CONNIE'S SISTER , KATHY" :
Please send rne your address. It is very important that I
get in touch -with you .
Problems? Write to ABBY , Box 69700, Los Angeles,
Calif. For a personal reply, enclose a stamped, self-addressed envelope.

Pepin Co. Driver
Takes to Pasture
To Avoid Crash

Deputy Sheriff
Breaking In as
Fillmore Assessor
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DURAND, Wis. (Special) -A PRESTON, Minn. (Special) —
Minneapolis woman, d r i v i n g Ronald Turner, 40, Preston , depeast on Highway 10 near here uty to Fillmore County Sheriff
late Monday afternoon , turned Neil Haugerud the last sbc
-——~~~
into the right ditch to avoid hit- years, is acquainting himself
JANE PARKER -LIGHT
ting a car emerging from Pepin with the office of county assesCounty Trunk V and escaped sor.
serious injury because she was •' He has received a four-year
i appointment to the position efwearing a seat belt.
Mrs. Elaura J. Davidson fective Jan. 1, succeeding Oscar
went through a fence and sev- : Gillund .
OVER 2/3 FRUIT
eral hundred f«et over rough , : Turner operated a hardware
frozen ground ui a hog pasture store at Canton before coming
before coming to a stop , accord- to Preston. He is married to the
ing to George Plummer , traf- former DeLana
fic officer. She apparently suf- Johnson , C a n fered no injury but was shaken ; ton. They have
i four children:
up. Plummer said.
William F . Bratner , Durand Sharon , w h o
Rt. 1. turned left onto Highway ' teaches junior
10 from the county trunk and high at Huntin|
|
failed to see the Minneapolis car ton B e a c h.
approaching , the officer said . Calif. ; B l a k e ,
NUTLET
8
Thp lfl5f> model Mrs. Davidson senior at Preswas driving ended up on the ton High , and
James Wagner farm. Her car Brian . 11 , and
Ann Louise 7,
was not badlv damaged.
Turner
attending PresLAKE CITY PTtOGRAM
ton Elementary. The Turners
LA KE CITY . Minn. ( Special . are members of United Metho
— "Christmas Unending " will be dist Church, Preston.
Turner attended schools at Wipresented at 8 p.m. Thursday at
St Mary ' s Church here hy the nona Nov. 30. Dec. 7 and Monchild ren of McCahill School. day for county and township as¦ sessors. Mrs . William Drier
The public is invited.
.
¦
I
Preston , i.s secretary in the asc.ooi.v.i.\v BID OPENING
sessor 's office .
The date for opening of bids
on the sfifi .OOO bond issue for the day 's Daily News reported. \n
new Goodview liquor store will incorrect date, Jan. It. was givbe Jan. fi. as a storv in Mon- in in the headline for tliat story.
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MARK TRAIL
speakers for groups aad organ- I
izations. They will give information on development of the
social insurance system and
provisions of the present law.
Questions from the audience on
any phase of social security will
be answered.
Representatives , trained in all
aspects of the Social Security
Act, are ready to answer inquiries and to assist in filing
claims for old-age, survivors, or
disability benefits, or to refer
Social security has been an Now , about 90 percent of the ; ever , a_re unaware of their j you to other agencies for asestablished part of American i working population — persons in I rights and responsibilities under sistance.
3ife for more than 25 years, | their own businesses as well as j the law , he said.
Your local social security ofaccording to Victor Bertel, man- I those working for wages — are '
fice is the place to get a social
SOCIAL SECURITY district security account number card ,
ager of the Winona district of- j covered by social security.
I Many of these persons, how- ; offices, more than 600, have Bertel said. Your earnings are
fice.
|been established to inform and recorded according to that numserve the public. Your social ber. Since your benefits will deDENNIS THE MENACE
I security office is here to help pend upon the amount of earn' you. You will find the answers
ings credited to you, it is imto your questions about .social portant that yau have only one
LONDON WJ—Motor crashes
security at your local office.
account number.
caused by fog killed 12 persons
There, you can obtain up-to- If you should lose your card , in Britain today. One pile-up on
, date informatio-n and many j your
social security office will the Great North Road involved
j kind of reference materials — I replace it. If you change your more than 70 vehicles and kill; booklets, technical reports or \ name by marriage or divorce ed a truck driver.
¦
studies.
or for business reasons, the
The publications include "So- social security office will issue
cial Security Rulings," a book- a new card showing your new 5 Little Pigs Lost
: let giving official interpretations name
but the old number.
In Theilman Blaze
; and decisions of the Social Security Administration or the ^ TO HELP you make silre
courts, and "Soci al Security Bui- 1 your social security account is PLAINVIEW , Minn. ( Special)
I correct, your social security of- — Five little pigs were lost in
letin."
Teachers and school officials fice can arrange to obtain a smoldering straw in the hog
; may obtain a free kit of mater- statement of wages and self- barn on the Matt Taubel farm
ial for classroom use. It con- employment income credited to near Theilman Monday night ; 25
tain s such pampMets as "Your your account and assist you in were rescued .
: Social Security ," "Financing correcting any errors which may Plainview firemen were callj Your Social Security Benefits," occur.
ed about 9 p.m. A pig apparent' "History of the Social Security Visit , write, or telephone ly had tipped a heat lamp, caus; Law ," and "Social Security j your district office for its ser- ing the fire. Firemen soaked
i Benefits — How You Earn vices. Office hours are from the straw. Only building damJ' Them." Charts included in the 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., Monday age was from smoke.
¦kit show historical and pro- through Friday. In Winona, the
j gram facts about social secur- district office is at 356 E. SarStockholders OK
nia St.
i ity; FILMS MAY be requested
Honeywell Split
; from your local office, including LEGION AT PLAINVIEW
MINNEAPOLIS (AP .-Stocki "The Long Haul ," "Sam'l and PLAINVIEW , Minn. (Special )
holders of Honeywell Inc. apSecurity,''
Social
and
"The
So—
American
Legion
Post
179
* . AN' PUTA-LTH* LIIUE 60WDS l»lTHE WAGOM.TflrVWV . /WW <36T i cial Security Story."
will meet at the Legion Com- proved a two-for-one split of the
S>_« MAIL..Jbft. ' /W'riX6PT THIS 6Ulf TO SfW \K A VOOR I ... "
I Your local office will provide munity building tonight at 8. company's common stock Tues-

-

By Ed Dodd

MANAGER SA YS:

Many Don't Know About
Social Security Benefits

' Heavy Fog
In Britain
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day.
The split, which becomes effective Dec. 30, was approved
at a special stockholders' meeting here. It increases the num-

ber of authorized shares to 20
million and the number of
shares outstanding to 14,060,886.
A company statement said the
board of directors , which rec-
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By Altx Korxky

Move fo Cut
Work Week
Wins Support

WASHINGTON (AP ) - Organized labor, so far unsuccessful in persuading Congress to
cut the 40-hour .work week, Is
quietly winning the battle for
shorter hours at the bargaining
table.
Contracts covering eight million workers —15 per cent of all
wage and salary employes —
provide for less than 40 hours,
the AFL-CIO reports.
What's more, said an article
ln the labor organization's publication , the American Federationist, "with rare exceptions,
the shorter work week was
achieved without resort to
strikes. "
While not so dramatic as the
proposed blanket cut by federal
law , the contract-by-contract
progress in reducing hours adds
up to some surprising totals.
For instance, the article said ,
"among office employes, onethird are on schedules shorter
than 40 hours."" "In the printing
trades, 98 per cent of all workers are on standard work weeks
under 40 hours. So are 97 per
cent of the ladies' garment
workers and 65 per cent of
brewery workers.
"Unions are winning shorter
work weeks in construction,
manufacturing,
retail
and
wholesale trade , finance, insurance and real estate, the service
industries and in state and local
governments," it said.
The report was based largely
on Labor Department figures.
Some contracts go even lower
than 35 hours. New York electricians, who have had a 25-hour
week since 1962, are the classic
example.
Rather than slashing several
hours from the work week in
one chop, the typical contract
nicks: off a few minutes at a
time, like this one between, the
Chemical Workers and Burroughs, Welcome & Co. in Tuckahoe, N.Y.:
"Each workday Is reduced,
effective at once, by ten
minutes. A year hence , another
ten-minute reduction becomes
effective and , in 1966, a third
ten-minute segment is cut off ,
reducing the present 40-hour
week to 37V. hours by July 1,
1966/'

¦
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Stale ol Minnesota ) ss.
County of Wlnons
) In Probata Court
No. l.,IJ.
In Re Estate Of
N.ls Johnson, Decedent.
Order for Hearing on Petition for Administration, Limiting Time to Fll.
Claims and for Hearing Thereon
Syrus H. Johnson having filed twreln
a petition for
general
administration
•tatlng that laid decedent died Intestate
and praying that Syrus H. Johrnon be
appointed administrator;
IT IS ORDERED, That the haarlnn
thereof be had on January 7, 19<5, af
10:30 o 'clock A.M., before this Court
In the- probate court room In Ihe court
house In Wlnon$, WUrme_oln; thai the
time
wllhln which creditors ol said
decedent
may
file
their
claims
be
limited to tour months fro m Ihe date
hereof, and that the claims so filed be
heard on April 9, \Wi, at 10:30 o'clock
A M., balore this Courl In the prob-i' e
court room In Ihe courl house In Winona
Minnesota, and that notice herrol be
(liven by publication of this order In
the Winona Dally News nnd by mailed
notice as provided by law .
Dated December A, 19A4.
E. D. L I B E R A ,
Probate Judge.
(Probate Court Seal)
Sawyer, Sawyer a. Darby,
Attorneys for Petitioner.
list

Pub. Date, Wed., Dec. », 1964)

Stale ol Minnesota ) is.
County of Winona
) In Probate Court
No. 15,9)0
In Re Estate Of
Stella Prondilrskl, also known at
Stella Prodilnskl, Decedent.
Order for Hearing on Final Account
and Petition for Distribution.
The representative ot tho above named
e .tate
having filed his final account
and petition for settlement and allowance thereof and for rtl .trlbuflon to the
prr.ons Ihoreunto entitled ;
IT IS ORDEPIT D, That the hearing
thereol tie had on January «, 194., at
10,41 o 'clock A . M . Iiefore this Court
In the prohale court room In the court
house In Winona, Minnesota, and the!
notice hereol ba given by publication
of thin order In The Wlnone Dally Ne-wi
and tiy mailed notice an provided by
low .
Dated December 7, I9IU.
C. D. I IBI. RA,
Probate Judge .
(Probate Court Seal)
Streater, Murptiy a. Brosnahan,
Attorneys lor Petitioner .
(Put. , Date, Wednesday, Dec. t, 1944)
Advertisement for Bids
Pour Door , Sedan Type,
Passenger Automobile
Winona, Mlnneiola
Sealed prnnovols will ba received up
to Monday, December .1, l»*4. at / : 1 0
p m ¦ anil publicly opened anil read In
Hie Council Chambers, City Hall, al
7 10 p.m. on the lame day, for fw
nl .hlrw. a lour door, icdan type, pas
senger automobile to Ihe C i t y ol Win
nns , Mlnh.iole. all In accordance wllh
prepared
tha
.prKlflraflorr. , therefore,
hy ll»« City (¦. niiliiarr, Winona. Mineir
A
snla, and now nn ills al his office
mt f=-ord liirtnr Sedan now being uaort
by the E ngineering Department shall
he ac-ceflled ns Iracle in
F.«< »i proprwal must h» accompan ied
by a terllfle 0 r heck In the amount ot
tlvu percent <. ' . , ol the hid .
The right Im ruled any and all b ids
Is hereby micn/M
.
Mali or delfver all hW< to
Jr.hn V C a r t e r
|
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WASHINGTON • _>¦ - House
Bepublicans meet today with
talk oi a change in leadership in
the air . but nothing specific on
the program .
Privately, several of the Republicans said they are sure a
number of their colleagues
would like to see Rep. Charles
A. Halleck of Indiana replaced
as leader. So far nobody had
stepped up to lead a revolt.
In any case, final action could
not lie taken until Jan . 4, when
the newly elected and re-elected
Republican members have their
first caucus of the new session.
Officially, the Republican conference of old and new members scheduled speeches by Halleck and Rep. Gerald R. Ford of
Michigan, conference chairman
and the member most often
mentioned as a possible replacement for Halleck.
Tuesday night , Ford gave the
talk of supplanting Halleck a
little more substance by saying,
"I have made no decision" on
whether to challenge the Indianan.
However, the 49-year-old favorite of the Young Turks also
told a reporter , "I have made a
maximum effort to disassociate
this leadership matter with the
meeting tomorrow."
He added he has set no time
when he may make a decision
on whether to be a candidate for
leader.
Most of the subjects listed for
conference discussion had to do
with the effort of the Republicans, who lost a net of 38 House
seats in last month's election, to
keep from being pushed too far
to the wings of the congressional stage. There will be 140 Republicans in the new House
compared to 295 Democrats.

Cow Attacks Car
NEW PORT RICHEY , Fla.
(AP . — Keith McCart honked
the horn at the cow. The cow
then horned (he honk.
This happened after McCart ,
19, of New Port Richey, spotted
the cow standing in the middle
of the hi ghway Tuesday night.
McCart stopped his car and
honked the horn. The cow
charged and pierced the fron t of
McCart's car in two places. It
then wandered away into the
woods.
Pub.
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State nf Minnesota I SJ .
County of Winon n ) In Probate Court
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In R« Eilat. ol
Mildred Mahlke, Decedent
Order lor Hcarlnq on Final Account
and Palltloa tor Distribution
The rppra .entafivp of the above named
astate having fil_d hi . final account jnd
p etition for settlement nnd al/ownnce
thereof and for distribution to the person,
thereunto entitled ,
IT IS O R D E R E D , That
tlie hearing
thereof be had on .lamiar y it, |»_ . .. -f
I 00 o'clock A M.. b . tnre. thu Court in
the probalo courl room
in the court
hoi'** In Winona, Minm^rln, anrl that
notice hpreof hp rj lven hy put.hr_.lron of
Dail y N .*\ «
thK oritur in Ihe WlnonA
and hy rnailed notice <v prnvrrtecl by
law
Dnte-d December It . l«M
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Redmen Rally Nearly Tips Defending Kings
Blame Inexperience
For Badger Defeat
MADISON, Wis, WI- 'Wiscohsin 's inexperienced Badgers have learned the hard
way that it takes more than
one player to get the job
done in the rugged Big Ten
basketball race.
Junior Mark Zubor scored
..0 points in a brilliant individual performance , but
the effort was wasted Tuesday night as the Badgers
bowed 70-66 to Illinois before a crowd of 9,538 at the
UW Field House.
Wisconsin , which had won
three conference tuneups ,
led 12-10 after 7\_ minutes
before wilting under the
pressure applied by the Illini. The Badgers committed several errors and cooled off in the shooting department as Illinois storm-

ed to a commanding 41-24
halftime lead .
"We seemed to have a
strange look on our faces
out there — sort of starryeyed or a little petrified ,"
Wisconsin Coach Johnny
Erickson said. "Zubor was
our only player who performed up to par , but this
isn 't the end of the season
by any means."
Zubor , a 6-feot-6 junior ,
boosted his four-game output to 100 points as he hit
a career high of 13 field
goals and cashed all four
of his free throws. However ,
the only help he got in the
scoring department was
from Ken Gustafson , who
scored 13 points .
Illinois built its lead to 20
points in the second half

GRAHAM & McG UIRE 3 ,094

Fish Shop Zips
3 108 for Third

City keglers were bowling
over the pins with force Tuesday night. When the action
was history , Hot Fish Shop of
the Winona Athletic Club Classic League had claimed third
place and Graham & McGuire
of the Westgate American had
taken fourth .
Fish Shop totaled 3,108 (2 ,Plfi scratch ) to roll into third
place.
The team got 169-234-234-637
from Clarence Rivers , 209-19820(i-6i:. fro m Jerry Duresk e, 223161-190—574 from Jim Yahnke ,
177-180-144 — 501 from Warren
Weigel and 185-180-226-591 from
Gordy Fakler in cruising to the
score.
Hamm 's came up with 1.071
and Stan Wieczorek 232 — 610.
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Aquinas Teams
Beat Rambler
Freshmen.'B'

Cotter 's "B" and freshman
basketball squads look lickings
at the hands of La Crosse Aquinas ' "B" and freshman squads
Tuesday.
The Rambler "B's" were nipped 70-«<i in a high ..scoring affair , while the freshmen were
trimmed 33-31 .
In th e "B" game , Tim Browne
led the attack wit h 17, while
Mike Twomey found the range
for Ifi. Bob Greden added 11 and
Tom Wen/el 10 for Jon Kosidowski' s charges. Walters was
high (or Aquinas with 17. Twomey pulled off 21 rebounds for
the Little Ramblers .
In the frosh contest , Charles
Wicka dumped in 12 for Colter ,
while M. .Strasscr had 10 lor
Aquinas .
Collar Froih 131)
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Emil's Menswear won the firsthalf title.
The Fish Shop had games of
1,026, 1,016 and 1,064.
In the American circuit , Graham & McGuire had games of
1,041, 986 and 1,066 in scoring
3 ,094.
John McGuire bested the
group with BOO. Gary Baab
zipped 599, Don Knapik 590.
Louis Wera 586 and Larry San_
telman 515 as the club compiled a 2 ,890 scratch total.
Red Christopherson of Earl's
Tree Service knocked down
246.
While the Fish Shop crew was
having its fun at the Athletic
Club , Bob Kosidowski was
smashing 213-201-185—600 in the
Four-City League at Hal-Rod.
His teammate, Willard Anderson , raked 214 for Bell's. Lang 's
ripped 2,791 and Winona TruckService 957. In the Hal-Rod L a d i e s
League, more good times were
on tap with Lucille .Weaver 's 544
for Pool' s leading the way.
Anne Beranek missed a 500
for Home furniture by one pin
on games of 137, 129 and 233
while Mankato Bar was chopping down 945 and Buck' s Camera 2.576 .
Irlene Trimmer leveled 527,
Leona Lubinski 203-519, Shirley
Squires 512, Betty Biltgen 511,
Helen Grulkowski 505, Helen
Nelson 505, Cornelia Podjaski
505 and Audrey Sieracki 501.
WESTGATE BOWL: Wenonah
—Maurine Holzworth's IB8—486
paced Old Style to 863. Lucky
Five dropped 2,461.
Working Girls — Doris Bay
hammered 176—497 for Hi-Pockets. Cass Lauer tied the game
total to lead Gutter Dusters to
533—1,419.
Hiawatha — Midland copped
t eam honors with 985—2 ,80:.,
Norm 's Electric tying the scries
count . Rocky Carlson trippe d
£34 for Tri-County Electric and
Jim Boynton 591 for Kujak.
National — Frank Jereczek
.smashed 215—5511 for Louise .s,
Morken _s 972 and .Shorty's 2 ,727.
WINONA AC: Elk' s - John
Orlowski's 225— 571 led Home
Furniture to 973. (.ruin Belt
slammed 2 ,763.
RED MEN'S CI.l.'B: Tucsdnymlte — Mnhlke 's Bakery spiked
929—2,70.1 behind Morton Ouren 's 189. Dick Otto hit 521 for
Cioltz ' Pharmacy.
Mondnyni te — Kenneth Jandt
with 184 and Al Mayn ard with
481 led Schmidt ' s lo 2.67:1.
Doerer ' s totaled ,i:.7.

Cardinals Gel
Tito Francona
By Tiff. ASSOC'IATKD PRESS
The world champion St. Loui.
..animals have turned Tit o
Franconsi into a last minut e
Cinderella , M.j ii.ring the veteran outfield er from Cleveland
just before tin* clock st ruck
midnight Tuesday and ended
major Wntgne baseball ' s inl.r
Icague trading period.
The Kruneona t .ansa * . ion. in
which the Indian a will gel JI
p layer to be named Inter In addition
to an. unannounced
amount of cash , was the Ktt li
made during the month-Ion) ,
period in which Na tional nnd
America n league clubs car
b ade with each other.
Charley .lames was traded to
Cincinnati along wit h pitcher
Roger Craig for Reds' pitcher
Boh Purkey and outfielder
Lewis and pitcher
Johnny
Cordon Richardson were sent to
the New York Mela for pitcher
Tracy Sttdlard.

before the Badgers rallied
briefly. Gustafson cut the
deficit to 12 points with two
field goals and a pair of
free throws , but the Illini
then took command for
good.
The Badgers were unable
to cope with the Illini in
either the rebounding or
speed. Illinois dominated the
boards in decisive fashion ,
grabbing 55 rebounds to
only 20 for Wisconsin .
Skip Thoren , the Illini' s
6-foot-8'/2 ace, scored 19
points, including 16 in the
first half , and grabbed 19
rebounds . Don Freeman , a
fabulous jumping jack , grabbed 14 rebounds and contributed 12 points. The three
other Illinois starters also
scored in double figures.

Basketball
Scores
LOCAL SCHOOLS—
Augsburg 74, SI. Mary 'i 45.
HIAWATHA VALLEYKenyon (1, C»nnon . alii 4*.
BI-STATE—
RolllngHon. Holy Trinity it, H«kih
St. Patar IJ.
NOt. -COI.FERIi.eeArkansaw 47, Lima Sacra . Haart (I.
Fairchild 3], Oranton 47.
Mondovi 74, Fall Cr«ek 4».
Elevj-Strum 70, Durand 54.
Whitehall 42, Arcadia St.
Chat-field 14, Mabal 70.
Cadolt 43, Augusta 12.
Onalaska Luther M. Mlndora H.
OTHER SCHOOLS—
Recruiter Lourdat 71, Faribault ••111
lehem Academy 53.
Red Wing li, Farmlnaior 51.
WISCONSIN COLLEGES
Northland 104, Pilhbury i t .
Valparaiso 72, / Marqu-ttt 41.
Oihkosh n, St. Norbert 45.
Illinois-Chicago 77, Milton 41.
Northwestern ol Wisconsin M, Cencor
tta ol Milwaukaa to.
Carroll 11, Carthage 73.
River Falls 100, Eau Claire l».
SA.T
St . Joseph's 71, St. John 's 54.
Boston College 13, Harvard 73 .
Seton Hall 49, Ford ham «7.
Penn State 5], Gettysburg 3*.
Connecticut 77, Massachusetts 47.
Villanova «5 , Toledo 40.
SOUTH
Citadel 74, Richmond 75 (.1 OT),
Davidson *1, VIMI 4».
MIDWEST
Oklahoma City 81. SMU 72.
Illinois 70, Wisconsin 54.
Valparaiso 72, Marquette 41.
SOUTHWEST
Arkansas 45, Tulsa 44 .
FAR WEST
Washington Slate 75, Idaho 70.

Rollingstone
Takes 1st in
Bi-State Loop
BISTATE
Onalaska L.
Dnbasha S. F.
Lima Sac. H.

W
3
1
1

L
0 Rollingstone
0 Hokah .. P.
0 Calsdonia L.

W L
1 7
1 3
¦1

TUESDAY'S RESULT
Rollingstone Holy
St. Peter 53.

Trinity

St, Hokah

Rollingstone Holy Trinity got
itself on the winning track Tuesday night with a 59-53 BiState victory over Hokah St. Peter.
In games outside the conference , Lima Sacred Heart fell
to Arkansaw 67-61, and Onalaska Luther ripped Mindoro 80-58.

HOLY TRINITY 59
ST. PETE R 53

Rollingstone received balanced scoring from three starters
lo post a ii!)-;.:. win over .St. IJ eter.
Bill Scholl meshed 14 , Jim
Kramer in nnd Ken Peshon 1(1
for the Hock«'t.s. Dave Arnoldy
starred on defense for Jack
Hnder 's crew .
For Hokah, F.d Hnrihan totaled l!i , Dave Feuerhulm 15 and
Honor Nui.emac.icr 14 .
Rollingstone also won the "U"
CJimc

2!)-26 .

ARKANSAW 67
LIMA
SACRED HEART 61

Arl -i .nsitw ' s Travelers boost , d
their record to 4-1 with a H7-G 1
non-lea gue win over Lima Sacred Heart .
Tho Travel .TS wero paced by
Rill Yingsl s :t() points. Roger
Tuli p had 11 and Rill Luther 10.
For Limn , Hill Hrunner had
..(l , l.j ive Rail or 17 and Al Weiss
Hi .
Arkansaw also won the "B"
g.imo 47 .Iii.

ONALASKA LUTHER 40
MINDORO 58

Four starters lilt in double
fi gures to pace On.iln .ka Lut her
to mi Hit .ill w i n over Mindoro ol
the Coulee Conference ,
i Don Larson bad ID . Dennis
Lmnkc 14 . R ich Scluillz \:>. «ml
Dave Wilder 11 for Luther ,
which now has n 5-2 record .
Dick KnMenschmidt netted IR
to pace Miiuioro . Mike Sullivan
hel ped out with Hi and John
Kreil -ich hud II .
I .id her also won th« "B" roni test 58-.I8 .

Augsburg Takes
74-65 Loop Win

MINNEAPOLIS , Minn. - B. sketball is a funny game . Take
for instance , St. Mary 's 74-85 lo s to defending champion Augsburg at Si Melby Hall here Tu isday night.
Today it is the Auggies wh i are shaken , their false sense
of security destroyed by a Redn en rally that almost clipped the
kings on their hom e court .
In the final anal ysis, it was a spurt at the end of th_e first
half and one just into the second that propelled Augsburg to
BOX SCORE
its sixth straight victory and
Augsburg (74)
St. Mary'i (45)
second
in tbe MIAC.
ig ft pf tp
f« tt PMP
But the thing the p artisan
•Mlawikl 1 1 1 7
Hamon
4 I 2 10
1 1 0 4 crowd was muttering about as
Buff.
I • 1 14 Nixon
V.lllk . II . 1 3) Meyars
3 I 1 5
it filed out of the gymnasium
Hodir
4 1 1 . Andcrton 13 7 1 11
iMilonty 2 1 4 4 Redman 3 4 2 14 was a St. Mary 's rally that carSlum
1 0
12
Ktlly
1 t * 2 ried the Redmen from 20 pointSfrommn 3 1 1 4
behind to within five points on
Totals 1» 7 I
I 43
TolaU 20 14 I 74 two occasions with more than
ST. MARY'S
. 2 5
«—iS
AUGSBURG
2» 35—74 four minutes to play.

•

*

•

"WE WON THE battle but
lost the war. " said St. Mary 's
Coach Ken Wiltgen today. "But
we learned some lesson-?. The
second half was the greatest
TYING THEM ON AGAIN . . . Arkansas Razorback
we 've ever played . "
It trul y was as George Vaquarterback Fred Marshall ties on his cleats again Tuesday
laika , who finished with 2,.
as his team opened practice for its Jan . 1 Cotton Bowl date
MABEL , Minn, — In a non- points and his second c onsecuwith
Nebraska. Marshall quarterbacked his team to a per«
conference game played here live night as leading scorer,
feet
season
after almost quitting the team a year ago beTuesday night , Chatfield rolled dropped 19 points in the final
cause he warmed the bench so often. <AP Photofax )
to a 4.-23 halftime advantage 20 minutes when St. Mary "s was
and coasted to an 86-70 victory rallying from the brinks of deover Mabel.
struction.
The firs t half was a nip-and- BEA T ST. JOHN 'S
Don Scott paced the Gophers
with 24 markers, while Dick tuck battle until 6-10 Dan AndPavlish added 19 and Doug Row- erson began to hit near its end.
It was 25-21 with just under
land 14.
For Mabel , Robert Rommes seven m inutes to play, when he
netted 17, Rick Reuhmann 15 scored on two straight hook
shots to make it 29-21. Reserve
and Housker 13.
Buff*, who played a stellar
JIM BUFFO
The Gophers also won the "B^ Jim
role by canning 16 points after
Reserve Scores 16
same 52-35.
coming in when Mike Maloney
picked -up his third first-half
personal . scored on a push shot
and Anderson counted again .
Again Buffo scored , but Anderson tallied on a tip and a By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS ranked teams — No, 3 Saa
hook , Bob Kelly on a drive and
College basketball's upper Franci co and No. 4 Minnesota.
Ed Nixon on a long set before
echelon is fast becoming a — with perfect records,
the gun to. make it 39-25 .
The Hawks , behind sophoscrap heap — and th« hungry
IN THE SECOND half , St. Hawks of St. Joseph's, Pa., are more Matt Goukas Jr., opened
Mary 's pulled within 4 .-31 as; doing their share of the plun- the second half with - a 13-1
surge that wipe^d out a 40-39 d-fValaika dropped three straight • dering.
MINNEAPOLIS (AP ) — Min- i charities agains t Michigan last jumpers befor e the Auggies
icit and put the Redmen behind
The
Philadelphia
quintet , to stay. Goukas hit for eight
nesota 's basketball team , ranked ! season.
spurted again.
Steve Strommen hit -a short which ran Da-vidson o-ut of the points during the rally.
fourth nationall y in the AssociatKunze was the Gophers ' No.
ed P ress cage poll , received a 5 scorer last year with a 10.3 jumper , Dan Meyers a free Top Ten 10 day s ago, knocked
Gouk as finished with 17
severe jolt today when Terry average and was Minnesota 's throw and field goal , Ron Han- |off seventh-ranked St. John 's of points , one less than teammate
Kunz« was declared scholastic- third-hi gh scorer two years ago son a drive and Anderson a i New York 71-56 Monday night Billy Oakes, Ken Mclntyre hit
with a stifling zone defense that 19 for St. John 's.
ally ineligible.
with an 11.7 mark. In two sea- short jumper from the line .
limited the visiting Redmen to
That
made
it
50-31,
and
it
sons-p
lus with the Gophers , he
Villanova , St. Joseph's ambiIt means an end to collegiate
16 second-half points.
soon
would
be
52-32,
Augsburg's
competition for the 6-feet-4 Du- had totaled 571 points in 52
tious Philadelphia neighbor ,
widest lead.
luth senior who was a Gopher games for an 11.0 average.
St. John 's first loss in four matched the Hawks' 5-0 mark
With 13 minutes to play it
Dennis Dvoracek , a 6-feet-6
regular at guard in his sophostarts
left only two nationally with a 95-60 romp over Toledo.
Hick; Barry scored his first
more and junior seasons and junior letterman from Eau j was 54-35 and St. Mary 's made
its move . Maloney and George
had been shifted to forward this. Claire, Wis., -was named by Hoder dropped free throws, and
I point at 12:09 of the first half
' but still finished with 39 as Miyear. The announcement came Kundla to replace Kunze in the I Hoder , Buffo and Valaika field
i ami of Florida outraced visiting
as the univers ity is winding up starting lineup when the Goph- '. goals to pare it to 54-43.
ers host high-scoring Utah State
quarter examinations.
j St. Mary 's, Calif., 89-77. Barry '*
' The Auggies counte d on a
"We c o n sider it a severe here Saturday night. Dvoracek long jumper by Al Redrnan. but
; 11 field goals and 18 rebounds
blow , " Coach John Kundla said. has averaged 7.3 points in four i St . Mary 's came right back on
; set Miami career records of 571
"We'Il just ha ve to work twice ! games this year.
: and 922, respectively.
two field goals by Buffo and
1
an hard to make up for the loss.
Penn State pulled away from
one by Valaika while AvUgsburg
We'll miss his experience and Rhome Named Top
' was scoring on Nixon 's jumper
Gettys burg with a hurs t ot 10
HIA
WATHA
VALLEY
hi.s shooting ability. "
successive
points
midway
to make it 5849.
W L
W l_ through
Kunze had averaged 10.S Collegiate Back
AN A-UGGIF. CHARITY toss Lake C i t y
the
second
half
and
3 1 Kenyan
2 1
points in Minnesota 's first four
and field goals by Pytlewski and Zumbrota
] 1 St. Charles
1 3 whipped the home team 53-39.
By
THE
ASSOCIATED PRESS Buffo cut it to 59-53 — Augs- Kasson-iMa nt. J 1 Cannon Fall . 1 3
games, all won by the Gophers i
2 1 Stewart-villa
I 3
Skip Thoren pumped Ifi of his
handily. Four other regulars | Tulsa 's Jerry Rhom e and burg was rattled . It got closer . lilnvlewTUESDAY'S
RESULTS
19 points in the first half , trighave averaged more points than I Notre Dame 's John Huarte were — 60-55 and 62-57 before fouls
Kenyon 41 , Cannon Falli At.
gering Illinois to a 70-56 decision
Kunze , but he was tied for sec- so close in the voting for college began to hurt.
CANNON FALLS, Minn. — over Wisconsin in the Big Ten
Redm an scored on a drive
ond on the team in rebounding football Back-of-the-Year honors that one fellow voted for and Anderson 's two free throws Kenyon powered to a 61-49 Hia- conference opener at Madison .
with 27.
watha Valley conference vic- Wis.
made it 66-57 with 2:37 left.
Kunze , an all-stater on Duluth both of them. '
The Citadel boasted its top
"You can 't be too unhappy tory over Cannon Falls here
Central' .'. lOfi l Minnesot a state i But Rhome , who set almost as
basketball champ ionship team , many records as the guide book about that ," said Wiltgen. "Va- Tuesday night, bring ing the Vik- Southern Conference record to
shared the Big Ten record for typesetters, got the narrow nod laika took 12 shots the second ings ' slate to 2-2 in league 3-0 by nipping Richmond 76-75
the best free throw shooting in in the annual Associated Press half and made eight -and we play. Cannon Palls is now 1-3. on Herwig Baumann 's jump
never quit. That was pleasing."
a single game . He hit 14 of 15 poll .
The Vikes led 18-9 at the end shot with 12 seconds left in the
"Anderson 's streak near the of the first p-eriod and held a second overtime period. Fred
end of the first half did it ," he
Hetzel scored 26 points and Dick
30-19 halftime advantage .
went on ,
NORSEMEN ROLL
Snyder , 23, leading Davidson
Steve Stran<lemo meshed 20 past VMl 91-69 for a 2-0 SouthTHE (-IANT SENIOR center
scored 31 points for trie night points to lead Kenyon. Rick ern Mark .
and got 20 points in t he first Gates added 14 and Dwight
half . The Redmen limited him Void 13. Tom Drometer counted
to two field goals in the second 17 for Cannon Falls.
Caledonia in
20 minutes , but he cou nted on
The Bombers salv aged the
seven free throws , five in the "B" contest 37-15.
Wrestling Loss
final three minutes w hen St.
Mary 's gambled to get possesCHATFIELD , Minn. - Host
sion .
SPORTS
SCORES
Chatfield earned a 28-lfi wrestWith tbe loss , St . Mary 's recA pair of Dairyland Confer- hi.s first game of the season
ling victory over Caledonia her«
ord goes to 5-2 on the y ear and
NBA
ence schools c ame up with wins Tuesday.
Tuesday
night.
TUESDAY
'S
R
-S U L TDurand won Ihe "B" game 1-1 in the conference.
Boiton 1 .4 , SI . loui. lot .
The
Gopher
grappler s copped
in Tuesday night non-conference
The next act ion for Wiltgen 's San Franciico 1 14. Naw York 131.
46-.I0 .
eight
of
the
events.
action , while another was trimteam will come in the Fre- Detroit 111, Lo» Angola) 114.
CHATFIELD U, CALBDOMIA II
TODAY'S GAME*
mont , Neb., holiday tournament
CADOTT 62
med .
15-Torti Ramt nbirger ( C a l ) dtc. Mile*
St Louli v>. N«w York al Boalon.
Judd (Chit) 7-0; 103-Blalnt .chuldl (Cal)
Dec.
28
70.
San Franclico il Boiton .
AUGUSTA 52
Whitehall roared past Arcadia
p. Sttvt RcWgirt (Chat) 1:17) 111-Jlrti
Philadelphia at Baltimore
Haivtno n (Chat) p. Roy Amundion (Cal)
of the Mississippi valley 62-51, After leading by 1.1-7 at the
Lot Angelai al Datroll.
1:01, IJO-Ellli (Chat) dec . Dan F-tllml
nnd Kleva-Strum got back the end of the first quarter , 25-2!)
T H U R S D A Y ' S OAN\«
(Cal) A-e , l)7~Dala Rlchtar (Chat) dae.
N»w
York
vi.
notion
it
frovidinci.
serv ices of Jerry Vetterkind at the half and 4:1-42 at the end
Dava tchullz (Cal) 11-5; 133— Stan Scott
(Chat) p. Dav« Shtthtn (Cal) S:.6,
nnd felled Durand 70-54 . Au- of three quarters , Augusta ran
Mil.
1 It-Jim Kaala (Chat) de<. Alan Malgusl a was the only Dairyland out of breath in Iho fourth periTUESDAY'S RISU LTS
nrri (Call 4 0 ; MS-|1lk« Wooner (Char)
No ga me , .chadolad .
entry to lose , (i2-,.2 to Cadott.
od and lost to Cadott (i2-5'_ . Cadtc Crag Wiigraf (tall M; 134—Dav a
TODAY'S QAM_ S
Knulien (Chat) <Uc. Dili Valid. (Cal)
In games involving other dot t outscored Augusta 21-9 in
Detroit al New York .
l t > 145—Tarry LJibUnd (Chat) dac Richquintets , Mon dovi of the Mis- the fi nal stanza.
Boilon at Chicago.
ard Holland (Cal) 4 1 , IIJ- Harold Ours a
THURSDAY'S OAMfl
(Cal) p. Dick Bia rtomt (Chat ) 1:14; Hwt .
sissi pp i Valley circuit dumped
Mike Harden was high for
Toronto al Monlraal .
-Richard Haman (Cal) t Bruca Jn.nion
Fall Crook 7(>-l.!i and Fairchild Augusta with 14, while Vic Poll
Boilon ar Detroit .
(Chall : J8,
slipped past C.ranton 52-47.
had 11 and Ken Reis and Dick
By IUK ASSOCIATED PRESS
Osborn ten eac h .
WHITEHALL 62
Gary Licht had 21 . Ron Patrio
River Falls evened its State
ARCADIA 51
19 and Rill Woodford II for Ca- Univers ity Conference record ,
Whitehall s urged lo a 12-3 dott.
Carroll posted its firs t College
fir.sl-(|iiai'|(.r lend and .12 M at
Cadolt also won the junior Confere nce of Illinois triumph
the half before relaxing a bit varsitv contest .
and Oshkosh bolted St. Norbert
in (tie second half and earning
in it nnn-league meeting TuesMONDOVI
76
ii K -t-51 win over Areadin .
day
ni^lit in Wisconsin basketF/\L L CREEK 69
Hoy Aanci ud counted 17 to
lead the Norsemen . Keith .JohnPac. ri by Boh Wr ight ' s 29 ball fei-turos .
Rivor Falls rebounded from n
son added in. Pat Maloney led markers , Mondovi notched a "li^^
^^____________________ l
____________________ !
mV
Tn_i * <n ^n Mhalftime deficit with 12
:i8-..fi
Arciidia with 14 yWliile Larry ft- win over Fall Crock.
straight
points
alt
or
Ihe
interAiding Wright in .scoring was
Dah l eonlrihul ed 'ten .
and defeated
Fan
Whitehall won the '• .." con - Chuck Scharf with 16 and Don mission
Dow/ n
Claire 100 fill , Carroll upset
Onl y
J Wj
test 44-42 in overtime .
nis Pilar with 13
/ mALy i
Wally Waller totaled :.|, Rob Cart hag. 79-72, and Oshkosh
on any
in our
ELEVA-STRUM 70
Meaning 15. Chuck Kramer 14 overpowered SI , Norbert !»2-(i. ..
machina
^j
ihopl
^
^
DURAND 54
and Hutch Sornmorfoldt 12 for
Inivorsity
The 1
of Illinois-ChiNO
Tim Hue st uffed in 27 points Kail Crook.
cago registered a 77-fill Gateway
PAYMENT DUE UNTIL
^j
Mondovi also won the "I. " Confere -n. 'e victory over Milton ,
lo help his Klevn-Strum squad
Ion 70 51 dec ision over Durand gainc.
MA
MARCH 15 , 1963.
while N ..rtliland bolted Pillshury
of 1 bo Missis sippi Valley Con KMi-ft
il
ikixl
Northwestern
of
Wis
FAIRCHILD 52
Iciv nco.
cousin itoloalo d Concordia nf
BSA
Honda
Triumph
GRANTON 47
'.(-.animates John Dinkol had
*
*
Milwaukee 92-110 in non-league
Fairchild
evened
its
record
15, Jeff Have nor 11 nnd Roger
games.
Jawa
BMW
at :.-:l with a 52-47 win over
Tolkfson ten.
Ken I.oe scored 33 po ints and
*
P.ile Haiw -ilip fli pprd in ID t .rnnlon.
The Purple Dragons were Nat e Schilling contribut ed 22 In
lor Durand and Wayne Kralew paced by Randy .liilim 's Ifi pacing River Falls |o Its xerskl had 111.
Dennis
Ahrahamsnn otid victory in four SU( ' starts
Jerry Vetterkind. n star on points ,
17J K.M .h St. ~. Winona
Kan Ctn ire , which has an !i-2
last year 's Ca rdinal cage squad , added 15.
LA CROSSE
EAU CLAIRI
For ( .ranton Noil Hra flt. and conterence mark , was led hy
who .s uffered a shoulder injur ..'
John .S.haitf wllh 19 points.
in f ootball this scn..on , played (Jerry (irnssman had 15 each.

Chatfield Rolls
Pas) Mabel '5'

St. Joseph s Is
Hungry Quintet'

Gophers Kunze
Is Inelig ible

Kenyon Raps
Cannon Falls

Eleva-Strum in
70-54 Victory

Lee Scores 33
As Falcons Win
To Even Record

Make II a
_J %*~\
rP 705^\ MOTORCYCLE
^ 4^ CHRISTMAS
^tf
vPjfl^Hrr i______

vfl
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ROBB BROS. — Motorcycles

By Jimmie Hatjo

They'll Do It Every Time

Vikings Set or Tie
Flock of Team Marks

MINNEAPOLIS (AP) — The
iuccess of the Minnesota Vikings' 1964 season is reflected
in the flock of individual and
teann records set or tied.
An Associated Press compilation shows the Vikings broke 27
records and tied six more in
completing bv far their best

State Malmen
8th in Nation

Wanona State 's wrestling team ,
coached by Bob Gunner , is rated eighth in the nation, according to Amateur Wrestling News ,
8 national wrestling magazine ,
released this week .
The Warriors are one of three
Northern Intercollegiate Conference teams in the top nine.
Moorhead State is ranked second , while St. Cloud is fourth.
Indiana State of Terre Haute ,
Ind ., is the No. 1 school.
Other schools rated are Lockhav«n, Pa., third , Bloomsburg,
Pa., fifth , East Stroudsberg,
Pa ., sixth , and Waynesburg,
Pa. , seventh. Portland , Ore.,
State is ranked ninth.
Tlie Warrior junior varsity
grapplers travel to Rochester
Jr . College Thursday for a meet
with John Philo 's Yellowjackets.
Gunner 's starting lineup will
have Greg Maxwell , freshman
from St. Paul Ramsey at 130,
Doug Furst of St. Charles at
137 , Larry Mickkelson of Harmony at 147, Byron Bremmer
of lake City at 157, Buzz Mattson of Harmony at 167 . Jim
Shorter of Mabel at 177 and
Steve Drange of St. Paul at 191.

Harmony Matmen
Remain Unbeaten
HARMONY , Minn. — A pair
of unbeaten wrestling teams got
together here Tuesday night and
when the meet was history , Harmony had taken a 28-15 victory
over Preston .
The Cardinals now stand 4-0
while Preston is 4-1.
The big match of the evening
had Harmony ' s Ken Vaghts taking a pin over two-time conference and district champion Dornink of Preston in 1:2...
HARMONY 31, PRESTON IS
«-Or*_ McCaba (H) dee. R _ hm (P)
.-!; 103—Harlan Bock (H) dec. Wahn ( P )
1-2,112—Arnold (P) p. Marc Houdek
(H) l:M; 120—Jim Scrabeek (H) drew
wltn Little (P) 2-3; 117-Gerri Matson
(H) dec. Arnold (P) 5-2; 133—John Engle
(H) dec. Arnold (P) 6-1;
1XS—Ken Vaghti (H) p. Dorn ink (P)
1:23; 145—Damon Junge (H) dec. Meyer
(P) 7-0; IS*—Grooters (P) dec. Rodney
Kolitia (M) 3-2; 165— Merlin Ct.ri _ ten.on
(H) dec. Christopherson IP) 5-4; 175—
Dave En .lt CH) dec. Burgess (P) 6-0;
Hwt.—Mangan (P) p. Clair Tieskotter
(H) 1:48.

Baseball Gels
Finger in TV Pie

NEW YORK (AP ) - Major
lea gue baseball has stuck its
finder in the lucrative television
pie for the first t i m e on a multiclub basis , pulling out a $12.2million plum but leaving one
ju icy question still unresolved:
What about the New York
Ya nkees and CBS?
The speculation arose Tuesday following baseball' s announcement that it had sold its
first regular - season package ,
giving the American Broadcasting Co. the right to telecast nationally 2,. Saturday ai_ d two
hol iday games in both the l!Mi!i
and 1!.(,() seasons.
The money from the n . w un dertaking, named the Saturday
Spectacular , will be divided
the teams
equally
among
bri nging the 18 clubs participating in the venture about IXHI,00O a year in addition tu revenue from loc al telecast s
Two clubs with previ ous com
Ihe Philadelphia
m it l m e n t s
Ph illies and the CBS-owned
Yankees
are not par ticipants.
The Phillies are expected to
joian before the start of the sea
son and il is hoped I lie Y ankees
w i l l join t h e rest of baseball for
the- 1 9(ili season

record (8-5-1) in four years in
the National Football League.
As expected, fullback Bill
Brown and quarterback Fran
Tarkenton set the pace. Brown
cracked four individual records,
while Tarkenton broke four and
tied two more.
Brown broke halfback Tommy

FOUR-CITY
Hal Rod
Ball' s Bar
Girllar 'i Oil
Mike's Fine Foods
Chrlstensen Drugs
Burmeister Oil
Lang's Bar
Winona Truck Service
Old Style Lager
Central Motor
Golden Brand Food
F. A. Krause
Humble Oil
LADIES CITY
Hal Rod
,
Buck's Camera Shop
Mankato Bar
Sammy 's
Linahan 's
.
Pools
Togs 'n' Toys
Cozy Corner
Golden Frog
Reddi Kilowatt
Haddad's
Home Furniture

Poianc Trucking

Points
U
U
11
10
.
.
1
7
a
5
5
_
W.
10

L.
2
.
4
5
5
t
7
7
7
»
9

*
•
7
7
*
5
5
S
4
A

3

.

WINONA CLASSIC
(Final First Half)
Athletic Club
W.

Mcn .wear

Emil's

L.

17

If

II

.«

W _ 18V]
Hot Fish Shop
32
Ed Buck's Camera Shop . . . 23

Hamm's Beer

Bub's Beer
. 21
Golden Frog Supper Club
1*' _
RED MEN MONDAY NITE
Red Men
W.
2t
Schmidt's
20
Docrer's
Bub's
1*
.... ) »
Sunbeam
TUESDAY" NIGHT
Red Men
W.
Goltz Pharmacy
.
. 27
Braves
23
22
Mahlka's Bakery
Appach.s
. . . IS
AMERICAN
Westgala
W.
Country Kitchen
3
Graham 1 McGuire
3
Bub's Beer
2
Winona Reddl-MIx
2
H. Choate A Co
2
Lincoln Insurance
2
Earl's Tree Service . . . . . . . . 3
Grainbelt Beer
2
Rainbow Jewelers
1
Swift Premiums
1
Quality Chevrolet
1
1
Boland Mfg . Co.
Merchants Bank
1
Westgate Bowl
1

Swift Prems

Hauser Black Crowi
ELKS
Athletic Club

Gralnbelt
Home
Main
Spelt .
J. C.
Bub's

Furniture
Tavern
Teaco
Penney
Beer
HIAWATHA
Westgate
Midland
Kuiak Brothers
KAGE
Tri-County Electric
House ol Heilmans
Norm 's Electric
Spelti
Schmitly 's Bar
NATIONAL
Westgate
Shorty 's
Cozy Corner
Louise's
Highway Pure
Klingert
Kell y 's
Skell y
Morken's
WORKING GIRLS
Westqale
K I.S . Gils
Bowleretles
Hi-Pockels
Gutter Dusters

Sweet

Sixteen!

Swabbles
Bell Chimes
Leagueltes

WENONAH
Breitlow
Pin pals
Blue Tuesday
Studio Girl
Lucky Five
Old Style
Alley Capers
FHnlstones

*
0

24
.81.
L.
H
22
23
23
L.
15
1»
30
27
L.
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2

3
3

W.
JO 1' .
27Vj
25
IB
14
)1

L.

. !' _

14' .
17
24
2t
31

Points
47
42
35', .
34v,
34
33
2»
37
Points
.. 49
41V.
38
34
32
28'- _
25
24
W.
27
24
23
22

L.
12
15
117

13
12
12

23
24
27

20

l»

25
20
31
24
24
31
23
22
33
22
2P . 33' .
20
35
lt ' i 25'i

Whitehall Police
Getting New Car

WHITEHALL, Wis. (Special)
-At the common council meeting Monday nig.ht Auto Sales
Co. ' was successful bidder at
$2,078 for furnishing a police
cur for Whitehall . Mat -en Poriliae hid *2 ,»!()(> and
Hagan
Chevrolet , $2, 142 .
Whitehall Packing Co . , Inc.,
was granted a hvii ldin t-1 permit
lo add a honing locker and rendering room . Larson Huilding
Materials , Inc., was granted a
residence permit foi a Ilobson
Street location in Sunset Addition .
Henry Paulson . Pigeon Kails
arid Odell Schansbeig and Hen
Killian , Town of Lincol n , dis
cussed d u m p ing privile ges . At
a meeting soon representatives
of t h e towns of Pigeon and Lin
colon. Pigeon Falls villa g e and
Ihe Trempealeau County Hos pital plan to reach an agr eement
on how much each munic ipality would contribute lo m a i n t a i n
ing (he dump.
It wns annoiinred l h a t stale
Boston 's Holovak
grout ) health insurance f o r cily
AFL Coach of Year
employes is being discontinue!!
hul emp loyes si ill will he cov"I t ' s an
BOSTON (AI * i
ered by fllue C I ' ONS gi. ,u| i insurhonor. It lit I'd I nni"' . v«. r y l l u n n ance.
for a virion' over lUiM .tlo Sun
da v -• mid tluil t lwiinpioti. hip. " u r n . D' s K i i t s r
NKW YOKK i A p i The reaction sums up Mieliai -I
The
.1. Holovi ik of the Hosttin Pa- Theater . .uild, 1.roadway ' s oldt r i o t s , just namrd American est producing org ani.ai ion , is
Foolb iill L C .IK IIC Couch ol the venturing off ((roadway for the
ye ar hy Tho Associated Press. first time w ith "The Child liuyNo m a t t e r how well thin g s er . " a p lay by John I Jersey.
The show is t h e Guild ' .s ' first
might be n oinn , Iron M ike alpresentation
in two seasons A
ways acts liko a mini w h o has
cast of While Way velftrans ' ' .ins
another — and l)iw. »fl'
J"''
been assembled, including Alan
ahead.
Hiuice , N ancy Cii . hmaii , < 'armi -n
A l l . .OMKI. .. K STAIC
Mathews ami Paul Met o a t h
Ahnei
TVl.VV Y O K K I A P '
}.. <yi . \s, the Am * . le.ii) Foolhall K C SSIAV. WIN S-,1
TOLKDO . Ohio ¦ AP>
The
l-eiiKiio ' .s first bin name , won a
Russian
Nat ional hockey team
nc-w honor Wednesday u hi -n he
W;ts named winner of the i onic scored thi er goals in t h e third
B H . k-of-lli *' - .Var award of tin- period lo defeat the Toledo
of the
International
AFL hy <in AssiK'iiiled Pi ess I.lades
league Tuesday Night , .') ¦ ;( .
BBIU H.

NEW YORK (AP)—The stock
market staged a moderate advance early this afternoon. The
rise followed two days of sharp
declines.
Most advances of key issues
were less than a point. Trading
was moderately active.
Some small losses showed up
in steels and motors which had
been solidly ahead earlier.

Mason 's rushing records, while
Tarkenton improved on his own
club marks.
Another notable record was
Bobby Walden ' s 46.4-yard punting average—about seven yards
a kick better than the learn
record.
Individual season records:
Most yards rushing — Bill
Brown 866.
attemptsMost
rushing
Brown 226.
Most pass comp letions—Fran
Tarkenton 171.
Fewest passes intercepted—
Tarkenton 11.
Most yards rushing and receiving—Brown 1,570.
Most points scored — Fred
Cox 103.
Most field, goals—Cox 21 (of
33 attempts) .
Most touchdowns—Brown 16
(7 rushing, 9 receiving).
Best punting average — Bobby Walden 46.4 (72 kicks).
Most passes intercepted for
touchdowns — Rip Hawkins 2.
Team season records:
Most points scored—355.
Most first downs — 258.
Most yards rushing—2,184.
Most total yards gained—4 ,307.
Fewest points allowed — 236.
Fewest first downs allowed—
216.
Fewest yards allowed rushing—1,616.
Fewest yards allowed passing—2,730.
Fewest total yards allowedgS
4,346.
Most interceptions returned
for touchdowns—4.
Individual season records tied :
Most touchdown passes—Tarkenton 22.
Tommy Mason was runner-up
to Brow n in rushing with 695
yards on 169 carries , but had
the better average, 4.1 to 3.8.
Tarkenton completed 171 of 306
passes for 2,507 yards and a 55.9
comp letion percentage.
Brow n led receivers with 48
catches for 703 yards, while
Paul Flatley was next with 28
receptions for 450 yards. Mason
caught 26 for 239.

NATO Defense
Ministers Check
On Striking Power

PARIS (AP) - The North
Atlantic Alliance 's defense ministers turned today to a checkup on their military striking
power , but the French-American dispute over nuclear policy
continued to dominate the annual ministerial conference.
The North Atlantic Treaty
Organization 's stfte of military
readiness and its preparedness
prospects were the principal
items under study in the conference hall.
Outside the conference , Secretary of State Dean Rusk was to
meet for the second time this
¦week with President Charles de
Gaulle , chief foe of U.S. plans
for an integrated Allied nuclear
defense force.
With Fiance determined to
forge its own independent nuclear force , Rusk met Tuesday
¦with di plomatic leaders from
Britain , West Germany, Italy
and the Netherlands to consider
holding a top-level meeting early in the new year to study proposals for a NATO nuclear
force.

Stock Prices
Up a Little,
Trade Active

New Method
For Detecting
Lung Cancer

Comsat, which opened on a
block of 15,000 shares, continued
active and ahead by a point. It
had advanced more than 4
points early in the session . Comsat fell about 10 points Tuesday
when trading was limited to a
cash basis.
Sphering gained a point and
reached a new high. Merck and
Pfizer added fractions.
Jones & Laughlin and Ford
and Chrysler posted gains of
about half a point.

World Today

President Likes
Word Frugality

The Associated Press average
of 60 stocks at noon was up .8
at 320.8 with industrials up 1.4,
rails unchanged and utilities up
.6.
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Card of Thanks
CIERZANI wish lo th_ nk iVsor- Dllfman, Fr.
Brom and Fr. Louis Clark lor their
the
pallbearers,
children '!
services,
choir, Burke's Funeral Mom* and my
many friends and relatives who helped, gave floral <ind memorial oilerInns or donated In any way during
my recent bereavement, the loss of
my sister, Gertrude.
Mrs. HalHe Wat-era
FAB IANMy sincere thiinki to all who sent
cards, gifts and visited me wh ile I
was at Community Memorial and ilnca
I've bean home.
Mn. Edith Fabian
MALLES - .
My heartfelt thanks to all my relatives,
neighbors and friends who sent me cards,
gifts and flowers during my Illness at
the hospital, especially to Rev. Mon sen
for his visits and prayors, and fo M r . S.
Mrs. Ed Pepllnskl for all they did while
I was gone and since my return.
Mrs. Malcom c. Mallei
TULIUSI wish to thank friends and relatives who sent gifls, cards and vlslted
me while I was al St. Joseph's at Arcadia, also thanks to all thosa who
helped In any way at the time of my
truck accident.
Art Tullui

The Dow Jones average of 30
industrials at noon had gained
2.20 to 859.65. It had been slightln rWemoriam
ly higher during the morning.
and
stimulating
progress.
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Common Market
Countries Agree
On Wheat Price

BRUSSELS (AP ) - The six
European
Common
Market
countries agreed Tuesday on a
single schedule of grain prices ,
effective in mid-1967.
Agreement was reached afler
13 months of tough b a r g a i n i n g .
It was the major step toward a
unified agricultural policy necessary for Common Market partici p ation in Kennedy Round
tariff negotiations opening next
m o n t h in Geneva.
The agreement was H tr iumph
for French President Charles de
( .nolle , who had threatened to
boycott the Common Market
unless it agreed on ag ricultural
prices . West ( .ermany. which
has the highest wheat price in
the community, was the chief
obstacle.

They tentatively agreed on a
meel ing of deputy foreign ministers to study the L I S . proposal
for a multilateral nuclear force
MI.F
- British suggestions
for a wider Atlanti c air-sea nuclear command and any ot her
ideas »i\ tlie subject any NATO
iih'iiiIxT wants to b r i n g up
The meeting of the fiv e foreign ministers reflect ed U .S ,
d e t e r m i n a t i o n to proceed with
p l.uis for an Allie d nuclear command Husk has assured De
Gaulle , however , t h a t the United Stales has no desire lo isoKffectiv. July 1, i»«7. this
late France and Hint the door to
schedule
of prices i.s to lake efany NATO nuclea r command
will alw .iy.s he open to Ihe fect within Ihe tr ade bloc :
Durum wheat . $:i.!l.. per bushFrench
el; soft wheal , $2 .»!i; r y e , $2 311 ;
In an address t«i the NATO corn , 1. 2 3(1 a nit harlev , M . '.i
Council Tuesday. French ForWorld prices for sudi major
eign Minister Maui in* Couve de grains as d u r um wheal , barley
Mui ville made a n_ .w nttack on arid corn a r e stil l .10 to Ml per
(he l.' .S. proposal for a NATO cent lower t h a n these f u t u r e
licet of surlace ships nrnied prii 'cs
The present
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l .ilaris
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and price for soft wheat i.s $2.70 per
maimed liy crews of mixed na- bushel : the comparable Ameri tionality.
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tions ami at the same time pro- leedslocks
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Dillon Plans
To Resign in
A Few Months

WASHINGTON ( A P ) - Secretary of the Treasury Douglas
Dillon has made tentative plans
to resign within a few months , it
was learned today.
His most likely successor :
Donald C. Cook nf New York ,
head of a large ut ilities firm
and former chairman of the Securities and Exchange Commission . He is f>!> .
Other names that have hern
ment ioned for the post include
David Hockefeller, 4- , president
of New York ' s Chase. M a n h a t t a n
Hank , and Hubert _ .. Anderson ,
M , a close associat e of President Johnson and a former secretary of the Treasury. Anderson , a native Texan , now lives
in Greenwich , Conn.
An administration source said
il appeared unlikely Hockefeller
would be appointed. He is a Republican and a brot her of New
York Gov. Nelson A, Hockefeller.
Dillon, 55. a Hepiiblican , Apparently plans to return to I lie
Wull Street investment banking
firm founded by his fathe r.
Alt hough he does not wear t h e
same party label as President
Johnson , billon cont ributed a
considerable .sum to Johnson 's
presidential campaign and there
is no indicat ion of a r ift between
the two men
About two months ago . Jobirson asked Dillo n to stay in t h e
office for an indefinite period
and Dillon has now given wh a t

appears to be a final answer.
One reason for his desire to
return to Wall Street is the illness of his father. Clarence Dillon. Some of his associates said
he would not rule out a return to
government service at some
time in the future.

Coroner 's Office
Still Undecided
On Stabbing
SACRAMENTO . Calif. (AP .-The coroner7s office was still
undecided Tuesday whether the
stabbing death of a veter an of
Japanese prison camps WJIS an
accident or suicide.
Henry Turner , .3 , a former
Rrainerd , Minn., rnun who was
captured by the J apanese on
Rata an in th e first davs of
Worl d War II , died in Sacramento County Hospital early
Sunday from a s t a b wound in
the chest.
Poller said Ids wife. Dorothy,
told them she saw him standing
nude in the kitchen of their
Sacramento apartment , n knife
in his chest , late Saturday night
after a day of m a r i t a l arguing.
She said he had none into the
kitche n to finish « bott le of
whiskey after he had beaten her ,
officers snitl.
Police said Turner , a railroad
firemnn, told officers he had
fallen against the knife while
reacliing for a drink. A sister ,
police reported , said Turner had
threatened suicide earlier .
Turner was n member of
Compuny A of the liMth Tank
Battalion , a unit composed mostly of hoy s from Hrainerd . Alter
he wns released from prison
camp, he .settled in California.

NEW YORK (AP ) - Canadian dollar today .9304 , unchanged.
CHICAGO (AP ) — Chicago
Mercantile Exchange — Butter
irregular;
wholesale
buying
prices unchanged to '- . lower ; f):i
score A A 57;1 .; 1)2 A ,.7:i i; 90 B
..(»•'..; 89 C 55V.: cars 90 B 57Vi ;
119 C 56' _ .
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27; standards %'U ; dirties unquoted ; checks 22V_ .
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WEST AGENCY
7 FRANK
U5 Lafayette St .
Til. 5240

Ptrionak

80 Ridlot, Televl.lon

FEED OATS for salt. Mark
Fountain City, Wl».

RolbKckl,

WANTED CORN. Mike Walch, Mlnn«l»k«, Winn. T. I. Altura 6881.

Artlela. for Sal*
INFANT ilia

87

crib, «. Til.

.151.

.'

BEAUTIFUL WEDDING .
m
i ind vail,
•li* M, vary reaaonabln alto 2 formalt. Til. 7412.

(Next to Telephone Office)
DID YOU *EB our goon hunttri ool
¦R IDE CRIMES with vtlll for tiarbla
ftiilr lovtly
.icti In le.t nloht'i
doll* 11.50, coat. »!, formal) tl-35,
42 dniMi, cult*, atom 75c. Tal. 0007.
pipor t Thl p»ptr printed 1,000 extra Dogs, Pati, Suppllaa
•dltloni for anyone who wants extra
coplt.. R«y Weyer, Innkeeper , WIL- TOV MANCHESTER and Fox Terrier NYLON RUfr-1- Xl}, txtfl»» foam back pups. I . C. Gmel -r. Ctledenla, Minn.
LIAMS HOTEL .
Ing. Tal. f-34tl.

T«l. 724-H43.

71 Houses for Sal*

Wednesday, December lt, 18(
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ZENITH COLQRE D TV, many leti on I. DUPLEX on W*»t
King, between
our floor ' rtidy for dellviry now or at
State and College of St. Tareia.
3
ChrlftihM time. Come and ite them.
bedrooms down, 2 bedroomi up. Gas
furnace. Choice condit ion. Ready to
FRANK LIL1A t SONS, 7 -1 B. Ith
move Into. Corner lot. 1-car gararja.
Open evenlngi.
Full price J15.O00.
ABTS AGENCY ,
*
—^«„_^_^
INC., Realtors, l). Walnut St.
Tel
Sewing Machine*
73 1-43-5.
USED . REE ARM Vlkln(j automatic
portable, hke now . WINONA SEWINGCO., «l Huff i t . Tel. 93AI.

Special, at tha Store

74

AUTOMATIC iLBCTRIC BLANKETS

3I0..5

BAMBENEK'S, 9th 8. Mank - lo
JI" IMS CooiOl- TV S»ti,
•1-9.95. No trade ne.ded.
1 Only Phllco Stereo Comote,
S1S9.93. Floor model.
Sea our selection of portable IV
Sets and Phonographs

WE'RE DEALING
WE'RE SELLING
YOU'RE SAVING!

THREE- OR roUR-bedroom houu, cork
¦nd carpeted, bullMns, new furnaca,
gas water heater, central air conditioning, 2-car garage, screened pitlo. t
lot for sale. Tal. 40)9.
IP YOU WANT to buy, »ef! or tr ade
ba aura to it* Shank, HOMEMAKE R'S
EXCHANGE, 552 E. 3rd.
O. BUILT IH 1150. Spacious 2-bedroom
ranch style home. Ovaralzed oar _ig«,
breercway with barbecue grill bum
In.
Full basement with recreation
room . All oak flooring. Oil forced air
heal. Located In Goocfvlew. St* thli
fine home today.
ABTS AGENCY,
INC., Realtors, 159 Walnut St, Tel.
8-43.5.

FIRESTONE STORE

____________________

Lincoln Agency, Inc.
Real Estate—Imuranc*

Typewrite r*

77

JUST LIKE NEW . . ,

Sturdy, completely remodeled 3 or .-bedroom home.
Lovely new bath . Large
yard. E. M ark St. location .
Trade that house that' s too
small for you on this spacious one floor home! Move
right in!

Plumbing, Roofing

ELECTRIC ROTO ROOTER
For clogged sewers and drains
1 year guarantee
Tell 9i09 or t',36

CALL SYL KUKOWSKI

MORE PEOPLE buy Lindsay than any
other water conditioner. For Ihe unit fo
fit your families' needs call

FRANK O'LAUGHLIN
PLUMBING & HEATING
Tel. 3703
207 E- 3rd

Jerry's Plumbing

Tel. 9394

827 E. 4th

PLANNING A NEW HOUSE? Choose
your plumbing _ s carefully as you
choose your lot . Call

SANITARY

PLUMBING & HEATING
Tal. 27)7
1*1 E. 3rd St.

Held Wanted—Female
CHILDCARE—3 mornings
home. Tel. .3708.

a

26

week , my

wait ress,
days
end
EXPERIENCED
nights. Apply Frank Cunningham, Steak
Shop. Tel. 3150.
WAITRESS—part .Ime or full time. Apply
In person, no phone calls. Sammy 's
Plna, IH Main.
GIRL TO HELP wllh 1 small boys, and
light houseworK In pleasant Lake Harriet heme. Own room. Prefer licensed
driver. Good ss lary. 4224 Fremont Ave.
S , MplS. 9, Minn., or call collect 824.615, Wrs. lelsler .
MORE TUPPERWARE
DEALERS NEEDED
Rapidly growing business needs men
and women, spare time or fu ll time,
to show Tupperware, the leader In
plastic housewares, at home parti...
Make your own hours. Fun. Profitiibta. No experience nccc-vary. For
private Interview cell tho distributor
nearest you;
M » M Sale .
102 S. W Abash , St. Paul
Tel . 227-2*6.
RAINBOW SALES
3206 Bloomlnnton Ave,, Mpls .
Tel. PA 1-2411

Help Wanted—Male

27

FRY COOK—days, II a.m. to 8 p in., «
days, closed Sun. Coll or see Frank
Cunningham, Steak Shop

ROUTE MAN

CA R R I E D , lo assume established terrl
fory T hli route produced In excess of
16,400 nel last year , Send work record
and qualifications to E-57 Dolly News.

Situation Wanted—Male 30
ACCOUNTANT will keep books tor small
Included. Tel
servic e
bu.lnen- Tax
(I M. 5.

Buiin«st Opportunities

37

FOR LEASE-new .-Mull service .tn
tlon, in downtown Winon a Excellent
opportunity lor nmblllnus man. Tr/iln
(no. prooram, financing, rc/lr .ment pMn
Call or write lor cnnlld-nlial Inlervl nw
Take adv«ni«o <i today ol the mnny
on
this
extra
aids b«iln(i olter^d
Lynch, Cities
business location. .1. .
Service Oil Co., flox BH». Rochester,
or Tel, Winona 23< l.

Commercial Buildings

Two "downtow n ht illrtlnri .. .ullnhlo lor
garaoe. marine opornllmi, ek Main
bulldlno, OOX-0' . has owrrhend door
In front, foldlnci doors lo rrar, clean
dry basement . Front rw rrntly remod Krnr
for disp lay purpOM' v
eled
building, 30x40' . has new roof, con<j«foldlnci
drain,
.1
crete door end
rege doors . A H In excellent condition.

Apart ment Site

500' fronlane on s e r v l r * rnart. 7r>nrrt
pi n ed nl
commercial . Mmon-hly
? 11,750.

Downriver

400' nl level Mud on V r v l r e Road
on Hwy. al. Idrnl Inia llo n Ini Mi"
tei or service slnllon.

M\ Wleln SI.

"

Sam Weisman & Sons

Tel, 2849

SERVICE STATION
For Lease

New ultra-modern 2-bay, Is
well -ocnt- d on new llwy.
fit in Wlnofifi . Very altractivn proarnm w ith cood
income tor an ambitious
party. Vor dctiiil.
Tel . 47-13
or write l?ox 211.., Winona

HAMPSHIRE
vaccinated
Decker, St.
30.1.

BOARS —
serviceable,
for
erysipelas.
James
Charles, Minn. Tal. 931-

HEREFORD CALVES-350 lbs. Pleasant
Valley Dairy.'
PUREBRED Duroc boars, also Landraea
boari, Clifford Hoff. Lanseboro, Mlrn.,
(Pilot Mound I ,
HEREFORD—Angus cross feeders. Eugene Marg, R1. 2, Winona, Minn., (Wilson) Tel. 8-1320.
HOLSTEIN BULLS—lor sale or lease, excellent quality, ready to' heavy service.
Pat Daley, Lewiston, Minn. Tel. 4B01.
FEEDER PIGS. 47, 9 to 10 weeks old;
also fitly Shetland pony, 7 months old.
Donald A. Put!, Arcadia, Wis.
REDEEM VALUABLE COUPONS
Oct. Farm Journal
(Inside back cover 1

TERRAMYCIN
A/D Scours Tablets
4s — Reg. Price $1.33
At Our Store ..
»5c
24s — Reg. Price »6.30
At Our Store
$5.10
Ask about the free balling gun.

TED MAIER DRUGS
Animal Health Center

Poultry, Eggi, Supplies

44

DEKALB 20 week old pullets, fully vaccinated, light controlled, raited on slat
floors. Available year around. SPELTCHICK HATCHERY, Rollingstone, Minn.
Tel. 6669-2311.
GET MORE FOR YOUR EGGS
TOP PRICES paid, plus 1c per dor. extra
delivered to our door. We also pay a
premium tor Jumbos.
WINONA PRODUCE CO,
159 E. 2nd
Tel. 3717
Closed ell day Saturday.

Wanted—Livaitock

46

HOLSTEIN SPRINGING COWS and heifers wanted, alio open and bred heifers E. F. Grfimelsbach, Inc., Lewiston,
Minn. Tel. 4161.
LEWISTON SALES BARH
A reel good auction market for vour
livestock. Dairy cattle on hand all
week , hogs bounhl every day, Truck!
available. SM B Thurs. Tel. 266/.

Farm Imp lement!

Christmas Specials
We can save you money on
that new gun for Christmas.
NEUMANN'S
Bargain Store
121 E . 2nd
CHRI STMAS TR EES
Plantation grown.
AH kinds ana sizes.
treated for needle loss.
Corner of W. Bth and Orrin .
Tel. 2959

CHRISTMAS TREES
and Boughs
All kinds and sizes .
2' to 16', retail and wholesale.
Corner of W. 4th and
Lee St ., behind
Jefferson Stadium.
SmUty 's Tel . 8-2731

48 Building Material.

Sea the new 1? lb model X112.

HOMELITE CHAIN SAWS
AUTO ELECTRIC SERVICE
Tel 5-453
2nd Si Johnson

61

USED LUMBER — _ x4' s .X - 's, Jx B' s,
4x6' s, appoxlmately 3,000 II.. located In
Winona. Tel. Independence 985 3568 collect.

Coal, Wood. Other Fuel 63

FREE
All-Purpose

SOCKET WR ENCH
or 3-ft. STEPLADDER
With your order for one 30RH I . drum or two lS-gal.
drums of

FARM-OYL

BURN MOBIL FUEL OIL and enloy the
comloi t ol automatic personal core .
Keep full servlco .- complete burner
care . Budo.t plnnnert nnd ouaranterd
price. Order today Irom JOSWICK'S
EAST END COAL & . DEL OIL C O ,
WI E. Ml\ . Tel. 3.89.
F I R E P L A C E WOOD -any amount, from
P9c a pack and up. Wostgnle Gardens,
Tel. I M A .
SLAB WOOD
Good dry onk «lnti«.
BRUNKOW'S SAW MILL
& LUMBER Y A R D

Trempealeau, Wis.

Tal. M4-4J14

Furn., Rugi, Linoleum

MOTOR OIL or
HYDRAULIC OIL

F. A. KRAUSE CO.
"BRKEZY ACRES "
South on New Hwy . 14-61

Hay, Grain, Fead

DAILY NEWS
MAIL
SUBSCRIPT IONS
May . Be Paid At
TED MAIER DRUGS

WALNUT COCKTAIl tables , t4 .95i 3 PC.
table group. Including 1 vtcp tMilei nnd
mnU.hlno rotktnll tnblr ,
.19.95 k.d.
BORZYSKOWSKI
F- U D N I T U R E .
30?
Mankato Ave. Open _v«n lnrjs.
NLW AT BURKE'S T U R N I T U R E
J4" TABI E I.AMP, Wfl lnul and rhlna
base In Ivory or holfle w i t h while ihade.
Pair J8 .10.
BURKE'S, 3rd & Franklin

SO Good Things to Eat

DO V'OU NEED
A
PEED STRETCHER?
Dnlry feeds, 18% protein ,
stfirting us low as $52 per
ton, Book now and protect
yourself against price Increase.

F. A. KRAUSE CO
"BREEZY ACRES"
South on Now Hwy . 14-Bl

Telephone Your Want Arts
to The Winona Daily News
Dial 3321 for an Art Taker.

64

65

A P P LT S - cheaper hy the bnsket, hand
picked, . Ireuldei, . rnlrl . Spy, lla ral.
»dn. Redwelli, Pickwick Orcherd. Tal,
••3666,
L A /V A RUR BANKS, ?0 Ibi , S9ci Inrue
««lrcllnn ol npnl«"i mlx«cl basket , ol
fruit. Wlnonn Pol/ilo MM . 118 Market.
APPLES -• /VitlnlcHh, Cnrllnndi, Haral
»one, Oellclcwi, P r n h l a Spy At rimonnble price.. P. A. Krau«« Cn ., "Br*«y
Acrei". s. on n»v; llwy. 1 4 » | .

Hout.liold Articlaa

67

SPOTS hntore your eym- on your new
carpet, removo lliam with , nine l.uitre .
it .
Rent
electric
ihampocsr ,
H
Choate «, cn.

Muiical Merchandise

III fi . 3rd St.

Hardtop with automatic
transmission, power steering, power seat , many other extras . Local car. One
owner. Low miler. 12 month
factory warranty still good .

$2695

Payments down to $50 per
month if desired.

RAMBLER f~\ DODGE

# SALES fr

^^

PRICED FOR
IMMEDIATE
SALE
1962 MERCURY
Monterey

AFTER HOURS

Apartments, Flats
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SPACIOUS 3-bedroom lower duplex, wltti
wardrobe Closets, garage, beautifull y
decorated. Tel, 432-4 for appointment.
TWO BEDROOAAS, all newly
and carpeted, new kitchen
room, East 4th. Tel. 8-1059.

Pat Heise . . . 5709
Gordon Weisborn . . . 4884

r

FOUNTAIN CITY—1st tloor a pt,, 4 rooma
and- bath. Tel. Fountain City 687-3502 .

4 - door, r a d io,
h e a t e r , autom a t i c transmiss i o n, whitewall
tires, solid burgundy finish , extra
V clean throughout,
priced below market value.

LINCOLN""
AGENCY

remodeled
and bath-

69 W. 4th
Tel. M31

t

Sale or Rent; Exchange 101

Houses for Rent

MARK E. MO—J-bedroom house. Inqulra
173 E. Mark.

WEST LOCATION— 5 rooms and bath, gas
furnace heat, new cupboards In kitchen,
garage. Available Jan. 1st. Tel. 3789.

Wanted—Real Est ate

BUFFALO CITY - 5 rooms, large lot,
garage. Tel. .889 or 9912.

SUMMER COTTAGE or lot on either side
of river, within 30 rnllos of Winona.
Write E-50 Dally Newt.

102

EIGHTH E. 720 — 5 rooms Including 1 NEED LISTINGS on fa rms and v. ar«r
small bedrooms. Contact Henry Muras
frontage 'ots. Qualified buyers.
or Tel. 9-4192 tor appointment .
CORNFORTH REALTY

Wanted to Rent

96

LIGHT HOUSEKEEPING room wanted
by mature employed lady. In private
home or apt. house. Write E-i9 Dally
New*.
WORKING GIRL would Ilka to share
an apt. with working girl or college
girl. Miss Teresa Hartmann, College
of St, Teres*. Tel. .- _9-\.

Farms, Land for Sale

98

STUDEBAKER, '51 '/j-ton, JIJO. '58 Ford
2-ton, 2-specd, with new motor , no
miles , 5650. will take trade . 256 Jefferson.
124 ACRES, 3 miles W. of Money Creek,
with or without cattle and machinery.
Brice Sturtevant, Rt. 1, Houston. Tel.
Rushford 864-7605.
DAIRY FARM—172 acres, modern house,
2 cc-m,ent stavo silos, 60x72 ft. barn.
Located 14 miles S.E. of Winona or 2
miles N.W. ot Ridgeway. Lester Hass,
Audubon, Minn.
523 ACRES, 200 open, much of It rich
wooded .
lightly
bottomland, balance
102' barn, silo, 9 ronm house. Immediate possession, $2/,000, good terms.
Located In MontMin Township , Buffalo County, Wis. Owner Kuhn, 1700 S.
River Road, Janesville, Wis.
RETIRED WIDOW wnnts to sell her
located
near
Elgin.
dimlly farm,
Minn, on a blacktop county road. Has
141 acres tillable, out ol -n total of
226. Excellent 3-bedroom home, modern, wllh furnace, bath and built-in
kitchen. Large corn base . Ideal beef
setup, wllh 1 burns and good fencing. Total price J26.OO0 wllh J5.00O
down and the remainder al . 5" . . Call,
see or write fir It Ri'nlly Inc., Durand,
Wis. or Wflbnsh a, Minn. Tel, 565-1004.

Houses for Sale
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E, 3-story brick house . 3 bedrooms. New
gas heaters. Lot . ol room. Lnrye l,.mlly kitchen. Cnn bo (Innncetl, wllh
11,500 down payment, balance on contract. Mndlson or SI. Cn'ilmlr ' s Schoo l
district.
Full
price
57, 600.
ARTS
AC .ENCY. INC.. Renders, VW Wnlnul
51. Tol. 0-4365 ,

¦BOB

I
rN^Tel. 23.0
I (L^S^
I ^

^

Q

120 Center St,

Your Right

Tha complete price It 110,900 for a
three-bedroom home, one down, two
up, nil tired furnace, gar-aga plus
storage and workshop area.

Sugar Loaf

Is your view from this big rambler
wllh three bedrooms, Hie balh wllh
vanity, drive-In
basement
oarage,
largn 14O' x200" Inndsr-ped setting.

Sell Your Husband
On aeelnrj this bath and a halt remtiler In the cily now being completed,
attached double nnraae, r.arpnted living room, bio y a r d and you can move
fight in.
A F T E R HOURS CALL;

W. I.. (Wlbl Helm 6-2 HI
Leo Kali 4581
L«ur« Fisk 2118
Dob Snlover 7827

r " o^*

Telephone Vour Want Ads
l.o Tho Winona Dail .v News
Dial 3321 for an Ad Taker.

La Crescent, Minn.

T«l. 8.5-21W

WILL PAY HIGHEST CASH PRICES
FOR YOUR CITY PROPERTY

(Winona 'i Only Real Estate Buyer .
Tel. 6388 and 7093
P.O. Box Ui

107

LET A MIRROR reflect the happiness
of Christmas by presenting one to
the motorcyclist on your list. Ail motorcycle accessories are available af
ROBB BROS. Motorcycle Shop, 573 E,
,4th.

Trucks, Tract 's, Trailers 108
FORD—1946 V_ -»on pickup; oa'age overhead door. 8x9 ft., like new. 4 ) 7 Carlmona.
TRUCK HOISTS INSTALLED BY
BERG'S
Tel. 4933
3950 W. 4tll., Gdv* .

1963 International
Scout
4-wheel drive , complete with
w e s t e r n snowplow , new
truck warranty. A-l condition .

$1895

W inona Truck
Service

IIIC TRUCK SALES
& SERVICE
65 Laird
Tel. 47..S
Used Cars

109

FORD—19M, very good running condition ,
molor
In excellent
condition.
Price tiO. Tel. J-U54 . John f-' rlck son,
Minnesota City.

~

^

40 Years in Winona
Lincoln-Mercuxy-Falcon
Cornet-Fairlane
Open Friday Jj lvenings
and Saturday p.m.
iS

I
I

Minnesota
Land & Auction Sales

Everett J. Kohner
151 Walnut . Tal. 8-3710 after hours 7IM
DEC. 19-Sar. 12:30 p.m. A miles E of
Arcadia, V. Il Carl Axness Jr., owner!
Alvin Kohner, auctioneer; North«rn Inv.
C o . clerk

DEC. 1»-Sa». 12:30 p.m. 10 miles S.K.
of Osseo on 27 to church, 3 miles
E. on "B". 1 mile S. Palmer Johnson
Property, Jerry Randall, owner; Welter Zeck, auctioneer; Northern Inv.
Co., clerk

NOTICE
THE TIME
of the
CARL AXNESS JR.

AUCTION
was incorrectly listed
by this newspaper as
2:30 p.m. The

CORRECT TIME
IS
1 2:30 p.m.
SAT., DEC. 19
' p!

Due to lack of feed , owner must sell following personal |
property at public
|

I AUCTION |
I 10 miles southeast of Osseo on 27 to church , 3 miles 1
|"
east on "B," 1 mile south.
|

|Saturday, December 19 g
i

I

Sale starts at 12:30 P.M.

Lunch will be served.

Pf i

| 23 HEAD OF CATTLE (19 COWS) - 3 Holstein |
i cows, springers ; 3 Holstein cows, fresh 2 and 3 weeks; |
I 6 Guernsey cows, springers; 1 Holstein cow , 1 Jersey %
|
cow, 2 Guernsey cows, fresh with calf at side ; 3 Jersey |
1960 FORD
cows, springers. This is a good herd of milky cows. Some p
|
Starliner
i are vaccinated.
%
DAIRY EQUIPMENT — Surge pump, motor and U
•%
door hardtop, %
i
2 ¦
|
pipeline for 16 cows; Surge seamless bucket; Surge seam |
radio, heater, au- \
i ]|
bucket .
I
tomatic transmis- \
/
| TRUCK — G.M .C. 1-ton truck , short wheel base .
sion , solid white \ /
TRACTOR MACHINERY — J.D. "G" tractor; J.D. |
finish , whitewall
\i
I
[I "A" tractor; J.D. tractor cultivator ; M.H . 2-bottom 16- |
tires, priced at
Y
inch plow ; J.D. 2-bottom 16-inch tractor plow; McD. %
: : 2-bottorn 16-inch tractor plow; J.D . 15-ft. single tractor |
|
$1195
§
disc; J.D. 290 tractor corn planter.
OTHER MACHINERY — Steel wheel wagon ; wood |
wheel wagon; J.D. horse manure spreader; horse grain |:
binder; corn binder; mower ; Oil Bath pump jack and |
.
Tel . 8-2711
75 W. 2nd
electric motor; gas barrel.
|
Open Friday Evenings
SOME HOUSEHOLD ITEMS - Including combination |
7 gas and wood stove ; double oven; other household items %
too numerous to mention,
j$
TERMS: Under $10.00 cash; over that amount cash
Buy With Confidence
i
or ' . down and balance in monthly payments. 3% added ^
to balance for 6 months. Your credit is always good with |
Drive in Comfort
the Northern Investment Co.
|
PALMER JOHNSON PROPERTY
I
'62 Bel Air 4-door , 6 , standJERRY RANDALL , OWNER
ard , radio , low mileage ,
|
choice car.
Walter Zeck, Auctioneer , Rt . 22, Eau Claire, Wisconsin %
Northern Investment Co., Lester Senty, Clerk
'62 Pontiac Catalina 4-door ,
|J
%
'
Hydramatic , a sparkling
Rep by Lyman Dutter , Strum , Wisconsin
beatify.
'62 Falcon , Country Squire
wafion , big fi , standard ,
radio , electric rear window , top carrier, 27.000
§
i^y^c^V^T- * JI mrkM-\y $f i M ^l^k—mS ^^kW
miles, super value , tike
now.
'fi t Corvnir Mon_ n , pow5 miles west of La Crescent , Minn., on South Ridge , y
erglide , radio , top condiFollow Aucti qn Arrows at La Crescent .
y
tion in evcrv wav. extra
SAFE and extra (JO.
•61 Rambler Custom 400 4rioor , fi . overdrive , radio ,
Starting Time : 12:30 P.M.
|
real nice , real bargain.
1
,
Lunch By: St . Agnes Circle
7
%,
'GO Pontiac Cntalina 4-door ,
'
St. . Peter 's Church , Hokah , Minn .
Hydramati c , radio , ready
good
years.
for many
REAL INSTATE -- 177 Acre farm on County Road :}
25 in La Cres cent Township, about 70 acres tinder culti- y
'50 Buick I .lectra 4-door
vation . Improvements consist of a goad 8-roonn dwelling ;;]
hardtop , this luxury car
with full basement , furnace , l.nth , electricity and tele- j,;
has only 4:i.0()0 actual
phone to La Crescent, barn and granary. Cnorl well. On •
miles, by 1 owner , power
mail route nnd school bus to door ,
st eering, power brakes ,
power seats , ilc -luxe equipTERMS ON REAL ESTATE: 10 r :. on dat e nf sale :^|
ment , a rare bargain .
nnd h .ilanee rush on delivery of deed and good abstract ¦; <'
or Contract fur Deed with one-(|uarter of purchase price '
'59 Chevrolet Bel Air , V-fi ,
cash and ba lance with reasonable annual paymen ts j
I'owerglidn. rndio , m any
J
with interest, at !".';• .
extras , the nicest around.
_ HEAD JERSEY CATTLE -- 4 Jersey cows , dry, -\
1
'[>•> Pontiac Catalina 4-duor ,
springing ; ,ri Jersey cows , fresh and opon; 1 Jersey heifer , 7
Hydramati c , r a d i o, a
?;
1 1 year old , (npen; 1 Jersey heifer , 2 ind . old; i Jersey
.sound car priced to move
bull calf , I mo. Cuttle laboratory tested for intcr-slate ;
ti
fust.
'- shi pment . All young cows and good quality.
'5!» Ford Galaxie Victoria
DAIRY EQUIPMENT -- David Bradley m ilker with ,
hardtop, Fordomnt ie , ranew 2-unit pu mp ; 1 D,P>. seamless b ucket.
dio , power steering, powCHAIN AND WEED -• 4flt> bu. oats .
er hrnkos , very sharp
MACHINERY AND MLSCKLLAN KOUS K Q V I P . ~
'57 Chevrolet 4-door station
. ; Horse drawn corn planter; h.-ile clnv-itor; rubber tired
.
vvagon , 6 , fitimdard , $505 ,
wagon; 2-whuel trailer; Bradley -O incli hammormill ;
new cli'i'tric fencer; pl.'ilforrn .sriile; 45 ft. fi-lnrh enilloss
'56. Oldsmobile HB 2-door ,
hell ; steel lank ; tank heater ; electric dohorncr .
Hy dramatic , radio , n good
one., $295.
TRACTOR AND TRACTOR KQUH 'MKNT - Ford ''*,
) 9:>:> tractor ; Mas.sey I' .'i ^uson liaclor plow , .'.-bottom 7]
ItliO
'..!> Pontine 4 door , Hydra14-inch
:t point h itch; Ferguson tractor cultivator; Miisscy I . I
malic , radio , real good ,
tl-fl. mounted tractor dise ; Massey Ferguson ,:
I'Vrguson
r
S2!l. i .
(!- (( , power uraiu drill on rxiblier , nearly now ; Massey
'54 Ford .i ton pickup, $r,!)..,
Ferguson tractor manure spreader , nearly now (!)0 bu , <
capacity ) , Mns..cy Eergusnn No. :i bay baler , noarly
,
2-ton
, 2'57 Dodge , V-fi
pew ; Brady c hup iier . I your old ) Cunningha m hny con- ,
specd , LWB, $795.
ililioiier , 2 years old; Massey Ferguson scraper blude
with alt. for Ford tract or ; tractor wheel weight..; tractor j |
It will pay YOU lo see
'i
chains , :t :txl2 inch , good.
US for a deal .
'
)
(
SOME BOUSEHOLl IOODS .'

VENABLES

"HANK" JEZEWSK I

Motorcycles, Bicycles

.-

AUCTIONS I l l Household. Llviito.li or
General. L"rUE L. 80 80, Rt, 3, Houston/ Minn.
Tel. Hok.aH W4.IO0. Licensed a. Bonded.

$1395

VERY NICE 1-bedroom apt., new kitchen, new bath, 3 large closets . $77.50,
halt, stove, refrigerator Included. Inquire Tom Ralne, Apt. 1, i\S Huff.

95

We Aaveriue our Prkes

Open Mon. & Fri . Eve.
3rd & Mankato Tel. 8-3649

We have the buyers . . .
call now if you want it sold
by the first of the year !

ROOMS FOR .fAEN, with or wlthoul
housekeeping ferlvllegei. Tel. <J59.

Tel. 2340
C LX *\~
|
*^
120 Center SI.
70 I
W_lltttoMtfj_WA*a**As>)><U>
_Mtij ^^.-it S' linarffli i ¦)KiJft»wfcih_i|Hf

We Service and Stock
Needles for All
RECOUI ) PLAYERS
Hardt 's Music Store

'64 FORD V-8

W INON A UT0 _

.. . SELL . . . OR TRADE .

CHRISTMAS
TREES
•jJr Wreaths i? Roping
•£ Boughs
HUFF & BELLEVIEW

WA LZ

A.UVIN KOHNER
AUCTIONEER, City and ttttt ItMAtM
and bonded 25. Liberty It. (Corner
E, 5fh end Liberty). Tel . 4t»0.

DEC. 19-Sar . 12:30 p.rn. J mllej W. of
L» Creicent, Minn., on Soul. Ridge.
Elrlck
Nicholson, owner; Beckmsn
Bros., auctioneers; Thorp Sales Co.,
clerk.

BUICK-OLDSMOBILE-GMC
Open Friday Nights

$2195

REMEMBER .. . WE BUY

SNOW PLOW SEASON

BROOD SOWS—10, to farrow within 10
days, 315 lbs . Reasonable. Keith Johnion, Peterson, Minn. (Bratsburg )

'

WE NEED YOUR HOME !

OK USED FURNITURE STORE

21

$2495

4-door sedan , 6 cylinder,
radio , heater , automatic
transmission, so sharp you
have to see it to believe it .

Attractive 3-bedroom rambler west. Lovely kitchen
with all appliances in. Tile
bath , colored fixtures. Tiled
amusement room. Laundry
room complete with new
colored washer and dryer
plus new uprigh t freezer.
Attached garage. ONLY
$1,500 down . Call now to see
this one.

Ladies, Be Mod ern!
Have your clothes made just
for you. Dressmaking and
alterations. For appointment Tel. 7125.
176 W. 5th
Judy

Black exterior , maroon Interior , power steering, power b r a k e s , power seats,
power antenna , electronic
eye, tinted glass, whitewall
tires, air conditioning 27,000
actual miles, owner's' name
on request, clean as they
come.

1964 DODGE
330

COMFY AND COZY . . .

GOLTZ PHARMACY

2-door hardtop

nnr r ^ri)

FOUR YEAR
OR
30,000 MILE
WARRANTY

Auction S«l.i

1962 OLDSMOBILE 98

105 Johnson
Tel. 2396
Open Friday Night Until 9:00

HUNTERS,
VACATIONERS - _•-!«.
pickup Camptrt ind ir _v«l trailer- for
rent or la.t. LEAHV'S, tulflle City.
Tel. Cochran* -4H.32.
RED TOP Hwy, i
l Mobil* Horn* tei«i,
S«« us before you buy. We tell quality end prl c* 20 yean at trailer dealfnot. Hwy. 61 near Goodvliw Water
Tower. Tel . ki63i.

Beautifu l Car
Beautifu l Buy

$1298

r iir^

103 Mobil* Hcmti, Tniltn 1
1
1

CHE. ROLET—).«, Ilf»hf blue, 2-door,
fr-cylinder, standard transmission, ex
cellent condition Inside and out, $500
Tal. 9-.B.

1962 FORD
Fairlane 500
4-door, V-8, radio , heater,
automatic transmission. A
real hi p car at a real hip
price.

LOSE WEIGHT lately with Dex-A-o .7t
HOOVER upright vacuum cltancri. Factablata.
Weok'a supply only vac at PUREBRED DACHSHUND C-mplelTwItn
tory
.pedal,
»».«.
SCHNEIDER
doghouse, paper* furnlihwt It reouested.
Tod Malar Wtlgraan Drugt.
SALES mo 61h St ., Wv -v.
Tel. 1-3178.
"VISIONS OF SUGAR PLUMS" dancing
FOR THE BEST DEAL In town on a
h«avy duty j now blower tea BAMBEIn your head? Our food It like dreams POM. PUPPIES . weeki old, MO. Coffee
Cup Cafe .
NEK'S. JIW regular retail price, specome true. Choose a wedge of our
cially priced at J13..95. Wh Mankalo.
^
ONE-BEDROOM HOME, full ba«.m.nf,
mtl . Irvyou. -moulh pumpkin pie with a
"
PEDIGREED
MINIATURE
Black
Dachoil furnace, practically now, aoulh aide
cup of sleamlno coffee tor thai midZOO W. 3rd
ihund, male, J35 i friendly Toy Fox
LARGE
SELECTION
of
n«w
Christmas
of Rushford . Viclor Erdmann, Rt- 3,
mornlno muck end see whet we mean.
Terrier , males, $15; Toy Manchesttoyi, '/>. to V . off, beit touyi In town.
Winona Tel. Wtoke 96M,
RUTH'S RESTAURANT , 12. E. 3rd.
er!, $10. Come anytime. . rowh Toy
75
Ray 's Trading Pott, 216 E. Jrd. Tal. Stoves, Furnace.. Parte
Open 24 hours a day, except Mon.
D09 Kennels, Houston, Minn.
4333.
THBY SAY diamonds are a girl' s best CHRISTMAS
FAMOUS ALADDIN blue flam* kerosene
PUPPIES - ScotllM, Poo. BORGANA COAT-never b»tji worn, cost
friend * end you will ngree when you
heateri. No imoM, no imell , hums 35dies, Wlrehalrs,
Pekingese, Cockers,
1135 will sacrifice for 156, size 16.
tee trie lovely diamond-shaped painthours on 1 gallon. Also r.na.t. gas or
Pugs, Boslom, Beagles, Bassets. Pine
Ttl.
I-33M.
oil heaters. Service and parts. RANGE
by-nurnber wall panels. Wonderfu l gift
Crest Kenneli, Rochester. Tel. ATlas
OIL
BURNER CO., 907 E. 5th St. Tel.
Hem* fo delight the whole family.
2-5117 .
PAINT HIM HAPPYl Lat tht artist
7479. Adolph Mlchalowikl.
PAINT DEPOT . 1.7 Center St.
on your Christmas list choost what tit
PEKINGESE PUPPIES for Christina ..
needs from the complete slock of
A HOLE In your pocket, lost meter
Mrs. Elder Rufschow, Rt. I, Aim*,
Grumbachtr products at our store.
money; you're
paying for aomeone
Wis. Tel. Gilmanton 944-31(5.
We have bruihes, colors, papers and
elM't parking, sonny. W, Betslngtr.
books, eaeils, palettes, pens, sketching TYPEWRITERS and adding machines
for sale or rent. Reasonable rates.
pencils, palette and painting knives,
HANNAH'S husband Hector hates herd HortM, Cattle, Stock
43 ate.
Ire* delivery. See us lor all your ofPAINT DEPOT, 167 Center St.
work io he ctaj ini the rugs with Slue
fice supplies, desks, flits or office
Lustra. Rent electric ahampooer, $1. REGISTERED
HACKNEY yearling stud ALUMINUM car top carrier, both sides
chairs. Lund Typewriter Co. Tel. 5223 .
R. 0 , Cent Co.
colt, white stockings and strip
Silas
optn, weather-proof. 411 Hamilton.
Holland, Lanesboro, Minn.
YOUR
ONE-STOP typewriter and BusiARE YOU A PROBLEM DRINKER? ness Machine Haadquarfen. Vie service
~
GIRL'S ICE SKATES, 2 pair, white, slzei
Man or women your drinking creatai
FEEDER
PIGS-70,
H .mpshlri
and
all types of machines, stock ribbons for
4 end 6, good shape. Tel. 2048.
numerous problems. If you need and
Yorkshire cross, 40-JO lbs. Sidney
any mokt and »lie typewriter. WINONA
want help, con .act Alcoholics AnnonyMyhre, Caledonia, Minn. Tel. 714-2439. CADY'S SECOND HAND Slora will tell
TYPEWRITER SERVICE, U\ E. 3rd.
mous. Pioneer Group c/o General Da
Tel. 8-3300.
your good used articles, clothing end
livery, Winona, Minn.
BROOD SOWS , fo farrow Jan. 5th / 70
miscellaneous furniture on consignment.
"
feeder pigs, William A. McNally, Rt.
HJ
W.
5th.
Tel.
9718.
TR USSEJ-ABOOMINAL BELTS
Wanted fo Buy
81
3, Wlnons, Minn. Tel. 9639.
SACROILIAC SUPPORTS
PLAIN OR TREATED jan<J for slippery
FEEDER PIGS—25, 40 to 45 IbB, Oscar
w/alk . or automobile balasf. ROBB COMIC BOOKS and 78 RPA1 records
Hansen, Independence, wis. Tal . Arwanted. Tel. 7953.
BROS STORE. 57« E. 4tt i. Tal 4007
174 E. 3rd
Tel. 2.4.
cadia 53-F-2.
ICE- SKATE Exchange, nsw and used. WM. MILLER SCRAP IRON & METAL
PIGS—U. Allen Randall, Hoy.
Bicycle
CO. pays highest prices
for scrap
Skates sharpened. KOLTER
Builn«s* Services
14 FEEDER
aton, Minn . Tel, Rushford 844-9417.
Iron, metals, hides, wool and raw fur
Shop, 50. Mankato. Tel. SMS.
322 W. 2nd.
FRANTIC? Oon't panlcl WINONA RUG NOTICE—Lanesboro Sales Commission '!
USED TVs,
portables and consotesi
Closed Saturdays
CLEANING S E R V I C E will help you
new selling order. Veal. 12 to 1; hogs
B
&
B
also
used
refrlgeralora.
get trie house spick and span for the
and sheep, 1 to 1:30. Cattle sale starts
ELECTRIC CO., 155 E. ird.
WANTED SCRAP IRON i, METAL,
holiday! by sending their experts fo
promptly et 1:30. Veal arriving late
COW HIDES, WOOL, RAW FURS.
have your floor coverings looking pretwill be sold later lit sale. Sale Day CHILDREN'S HOUSE slippers, special
HIGHEST PRICES PAID
ty as a polnsett l» In no time, Tel \ 3722
every Friday.
Sno-Boots ,
J1.B9.
Ladles', children 's
M 8. W IRON AND METAL CO.
for free estimates.
ton. Aran: Shoe Co., 75 W. 3rd.
207 W. 2nd. across Spur Gas Station
SHETLAND PONIES-for tale. A. L.
For your convenience
Glle, Rollingstone, Minn.
«" SHOPSMITH for sale, In very good
We Are Now Again Open on Salt.
Dressmaking, Sewing
16
condition. Call at 1780 Gllmore Ave.
SPOTTED SHETLAND CHINA boars. Lo
HIGHEST PRICES PAID
well Babcock . Utlce, Minn. Tel. St.
for scrap Iron, metals, rags, hides,
Charles 931-3437.
raw furs and wooll
J73 E. Jrd St.
We Buy
Wa Sell
YEARLING STEERS-10 head HolstelnFurniture—Antiques—Tools
Angus cross. Henry Tveten, Rt. I, Lewand
other
Items.
INCORPORATED
iston, Minn. Tel. Rushford 4-9219.
Tel. 8-3701.
AX W, Srd
Tet. 5M7
THR'FTY feeder pigs, 70, weaned and
castrated; t Holstein heifers, springers.
Rooms Without Meals
86
Herbert McNamer, Houston. Minn. Tel.
will soon be here. Put your snow
S9--31J3.
plow on lay by now at WINONA FIRE
ROOM FOR RENT for gentleman. Tel.
8. POWER CO., 54 E. 2nd. Tel. 5065,
6589.
ANGUS BULLS for sale, good selection
(Across from the new parking lot..
¦a^wa-M---____«__iiMiMa____-_-a_a--_w-_---i
of registered bulls, serviceable age.
Rooms for Housekeeping 87
Erlckson Bros ., Ettrick, Wis.

TAKE MONTHS TO PAY
NO MONEY DOWN

Used Cart

WINONA DAILY NEWS tt

1963 Chevrolet
Bel Air

4 door, economical 6-cyllnder, itar»tlard tronwM .slon, radio, henler , 1 l,Oflll ounrnntcecl miles, .jrclully driven hy local owner , 1hla car (»ntnlns 6 months and 13,000 mllr^ nf
Iti f a c t o r y warranty, fill , car lonM
and drives Ilka new . Very ren.onably
Priced.

$1995

NYSTROM'S
CHRYSLER - PLYMOUTH
Opon Friday Nlohti

CHnVI.OI.l-T 1MB 2 .loor aeclen, H cvlln
dor with Powerglide, power ik'ei Ing.
Hem K n I nwnri . Aclual mills, lusl
like new. Over 20 more to clioosn from.
Tree 20 11) turkey plu« vnlualilc gill
from Santa with every car sold f r o m
noW unfll ChrIsfm as.

Don 's Auto Sales
165 E. Jrv1.1. « l«79

CASH
NO TRADE-IN
Mniiro Thomns Xt)64 blnck
Thunrierblrd hnrdtop. Milenfio 7,000 miles. Hids accepted by Hnlph (5 . Hoidl ,
estate administrator.
Tol. '2060 Winona , Minn.

I

1 Saturday, December 19 , \

MILLER
CIIEVKOL. -T U) .
( .HKVROI .CT A milCK
llushforil, Minn. Td . UN- . 7711

Tl l O lt l ' SALES COMPANY'S EASY TEH MS
1.1,HICK NICHO LSON , OWNEH
Anclioiiet ' i s: Beckman B ros ,
I
Clerks : Strand S. Ren.slo, Hep. Thorp Sa les
, ij|
Thnrp .Sales Co , Clerk , Itoclie.-.ter , Mi nn.
¦
¦
i
¦
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,
>
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BUZZ SAWYER

By Chester Gould

DICK TRACY

BY Mort Wa,k"

BEETLE BAILEY
THE FLINTSTONES

-
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' '
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By Hanna-Ba rbera
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By Don Sherwood

DAN FLAGG
6y Ch ic Young

BLONDIE
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LI'L ABMER

—

By Milton Canniff

STEVE CANYON

:
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*-r € .* '

By Al Capp
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COLEMAN
COMPACT

%
J:

| CAMP

I STOVE

VOIT
f*V _ l

«YM

COMPLETE

&

I RELOADING
I TOOL
jf : Marble—Mfg. by Mec.
5

$50 Value

I *2495
1 PA NAS 0N1C
I Transisto r
RADIOS

I

S,ar,in a at

I

£

J $'1/195
I l*E
I TOWN A COUNTRY

! RAIN

1 GAUGE
$|98

I
ff

:

'

I
jt
9,
»

IMPROVED
HOLLAND-RACINE

| FRONT-ZIP
Is
BOOTS

J

-nAUT lin

95
I
d>
*1
IW
j

S|
j.

For ,£e Fisherme n

2

$1295

SIGHT

Fits All G rooved _ 22'$

-j[

BAUSCH & 10MB

"BASS" AIL-PURP OSE

5

"™ 1

HEATER

BAR

I $995

TELESCOPIC
Did _T

CC/ITCD

_ _

&

j LHICIl

*7
"TRIUS

SKEET
TRAP
Foot Release T ypo

29

$0 95
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• ANYTH ING THAT'S NEW • EVERYTHING THArS NEW

BEST BRITISH BRIAR
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10"Year GUaranU

"ALL" MEANS ALL YOU CA*
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Wuerth

RiFLES
^
•

SHOTGUNS

•

•

CH£SS SET$

fcE S|(ATE $

FILET KNIVES

BOARD GAM ES
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B3rD6CU80 KIDS

- i. r,
Complete
Dinner

t '->\ w i

\1 / 1\

and EVERY MONDAY
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f 1 ft
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THE COrAPLETE
DINNER — WITH
MUSHROOM SAUCE

I

I

, . ,.

~

Please Note These Hours:
We will cloie ClirUfmai Eve at i:3Q —
remain cloied all day Chriitmai to allow our employee, the holiday with
friends and rela. ive» — and open agra.n

-^ m _ *

Cornish Game Hen

H

_ML

wi
S
•^
L l |JK^

Jfflf_ ) Ww
' 'till\ t\ ^9

SATURDAY
g^

TUESDAY
]
and EVERY TUESDAY
In addition tc i; superb Steak Dinner , the Lndy shall receive her dinner .leak knit, to stmt a set at
honic ! This knife is Riiniantred,
and will he replaced if defective in
( nniplete Steak Dinner
any W M
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Coma nnd Enjoy a

I

CRIBBAGE BOARDS $
A

ARCHERY EQUIP.

«.

I BLUE RIBBON DINNER STEAK

$^A« I
Mm ^W
M
—

j

—,

I

¦"*¦ ^^ '¦"¦*
WEDDING ANNIVERSARY
AND BANQUET GROUPS

*
j
"

™

with French Fries , Cole Slaw , ninner Ilolls . and Beverage . , . THE

iM^lMJ'l Binoculars |

G|FT pACKE0

A
WM F
j
¦il

uirii
NIGHTT

BATTE R-FRIED "FISH-ALL"-

I

3

;

fUJtHHItMlBr

mi

MOMETERS I
Now A , Low ^ J.

UNUSUAL SPORT GIFTS from
-^^
-^%-^ '^.^fi>
^

M

,NDO0R -OUTDOOR I
THER" I

*>
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\1M MW/

\^\l 9_m vf/Y

IMake Your RESERVATIONS Now to Enjoy a Gala New Year 's Eve f

$1695 j
Weather Sport s

™y°r
HAND

$0 49

Gif t Pocked

with Dressing. Mashed Potatoe s,
Rich Gravy. Vegetable , Cole Slaw ,
Dinner Rolls , and Beverage
ALL ' .YOU
THE ^ALL" MEANS

Clint (nr

JU I I
II
I
_ , -,—.
•w l¦
¦

For Co|d

WARMERS

^
^

and EVERY W EDNESDAY

. Sp

\
) Here at the Commodore. There 'll Be Fun For All!
Sheep-Lined
10-POWER
|\
i . YJS
J*
SHOES 1
TELESCOPE
Dance SATURDAY MlfiHT t0 ,he ~^~~ w r m
jjF.
FRIDAY
™
Music «f LEE HALL

For sidewalk sufn g

Xi

1 Great Eating

TONIGHT

BAKED "CHICKEN-ALL"

$975 i

e A A
C

SKATE
BOARD
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